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ABSTRACT 

The levels of expression of the genes of the tryptophan () 

operon of Eacheriohia ccli in cells infected by ]..ambdoid phages 

transducing the = genes have been examined. The level of amplification 

of the protein products of transduced genes attained in infection by 

phages mutant in the normal process of phage development was determined, 

and the proteins coded by the = genes were identified on polyacrylamide 

gels. 

The isolation of 080-. Ahybrid phages carrying the entire trp 

operon is described. The transducing phage A Lrj~AM is shown to 

carry all five trp structural genes and to have lost all phage genes 

tested between rex and red. The expression of the enzymes coded by 

the trp genes is repressible to a normal extent by L-.tr3rptophan and is 

insensitive to lambda repressor; transcription of the 	genes of 

)A141 is therefore initiated at the = promoter and no phage.. 

promoted expression of a comparable level is detectable. 

Expression of = genes from previously isolated -transducing 

phages is examined. The repression of = genes fused into the early 

leftward or N operon by lambda repressor, and the delayed repression by 

lambda era product are noted. The levels of expression from 080, 219 

434. 	\2 and A vir immunity regions are compared. 

Two 	-.transducing phages have been chosen for further study. 

In 	 gene expression is derived exclusively from the 

promoter1 and in A IMBG2 it originates solely at the early leftward 

phage promoter. Amber mutations in phage genes and. S have been crossed 
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into the tansduciri phages, and expression measured after infection of 

a trP deletion suppressor-free host. 

The product of the gene is necessary for expression of phage 

proteins concerned in host cell lysis and in phage morphogenesis, while 

the S protein is responsible for host cell ].ysis. Derepression of the 

operons concerned in trp expression was achieved by infection of a 

trpR host, and by use of a cro deriv3LLo of \BG2. 

In AIMBG2 cro-infected cells, .11t t;ion of or S genes 

increases the duration of trp expression and the stability of infected 

cells. Infection by a ff double mutant leads to a maximum accumulation 

Of trp enzymes 8 times that in a steady-state derepressed trpR 
40  

culture. The level of the five t proteins in infected cells reaches 

approximately 9% of the total eel]. protein (calculated from the specific 

activity of the tr.pE enzyme) and the trp enzymes comprise one quarter 

of the total protein synthesised in infected cells. 

Trp enzyme levels in \A.Nl..infeoted cells are greatly enhanced 

by the presence of I or S imitations, which increase the maximum specific 

activity of trpE enzyme to forty times and twelve times the steady-state 

trpR level respectively. The difference between the and S mutants is 

explained in terms of the failure of I mutants to packoge replicated 

DNA into phage heads. The maximum specific activity of 1M gene products 

in 2ANlQ-infected cells is equivalent to 50% of the total protein of 

infected cells. Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of extracts of 

infected cells reveal that 50% of the -total cell protein is indeed in 

five new bands corresponding in molecular weight to the five trp proteins, 

and that 750 of the protein synthesis at the tire of maximum trP 

expression is taken up by synthesis of the five new proteins. The 



identification of the five L3M proteins has been confirmed by 

electrophoresis of extracts of cells infected by A IMMU derivatives 

carrying internal deletions in the = operon. 

The approaches used in amplification of trp enzyme expression are 

discussed, with particular reference to their potential application to 

lambdoid phagos transducing other genes. 



TRODUCTIO 

This thesis describes the properties of derivatives of the 

specialised transducing phage lambda carrying the genes of the 

tryptophan (jr  operon of Esohorichia coli K12 • Trp gene expression 

may depend on either bacterial or phage controls, or both. Attempts 

are made to improve the yield of gene products from the trP operon of 

the phages by introducing mutations affecting lambda development. It 

is hoped that the results with this system may be applicable to 

lambdoid phages transducing other genes. 

The introduoixy chapters will therefore review transducing phage 

fornmtion, the operon systems controlling the development of lambda 

and the trp operon of E.00li and discuss how these affect gene expression 

in transducing phages. 



ULGE LkNBDA AND DLIIVKD TRAITSDUCflTG PLGES 

(a) The j.ambdojd phagea and 1yaojeny 

The bacteriophage lambda, discovered after ultraviolet 

irradiation of an early laboratory K12 strain (Lederberg, 1951) is the 

most studied member of a class of bacteriophages which grow in 

Eseherichia coil. The phage is temperate; that is, it can survive 

and be propaated within a bacterial cell without destruction of the 

host. Cells carrying pbage in this form are called lysogena, and 

transmit to their progeny the ability to produce phage particles 

(Lwof C and Gutmann, 1950;  Lwoff Qt p1., 1950) • The phage genomo is 

present in the ].ysogenio cell in the prophage state, integrated into 

the host chromosome (Rothirn, 1965).  In the lysogen, most phage 

functions are repressed, and the lysogen is immune to superinfeotion 

by a phage carryinrç the same Immunity region as the established 

prophage (Kaiser and Jacob, 1957). 

Members of the lambdoid group of coliphagea share certain properties 

(Dove, 1963). They recombine with one another, their DNA molecules 

possess very similar cohesive ends, and they can be induced from the 

prophage state by ultraviolet irradiation. The group includes phaea A , 

219  829  424, 434, 080 and 081, lach of these specifies a different 

immunity from the others. fambdoid pha;es vary in their er, ee of 

recombination with lambda, and in their ability to complement lambda 

mutants (Dove,, 1968; Thomas,  1970;  Szplror and Brachot, 1970). 

Tieteroduplex mapping experiments (Simon et al., 1971;  Piandt et al., 

1971) have shown that thirty five to sixty per cent of the DNA of any 

pair of larnbdoid phages is identical, and that the segments which are 
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common are arin:ed at the seine relative position along the DNA from 

one end, imp1yin; that their enomes are arranged in a very similar 

fashion. Lambdoid hybrids A mm 21 and A imm 434 have been 

extremely useful in the analysis of control functions, 

Lambda phage particles contain a linear double-stranded DhA 

molecule of molecular weight 31 million claltons, within an icosahedial 

head of diameter 0.05 microns from which projects a tail 0.15 microns 

long (Hershey and. Dove., 1971).  Both head and tail are composed of 

protein subunits. The phage contains DNA and protein in approximately 

equal proportions. 

On adsorption of the phage to an Eapoli cell, the linear DNA 

molecule is injected into the host. Two alternative modes of 

development can result. In lytic growth the lambda genome directs 

the synthesis of a number of gene products promoting phage DNA 

replication, coat protein aynthosis, paclmginu, of DNA into phage 

particles and lysis of the host. If the balance of phage gene products 

synthesised at early times is different, however, the lambda DNA may be 

integrated into the bacterial chromosome; then one gene product which 

is still synthesised acts to repress the synthesis of all other lambda 

proteins (Jacob and Monod, 1961; 	iser and Jacob, 1957).  In this 

case the infected cell becomes stably lysogenic, the prophage 

multiplying as part of the host chrorosoe. The repressor protein 

continues to be synthesised, naintainin the switch-off of prophage 

genes involved in lytic gTowth, 

A culture of a lambda lyeoron contains some phage particles, 

spontaneously produced by approximately one cell per thousand cell 

generations. Induction of all the lysogenic cells to produce phage 
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can be brought about by ultraviolet irradiation, or, most conveniently, 

by raising the temperature of a culture in which the prophage synthesises 

a temperature-sensitive repressor. The induction process requires 

excision of the prophage from the host chromosome, DNA replication, and 

phage production as in the normal lytic cycle. 

(b) The Campbell model of prophage attachment 

Recombination between genetically marked phage lines in mixed 

infections was studied by Jacob and 1ollman (1954)  and Fziser (1955), 

establishing a linear map. rom early experiments on prophage mapping 

(Jacob and Woilman, 1957;  Calef and Licciardello, 1960) it was 

observed that the gene order in the prophage differed from that of the 

vegetative phage. A model fitting these and other data was presented 

by Campbell (1962). Since the gene order on the prophage map appeared 

to be a cyclic permutation of the order on the vegetative map, the 

model visualised the integration event as arecombiriation between the 

bacterial geziome and a circular form of lambda (see Fig. 1). xcision 

would be the reverse event, yielding an intact bacterial genome and a 

circular phage DNA molecule. 

Supportirz evidence for the Campbell model has steadily 

accumulated since its proposal in 1962. Circularisation of the phage 

genome does occur at a very short time after infection (Young and 

Sineheiner, 1964;  Dove and Jeig1e, 1965),  by covalent joining of the 

single-stranded, complementary ends, 12 bases long, of the lambda 

strands (the 'cohesive ends' • ni and in'), (Yarmolineky, 1971).  This 

brings genes R and A into close proximity. Site-specific 	-promoted 

recombination between the att regions of the phage DNA. and chromosome 
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Figure 1: The Campbell model of lambda prophage Insertion. 
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results in the integration of the prophage. Markers N and J, 

originally on opposite sides of the phage att site, now become the 

distal markers on the prophage map, 	ppin,,,- of a Øeo. ) hybrid 

prophage with Øoo attachment specificity (Franklin et al., 1965) 

showed that deletions removing ton B with their right end point in 

the = operon often extended into the prophage late genes (Pig. 2a). 

Similar mapping for lambda prophage (Adhys etal.)l968)  also is consistent 

with the colinear sequence of bacterial and phage genes predicted by 

the Campbell model, producing the prophage map in Fig. 2b. 

(o) Intotrat!on and excision 

Integration and excision are highly specific events, dependent 

on proteins coded by the lambda genes mt and xis. The mt function 

of lambda (Ziasler, 1967;  Gingery and Eohols, 1967)  catalyses a site-

specific recombination event between a particular sequence on the host 

chromosome, att , denoted as B.B', and a site on the phage genome, 

or P.P'. (Adhys It al.,1968).  The mt protein alone catalyses 

the integration reaction P.P' + BOB' -+ P.13' + P'B, while both 

int and 	are required for the reverse, excision, reaction (Giiarneros 

and. Echols, 1970). The cycle of integration into and excision from 

att B.B' does not alter the function of the att site, (Signer, 1960). 

The irreversibility of the integration reaction in the absence 

of xis protein suggests that all four of the attachment segments are not 

identical (Gottesman and Weisberg, 1971). Guerrini (1969) proposed 

that the bacterial and phage att sites differ, and that ju'apecified 

recombination is not simply related to the extent of homology between 

att regions; evidence supporting this was obtained by Davis and 
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Parkinson (1971), who found that the att roions do not include 

long stretches of homologous sequences. Shulman and Gottesman 

(1974) used att point mutants to investigate the possible homology  

of the att regions. Such att mutants could recombine with wild type 

or hybrid att sites, su;osting common elements in all. Tranaduotente 

often contained heterozygous regions, where unequal crossing over had 

occurred, implying the existence of more than one region of partial 

homolor within the att site. 

The lambdoid phagea integrate at specific sites in the Looli 

genoine. Lambda is inserted between Zal and bio markers on the fl.coli 

linkage map, at 17 mm (Rothman, 1965) and 080 at 25 mm, between 

B and = (Signer at al., 1965; Franklin et al., 1965). The 

integration sites of other lambdoid phages have been mapped, although  

less accurately, by Jacob and Woilman (1961). Phages 82 and 434 attach 

between al and hiot  21 near = and 424 near his, Thage 081 also 

integrates near 	(keda at al. 1970). 

(d) The generation of transducing p1maes aeooding to the PampbeU 

model 

Lysates of phage lambda prepared by induction of a 1yso;en 

contain 1 in 10 phage particles which carry, in addition to part of 

the phage chromosome bacterial genes originally adjacent to the site 

of prophage insertion. These 'transducing particles' are detected by 

their ability to tranaduce the functional gene into a cell line carrying 

a mutant allele. The transduction of Zal genes of E,coli by lambda 

(Morse at al., 1956) is due to defective 	-transduoin: phages, helped 

by norna1)(Cainpbei1, 1957). 	Genetic markers in the middle of the 
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prophage map, including the J gene, are replaced by gal genes in a 

dgal transducing phage, while flanking markers were retained. The 

forrnation of this structure, apparently requirim'; two crossover events in 

the middle of the phage genome, can be explained by the Campbell model 

in terms of a single aberrant crossover event on excision (see Fig. 3) 

from the prophage state, In fact the observation that transducing 

particles are produced by induction of a lysogen, but not by lytic 

infection (Norse et ., 1956) implicates the prophage state as an 

intermediate. 

The aberrant excision results in the deletion of phage genes 

Iron one end of the prophage and the addition of bacterial material 

to the other. One end of the bacterial material is always at the att 

site, and it extends a variable region into the bacterial genome, 

replacing a variable number of phape enee (Tire decma and Szybaiski, 1969), 

The al and lambda denetic markers ucre shown to be covalontly 

associated, iae their linkage can be destroyed by shearing lambda 

DNA (ouos and, '3iamons, 1964).  The sum of bacterial and phage regions 

In the transducing phage gonome is limited by the maximum and the 

minimum DNA lengths that can be viably packaged into a phage head 

(rayajanian and Campbell, 1966), The transducing particle must also 

carry the site of oohesivoend joining, ma' and the origin of 

replication on, in order to circularise, rolicate and lysogenise. 

Any other functions can be supplied to the defective phage in trans by 

a helper phage. Adler and Templeton (1963) showed that a transducing 

phage line carrying a bacterial gene usually also carries any other 

bacterial marker between that gene and the bacterial ott region, 

althoui there are now numerous exceptions to this rule (Bellett et al., 
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1971; Itanly et al., 1969;  Gottesman and Beckwith, 1969; Konrad. 

eta]., 1973). The limitation on the incorporation of bacterial material 

into transducing phages is the distance from that segment of material 

to the prophago (signer and Beckwith, 1966). Since the maximum DNA 

length paokageable in a lambda head is less than 110% of the wildtype 

length (Borg, 1971), the maximum separation of a bacterial marker 

from the prophage permitting transducing phage formation simply by the 

Campbell model is approx. 50% of lambda's length, i.e. 2,5 x 10 base 

pairs, or 0.25 min on the E.00li linkage map. 

The Campbell model for the origin of transducing phages predicts 

that transducing phages carrying bacterial markers from opposite sides 

of the att site should carry non-overlapping deletions, or rather 

replacements by bacterial genes, with a common end-point at att. In 

fact both 	and. Ablo (Wollman, 1963;  Fuerot,  1966)  transducing 

phages are found in induced lysatea of lambda, 	particles 

contain fusions of the bacterial Lul region with the late genes of 

lambda to the left of att (1ayajanian and Campbell, 1966)  while Xjio  

phages fuse the genes of the biotin cluster to the phage genes on the 

right of att (Signor et a].,, 1969). Transducing Lal and bio phages 

do recombine at att to j4ve X + (Uoieberg n1 ottoo:En, 1969). 

Al]. the properties of transducing phaos that"nave boon studied 

are consistent with their creation according to the Campbell model, 

assuming that secondary events such as deletion can also occur, resulting 

in the isolation of much rarer tranaduci particles, as will be 

described later in this chapter. 
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(e) Illegitimate recombination 

A transducing phage genome represents a single section of the 

chromosome of a lysogenic cell which has been excised and ciroularised 

by an ahnoinn1 event. While the Campbell model provides an overall 

explanat:on of this phenomenon, the molecular processes involved are 

still not understood. The ill-defined process, requiring a recombination 

event between DNA regions of no known 3,3.omo1o•,y, is called illegitimate 

recombination (Franklin, .1971a). 

Transducing phage formation is indepenc?ent of the ioat and piia;e 

roe and red recombination pathways. In fact, unlike these systems it 

has no obvious requirement for homology. Independent transducing 

phages have been isolated with many different endpoints in bacterial 

and phage genes. The process of illegitimate recombination is not 

understood, but the result is a fusion of bacterial and phage genes, 

creating a new DNA sequence at the junction point. 

It is not known whether the excision event involves a break, 

followed by circularisation of the free ends, or a coordinated out 

and join process. Certainly, it is possible to isolate rare DNA 

fragments carryin; one cohesive end. (Little and Gottoar;.. , 1971; 

lcayajanian, 1970).  Those MA structures carry one aberrant break point, 

and one break at a cohesive end. TTence, although most transducing 

genomes excised do become circularised efficiently and very quickly, a 

few are subjected to cohesive end-cutting while still linear. 

Other examples of illegitimate recombination, such as bacterial 

and phage deletions involving non-homologous joining events, are equally 

poorly understood. 
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(r) The isolation of transducing bacteriophages 

al  and bio transducing particles are found in ). lysates 

induced from the prophage states  as already discussed. The lambdoid 

phage 080 integrates near the trP operon, at 25 minutes on the E.00li 

linkage map (Taylor and Trotter, 1972).  080 ja transducing 

particles (Matsuehiro, 1963)0  both defective and plaque-forming types 

(Matsushiro et al., 1964; Deeb et a]., 1967)9  can be isolated from 

induced 1ysates their generation, according to the Campbell model 0  

parallels that of ? bio phages., The transcription of the trp 

oporon is oriented in the same direction in the phage as the 

transcription of the region it replaces (see Fig. 4). As a result, 

some 	-transducing isolates are dependent on phage functions for 

Vie expression of = genes (Sato and Matsuahiro, 1965; Franklin, 

1971b; Dh=ray and Brauunar, 1973).  This property will be discussed 

in more detail later. 

The usefulness of transducing phagos in the analysis of bacterial 

gene expression provides an impetus to the isolation of phages trans-

ducing different bacterial genes, Genes carried on transducing phages 

now include (apart from A&I,bio and IM,, which are formed at relatively 

high frequency in norml inductions of A and 080) lao (Signer and 

Beckwith, 1966;  Ippen et al,, 1971)  sp F (Smith et al., 1966; 

russe1l et al., 1970) ara (Gottesman and Beckwith, 1969) hut (Smith, 

1971) arg and met (Press at al., 1971)  his (1o11, 1972)  proA and B9 

pu' E, 2yet lyA Laar  thyA, metC (Shinda eta]., 1972) lou (K1inulier 

et al., 1973)  metB (Konrad at al., 1973)  rif (Konrad et al., 1973; 

Kirschbaum and Konrad, 1973)  mal and ilv (Shitinda et al,, 1i73) tr.p-lao 

fusions (Barnes et a]., 1974;  Schrenk and Miller, 1974)  and poiC 
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(Si,tznya ot al., 1974). The techniques used to isolate cone of 

these ac are applicable to other bacterial genes, and theetore 

the approaches adopted will be decoribod. 

A 000 lyacte termed by induetion contains 	.tradncine prrticlea 

at a frequency of lO to 10 (Pronklin, 1971b). Tharo is no zom 

bacterial marker on the other aide of M 00 sufficiently oboe to be 

transduced at a similar frequency. :owavsr phagea transducinc the mutant 

transfer RNA locus My& at 245 	(iy1or and Trotter, 172) can be 

selected (tuueeU It 	1970). The position of pje relative to 

60 propIage is shown below, 

supF tdk glU early 080 late tonB trp 

att 	 att 

A 080 carrying several amber iaztationa in essential genes 

suppressible by the AN& tRNA was lyaogenieed into a sun? best. 

Plaque for4ng phages selected on a auppreaecr.'free host, and therefore 

carrying eui?, were found at a frequency of 10 11. Th* only known 

bacterial genes aoquixed were the alleles of sun?; the transducing 

phags is non-defective, lat:9  and of ai"f1ar density to wild type lambda. 

The low frequency of transduction suggests that azitiple events have 



occurred in the generation of this pha,. In foot, an inversion 

has taken place (Miller 	1971) brin:ing supF close to the 

prohage, as has also been implicated in the forastion of 080d ara 

traneducia phages (Gottesman and BeoWith (2.969). 

Tambda does not adcorb to jpone1aimt2riui (iron et al., 

1970) but this organism does carry en effective atta o,4on, into 

which lambda can integrate. Smith (1971) introduced the Salmonella 

genes for utilisation of histidine as a source of nitrogen, the 

operon, and the closely linked Anx site into E.00li from 	nriun. 

o cu-ano Izut opo-ron are &iciiii below*  

att 	 blo 

Lambda lyso6ena  of tie i4Uid utroin were induced by ultraviolet 

irradiation, and phagee possessing the ar phenotype, lacking 

inessential genes in the E operon (Lindahi at al., 1;70),  were selectedo 

phages re generated at a frequenoçy of 10  aud of these 3 

carried hut genes. 

The g 	selection has been used more recently for transducing 

phage isolation (KlinmuUer2L1., 1973; Shimada at al., 1973). 

An advantage of the selection is that possession of a functioning or 

selectable bacterial marker is not required; either kind can be 

detected by screening of the g' titants • At the as tine, hve , 

spL" selection dmands plaque-forming ability selected along with 

loss of inessential genes, and therefore is suitable for isolation of 

phages of the bio type, but not of the Mj type. 
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The method could be applied to the isolation of other 

S.typh.im1w?ium genes on transducing phagos, if the techniques of 

Shimada Lt —al. (1972) of integration at secondary sites were applied 

to hybrid cells. If a selection for theraqui.rod gene product in E,coli 

is unavailable the spi*  technique is useful, but only for loci very 

close to the site of prophage integration. 

f(ii) Transposition of genes to at-1; by insertion of an episome 

Cuzin and Jacob (1964)  isolated a temperature-sensitive F', 

which can replicate autonomously at low temperature only. After heating 

an j,coli 1M point mutant carrying the F1TS1SC episome, 1% of the 

bacteria remain Iao+, by recombination between the lac regions of 

chromosome and episome (Beckwith and Signor, 1966). If the host carries 

instead a complete jac-p  Zo deletion, this is no longer possible and the 

frequency of Iao+  aurvivoti falls to lO; in the survivors the episome 

is inserted into the bacterial chromosome, 

By selecting for the loss of function of a gene, the insertion 

can be obtained at a required site, Selection for phage TI resistance 

simultaneously with Lao survival at b,tg3i temperature gives insertions 

near the tomB locus, bringing the 	genes close to att 80• pisomo 

insertions were isolated which carry the aao genes in opposite 

60 orientations, and on opposite sides of 	(Fig. 5), Iac..transduoing 

defective phages, also carrying a portion of the F factor, were isolated 

from induction by ultraviolet light of prophages from the two insertion 

strains, Because of the original opposite orientations, the phages 

isolated carry the transcribed strand of the lac (ones on opposite 

phago strands (Signer and Beokwith, 1966; see Fig. 5). 
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Ippen and aaworkers (1971) used the same 	insertion 

technique to isolate 	phages, using a selection for insertion into 

the Pal region. Strains mutant in Laa are killed by the addition of 

galactose to a methmi containing a utilisable carbon source; this 

lethality can be relieved by mutation of glK. Galactose-resistant 

derivatives of a Ml.L(o) deletion strain carrying Ft lao 

were selected as Iao+  colonies at 42 in the presence of Salactosel 

these wore insertions of F'lac into galX.  

Ippen used a prophage delotion selection to bring the lac genes 

nearer to lambda genes in the lysogeniBed insertion strain (see Fig.6). 

The prophage inteated was , o18571nt 	; on heating to 42°  the 

induction of prophage genes kills the kot, even in the absence of 

excision and DNA. replication functions. Hightemperature sur*ivors 

frequently carry extensive deletions of prophage genes. The high 

temperature survivors were screened to find those with constitutive 

lac7 expression; some of -these fused lad, the repressor gene to the 

late genes of lambda • The fusion strain was rolysogenised and 

plaque forming lgat phages selected from an induced lysate. This 

technique is a useful way to select deletions which bring particular genes 

within reach of a prophage for transduction purposes. 

The forced insertion technique described above may be applicable 

to any E.coli gene, since it is theoretically possible to isolate an 

F' carrying any E.00li gene (Low, 1968) and it is possible to convert 

an Ff to an F1 TS by recombination with F' -lao. Gottesman and Beokwith 

(1969) made an P' TS  .ara insertion into the ton8 locus by selecting 

phage fl-resistant cells with an Ara phenotype at 42g. A proportion 

of those were PITS  insertions into tonB. 
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Lysogenisation of the transposition strain with 0801f and 

induction resulted in a lysate transducing are markers at a frequency 

of 10 	per active phage, A 080 dra was isolated, and the eragene 

order in the phage suggests that an inversion esultingin the fusion 

of bacterial and phage genomes took place before the excision event 

(see Pig. 7). 

You (1972) introduced an FO'his frou 	airurium into an E.coli 

toni3+ USE a strain, and. selected. TI-resistant fiis+  cells. Insertions 

of the episome into tonB were detected by screening tomB his strains 

for chromosomal mobilisation of markers on either side of ton-9, An 

insertion strain was lysogen.tsed, and his+  transducing particles found 

in induced lysates of this strain at a frequency of 10 11 

r(iii) Transposition of genes to att by episome fusion 

It is possible to bring two genes, not previously linked, into 

proximity by selecting for recombination between two autonomous 

P'.-faetors carrying those genes (Press otal., 1971). The technique was 

uaod to isolate ar and met transdming phages. An P' carrying 

att 80,  andand another carrying t and 	genes were introduced 

into the same cell. Since P factors are incompatible, one is promptly 

bat from the cell. :ells retainfrg the bacterial genes carried on 

both epiaoms were selected, and such cells now carried one F,  episome 

carrying both the selected genes as a result of episome fusion. Such 

recombinants were selected, the new fused F1  factor transferred to a 

080 sensitive strain, and transducing particles carrying trp,Met or a 

genes selected from a lysate prepared by induction of a prophage 

inserted into the episomal att 80  site. 
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This technique can also have more general application in 

transducing phage isolation; in contrast to directed transposition 

(Beckwith and Signer, 1966;  Gottesman and Beckwith, 1969) 9  Vriere a 

selection for insertion at a particular site was imposed, this fusion 

technique needs no selection for inactivation of any gene, and thus a 

wider variety of fusion points than insertion points can be obtained. 

f(iv) Transduction of genes near a locus 	 on a  

transducing phage 

A transducing phage can iyso;enisa by ini;e -ttion into the ost 

chromosome using the bacterial rec systen, reco-mbining between 

homologous regions of the chromosomal and phage i)iA. In this way, the 

phage genome is brought close to markers not carried on the original 

phage, and transducing particles carrying these markers can be selected 

(Konrad et al., 1973).  The teciinique was used to isolate phages 

carrying tbe ru iiarker, amongat others, starting with a 080 d metB 

integrated in the host metB region. Lysatea bnnsduoed various markers 

in the met region, the transduction frequency falling as the distance 

from metB increased. The ieciniquo permitted isolation (at a frequency 

of io) of transducing particles carrying the rif gene, 0.8 minutes 

distant from metB on the E.coli map. 

f(v) Use of secondary attachment sites on the host chromosome 

Integration of lambda normally can be detected only at the att 

site, at 17 minutes on the E.coli linkage map. Shimada et al. (1972)  have 

shown that lambda can integrate into a host deleted over the att region, 

although at a 200-fold reduced frequency. This integration frequency is 

itself decreased 100-fold if the infecting phage is int, but is not 
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affected by an xie iuite :i therefore most of the events are int- 

catalysod. !Scisior is t- anci ;is-enendent, and restores the 

function of the gene into which the prophae was inserted; thus the 

process parallels nonml insertion events. The sites of integration 

are various Pro anc* Lou-  are the most common auxotrophies produced 

by insertion, but insertion in or near many other loci has also been 

detected. In some of the lysoena, the orientation of the prophage is 

reversed from the normal order, but the prophage gene order is the same 

as that of normal lysogens, implying that integration is occurring at 

the att P.P' site. 

A positive selection for inactivation of a gene often results in 

the isolation of lysogens in which prophage insertion has taken place at 

the required position (imada et al., 1972;  Ehizuya et alo , 1974) 

6 per cent of T6-resistant clones surviving lambda infection were 

lambda-immune,, and 0.5 per cent of T5-resistant clones were lambda- 

iismme, the rest being spontaneous mutants. These frequencies are much 

lower than those of int..mediated secondary site attachment, and are just 

sufficiently high to permit detection. If the frequency of integxation within 

the gene were to be much lower than this, it would be difficult to find 

resistant lysogons in which resistance and insertion are related events. 

This is the case for the 	.resistance gene, malT (Shimaa etcfi., 1573), 

in which mutation by insertion could not be detected. 

Induction of an insertion lysogen yields a lysate of poor titre, 

probably reflecting inefficient excision. Within the lysate are 

transducing particles carrying genes near the prophage insertion site, 

and a variety of phages have been isolated this way. If a prophage has 

boon tnsc-rted into tl:o ni. h1a of en ocron, it is still onsi"slo to ohtnin 
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phages carrying the complete intact operori by crossing transducing 

phages carrying bacterial genes from either side of the insertion point. 

The same technique is being used to isolate fusions of unrelated genes 

from different transducing phages (Shimada et ci,, 1973), 

Shimada and coworkers have isolated a variety of transducing 

phages carryina bacterial genes, including 	, purE, eye }IP,, 

jysA 	(Shiriada et ci., 1972), 	(xlingniner et al, 1973) 1, 
trpt  fl3 (Shixuaäa et al., 1973),and others have isolated phages carrying 

rif (Kirschbaum and Konrad, 1973) and LoIC (Shizuya et al., 1974). 

Summary of genetic methods for isolation of transducing i,hap 

The techniques of directed transposition using an P', episome, 

(Gottesman and Beckwith,, 1969), episome fusion (Press et. ci.,  1971) and 

lysogenisation of an att-deleted host (Shirrnda et a1 1972) can, in 

theory, be applied to the isolation of any trnnaduoing phage. 

'he F'TS  insertion technique is generally applicable and can result 

in different orientations of bacterial genes relative to the att region; 

the insertion position can also vary, within the limits of the selective 

procedure. A considerable amount of genetic manipulation may be 

involved in the isolation of the insertion strain, however, 

The F-prime fusion method has the advantage that the position of the 

att site relative to the genes to be transduced is not restricted by a 

selection for insertion at one site. Therefore the variety of integration 

sites is much greater than that of the F-prime insertion method. tgain, 

the orientation of the bacterial rnes relative to the att site should be 

variable between different fusion isolates. The success of both the 

above methods could often be improved by the technique of Ippen et ci., 
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(Section b) to bring geties closer to an att site by prophage 

deletion. 

The simplest of general techniques is perhaps that of Shimada 

etal., (1972) using alternative sites of lambda inteation. 

Towever, it is not possible to detect integration sites in some enea 

tested, in spite of strong selective techniques. Moreover, integrtion 

events within a gene often occur at the same position (Shimada et al., 

1973). Therefore it may not be possible to use this technique for 

the generation of some transducing phages. In spite of these drawbacks, 

it would be the first method to attempt in the isolation of a transducing 

phage, provided that a selection method were available for inactivation 

of either a nearby gene or the required gene itself. 

f(vi) A biochemical aproaoh to the construction of transduci - 	 - 

phages 

The isolation of laubdoid specialised tranducin.: phagea is no 

longer limited by the rare aberrant interactions of the phage genome 

with the host chromosome which occur in vivo after infection, 

Purified IYtTA from a wide variety of sources can be cleaved 

specifically in vitro by certain restriction endonuoleases to yield 

fragments which have the potential for reassociation by base 

pairing between their equiv1cnt cohesive single-stranded ends. 

The RI plasinid of E,coli Eocifies a restriction endonuc].ease, 

R, Eco 1  (Smith and iathans, 1973) which cleaves both strands of 

unmodified double-stranded DNA at points in a specific D1A sequence 

possessing a 2-fold axis of rotation symmetry as dhown in fig. 7A 

The two points of scission by the endonuclease,one in each strand, 

are not directly opposite but at equivalent positions within the 
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pattern of symmetry. The resulting fragments possess a single.'. 

stranded region at either end, the two free ends being of complementary 

sequence. Since the specificity of the restriction endonuclease for 

the sequence between the sites of cleavage is absolute, all 

,çp 1..generated fragments have an identical pair of sinie-stranded 

cohesive ends. The fragments generated by purified endonuclease 

- 	action on DNA in vitro can be joined together again in vitro, since 

the fragments anneal by their cohesive ends and the single strand 

breaks remaining in the reassociated molecules can be repaired by 

added polynuoleotido ligase. 

rhae lariibda DA contains five sites susceptible to R.2o 1  

attack, Thirray and ifurray (1974) have, by choice of deletions and 

isolation of rostriotion-resietart ut:uits, obt Lined phes carrying 

only one or two instead of five iret iLo. eotriction endonuclease 

.Eco PLI 
 produces only two or three fragments respectively when the 

DNA of these phagea is supplied as substrate. After in vitro 

restriction of phage DNA, reassociation of the fragments, ligase treatment 

and transfeotiori of the )1TA back into E.coli, viable A phages are recovered, 

whose genones have been formed by the in vitro linking of restricted 

fragments. 

A large proportion of the products of random reassociation of 

fragments will not act as genomes for viable phage production. Jowevo:, 

if a restriction fragment or fragments containing only inessential 

genes is missing from the reconstructed genome, the resultin phage 

may be viable. Such reconstructed phages have been isolated. 

A suitable 'receptor phage' obtained carried a deletion of 20% 

of the normal ). genonie, removing those genes of the N operon to the 
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left of the red ;enes and the genes of the b2 region (see fig. 7A ). 

Its DNA possesses only one restriction target which is cleaved 

by R.Dco 1  to give the two fragments, originally flanking the 

inessential b2 goneB. A restricted fragment from another DNA source can 

be incorporated in vitro between the two remaining phage DNA. 

fragments, so that the foreign DNA. occupies the original position of 

the inessential genes lost. Selection for transduction of a 

particular gone carried on the foreign fragment, or screening of 

phages of increased buoyant density, yields phages with additional 

foreign DNA incorporated into their genome. Using this technique, 

a 	cO: 1 onerated fragment of D1I& including the 1M genes, derived 

from a 	-transducing phaa, has been incorporated into the receptor 

genomo. 

This general method has the potential to permit construction of 

transducing phages car jin foreign DNA incorporated at any of the 

1(1-restriction targets of ). • Since the restriction endonuclease 
reoognises a particular DIA x1 7 enoe, the source of the foreign DNA 

is irrelevant to this method of construction, and A transducing 

phages carrying eucaryotic DNA have been isolated (iitcry and Uurray, 

1974). 

The inserted genes may under some circumstances be expressed from 

\ promoters, and therefore the technique may be useful for production 

of foreign proteins in amplified quantities, as well as for cloning of 

foreign k. 

A large number of restriction endonuclea sea of different opecifloity 

are now available, and some may be useful to extend the technique 

described, generating different fragments of foreign DNA. and. different 
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P}LE LANDA DEMQZ= ON flT'EGTTON 

In chapter ones  lambda was considered in te:iis of a molecule 

of DNA which could be inserted into and excised from the bacterial 

chromosome. A more balanced picture of lambda as an organism whose 

development within the host is subject to a complex system of controls, 

will now be presented. 

Lambda has proved very amenable to analysis both by genetic and by 

biochemical techniques. The DNA extracted from lambda phage, which 

can be obained in milligram quantities, can be sheared into halves, 

which can be separated. The two strands of lambda DNA can be separated, 

since their relative binding to poly IC results in differing buoyant 

density in a caesium chloride gradient containing poly IC (Tiradeona and 

Szybalshi, 1967). The combination of these physical techniques with 

the variety of genetically characterised hybrids and deletion or 

substitution mutants available has facilitated the identification of 

specific lambda messenger RNA molecules by their behaviour on 

hybridisation to separated strands of DITA. Some lambda gene.øproduots 

can be assayed directly, including X exonuclease from one transcription 

region and lysozyme from anothor. Another type of assay available is 

tlio measuzenont of viable pbae producoT after infection, and the 

function of soac genes can be assayed in qualitative terns by their 

ability to complement a phage mutant in that function on coinfeotion. 

Although a great deal of infornation has been gathered concerning 

the events following infection, and controls on the sequence of events have 

been elucidated, the molecular mechanisms of these control processes 

remain as challenging problems. The few available insights into these 
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processes aw:gest new and fascinating aspects of intraLLolocular 

interactions (Naniatia et al., 1974; 	ranklin, 1974). 

A number of excellent reviews on various aspects of iaribda develop-

ment have been published in recent years (Szybaiski et al., 1970; Echols, 

1971a, 1971b and  1972; Herakowit  1973; Davison, 1973) as well as 

a book of review and research articles, The Bacteriophage lambda 

(Hershey, 1971). 

(a) The genetic and physical ma:p  of lambda DNA  

Lambda phage particles contain a double-stranded DNA molecule 

of 32 x 106  daltone, with single-stranded  cohesive ends, twelve 

nucleotides in length (Davidson and. 3zyba1ski, 1971; Yarmo1inskj, 

1971). Approximately 50 genes have been detected. This figure 

includes 28 ossetia1 and 11 non-esoeritial enos identifiEJ by raitaion 

and a further 11 non-essential ene products, observed as protein 

bands on polyacry].amide gels, (Tlorskowitz, 1973). The genetic map 

produced from recombination frequencies between mutations (Campbell, 

1971) is shown in Figure 3. Of the genes identified only by their 

protein products, ten are derived from the b2 region 'detween L and 

and one from the region between clii and 11 (ilondrix, 1971). 

The a ca-Lial -eaco of lidc, whoco ructo arc recjuired for 

niuc for:'tio on a seasiiivo hoc, ;oc 	er1iv Iono Led by a sin 10 

capital letter and non-essential genes by small letters. 

A map of lambda DNA has also been derived by physical mapping of 

heteroduplexes between the DNA strands of lambda and genetically 

characterised related and derivative phages (Davidson and Saybeiski, 

1971). The gene order along the molecule is the same as that predicted 
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by the recombination map, and the physical distances are in reasonable 

agreement with recombinational ones. 

(b) Gene functions 

Amber mutations in essential genes, permitting plaque formation 

in hosts carrying translational suppressors of the chain-terminating 

UAG codonp  were isolated by Campbell (1961).  By characterising the 

block in growth in a non-suppressing host, the missing gene's normal 

role can be inferred. 

A striking feature of the lambda map in figure 8 is the 

clustering of genes serving related functions. Genes & to F are 

required for formation of normal lambda heads and genes & to L for 

tail formation (Murialdo and Siminovitch, 1972). Gene j  determines the 

host specificity of the phage, often denoted by > The genes in the 

b2 region can be deleted or substituted without a significant loss in 

phage viability. To the right of att v  the site of specific 

recombination in integration, are the genes whose products are 

responsible for integraten, excision and general recombination 

(Zissler, 1967;  Guarneros and 1oho1s, 1970;  Manly Aj].., 1969). 

The regulation genes include positive effectors LT and 20  cli and 

clii, and negative effectors Q and 2.° N amber mutants are deficient 

in DMA replication and early and late protein synthesis (Dove , 1966; 

Dwnbly et al., 1966).  a mutants of lambda exhibit normal DNA 

synthesis and early gene expression, but the level of late proteins 

synthesised is much reduced (Dove , 1966; Skalka et al., 1967). 

cIv  211 and clii mutants, clear-plaquing phagea, are defective in 

].ysogenr (Kaiser, 1957).  The ci gene codes for lambda repressor 
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protein (Kaiser and Jacob, 1957;  Ptashne,  1967a,  1967b), cii and 

clii being required for establishment but not for mainto:ance of the 

lysogenic state (Bode and Kaiser, 1965). 

Cro mutants of lambda form plaques neither in the presence of 

repressor at normal levels, nor in its total abcrce. In the presence 

of active repressor, cro mutants will tend to lyaogenise after 

inicton; in the absence of repressor, overproduction of some cro 

repressible gene products may disturb the normal phage growth process. 

The origin of replication lies between genes gLI and 0 (Stevens 

et al, 1971). Genes 0 and P are required for lambda DNA replication 

(Ogawa and Tomizava, 1968; Friefeld.er  and Krischner, 1971). Gene 

mutants fail to switch off bacterial energy production, a prerunner 

of lysis (Adhys et al, 1971)  and gene R codes for an endolysin 

required for host cell lysis (Campbell and Del Campillo—Cenpbell, 

1963). 

(c) 2ez1ation governing lambda development 

The process of lytlo infection by lambda involves phage DNA 

synthesis, coat protein synthesis, phage assembly and cell lysis, 

the sum of these events being a phage burst of approximately 100 

particles per infected cell after 50 minutes at 37g. 

The rate of synthesis of particular phage.-specified proteins does 

vary across the timecourse of Infection. Exonuoleaso (eu) synthesis, 

for example, commerdes within five minutes of infection (Korn and 

Weisabach, 1963) but endolysin, gene R product, does not appear until 

further ton minutes have elapsed (Jacob et al., 1957). 
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Studios of lambda-specific mRl'IA synthesis (Skalka et al., 

1967) also showed temporal control; early transcripts are mainly 

complementary to the 1 strand (i.e. are transcribed in a leftward 

direction on the conventional phage map) and late transcripts are 

complementary to the r strand of lambda (Taylor et al., 1967). The 

direction and regions of transcription are indicated in fig. 9. 

2014TA replication begins within five minutes after infection 

and continues until the end of the latent period (Joyner  et al., 

1966). 

(a) 	rly transcription and the N protein 

Figure 9  shows the positive controls on transcription of A. 

Immediately after phage infection or induction, transcription of 

genes N and crog  to the left and right of the cI gene, takes place. 

This synthesis is not blocked by ohioramphenicol, and therefore 

requires no new protein synthesis after infection. The N message 

is transcribed from the 1 strand and the era message from the r 

strand (Taylor ot al., 1967; Kumar et al., 1969).  Similarly the J. 

mRNA transcribed from D11& in a purified in vitro system by Ecoli 

ERA polymoraso holoenzyme hybridises to the j and r strands on either 

side of the immunity region. The EA  molecules synthesised in vitro 

are shorter and of a more defined length if an 20.qoli protein, rho, is 

present. M-- ,o factor is not a nuclease and so must be involved in 

c:inin termination (Roberts, 1969a, 1970). In the presence of rho, 

the UIA transcribed is composed largely of two (iscrete sizes, a 12S 

molecule, transcribed leftward, from the N region and a 7S molecule, 

transcribed rightward, from the cro region. (Roberts, 1969a). 
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Figure 9: Positive controls on 	transcription 

represents the direction and extent of transcription of the immediate 

early genes and of the late genes. 

--- 	represents the extension of immediate early transcription in the presence of N protein. 

> indicates the sites of action of positive effectors N and Q. 
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The promoter and operator regions controlling the initiation 

of this  early transcription are defined PR  and 0R  for rightward and 

and 0 for leftward transcription; they map on opposite sides of 

ci, but within the immunity region. The promoter regions PL  and PR 

are defined by sex and I mutants (iaurer at ci, 1974)  and the operators 

and % by £2  and vlv3 mutations respectively (Ptashne and Hopkins, 

1968; Hopkins and Ptashno, 1971; Sly at al,, 1971). 

In the presence of ohioramphenicol or in an infection by an If 

phage, the leftward transcription terminates to the left of gene 11 

and the rightward to the right of the crc gene (Kumar at al  1969), 

corresponding to the in vitro rnI?NA's synthesised in the presence of 

rho factor, In infections in which protein can be aynfihesisod, however, 

the messenger RNAs hybridising to left and right strands are 

considerably longer, paralleling the in vitro synthesis in the 

absence of rho (Kcurii1r at alot  1968). 

unar and coworkers (1969)  showed convincingly, by hybridisation 

of mEiA to DNA from phages carrying deletions of varying length in the 

TT  to mt region, that transcription of the exo. , -mt regions was - 	 - 1-  - 

dependent on active N protein, while that of the N region was not. 

Similar results on the requirement of N for extended synthesis of the 

rightward mRNA through the cII and 0 regions have been obtained 

(Heinemann and Spiegelnan, 1970a, 1970b). 

The accumulated evidence supports the existence of at least three 

sites of N action to promote further transcription. 

As shown by Iuimar at ci. (1969)  and discussed above, leftward 
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transcription of f phage DiA terminates after the fl ene.  An 

phage is defective in the functions coded to the immediate left of the 

N gene, viz, genes int, xis, exo, ft and I • Thcpresion of genes to 

the left of N in 	-transduoinD' phae, in which trp structural genes 

are fused to the  N oporon of lambda, can be independent of N if the 

fusion point is to the right of clii; other 	tranaducing phages 

in which the fusion leaves lambda DNA to the right of ciii intact are 

still N*dependent (Franklin, 1971b; Murray and Brammar, 1973). Thus 

a site of N action on leftward transcription is defined betweo dli -ad 

, '71iis locus is often denoted nin or ti.. 

An N pharo is deficient in DNA replication, lysis activity and ai 

late T otu.T rio, 	'il 	in 	 rrra repions (Dove, 

1966; 	TLlly 	1 	oro.:or:Yr 	i i& 170). -710- 

of 

Thio

of imitations leaclinr to 1-7-independence of particular genes has suepested 

sites of action of N in rightward transcription. 

An f phage carrying o17 is no longer defective in DNA replication 

(Packman and Sly, 1966). The ci7 mutation creates a now promoter which 

allows constitutive synthesis of mRNA from the VP region, even in the 

presence of phage repressor. In the absence of N protein, however, 

rightward transcription from Cl? does not extend farther to the right 

than the OP region. Therefore it seems reasonable to infer two 

things; firstly that the new promoter is downstream of the site of 

action of N which normally overns N-dependent transcription of the 

0 and P region, and secondly, that further site(s) of N action must 

exist to the right of P. (Roberts, 1969b). 

A ANTh17 phage is still defective in late protein synthesis; a 



second mutation 	; mapping between P and , is required for 

restoration of 1sorme ayntheaia (Butler and cho].a, 1970).  A 

) c17 = phar crryin a C uta.tion is still defective in late 

protein synthesis, therefore the function of the = mutation is 

probably to remove the I-deiendonce of Q gene expression, the 

protein then activating late gone expression, Tate gene expression, 

dependent on Q gene function, is still blocked by lambda repressor 

in = mutants, suggesting that the mutation has led to loss of a site 

o: N action rather than the creation of a new promoter site. 

There is no clear evidence as yet for the molecular mechanism of 

N protein function, but :enetio and biochemical experiments provide 

some support for an antitermination 1zypotheais (ioberts, 1970) according 

to which N acts as ar. antagonist of the termination factor rhog  

resulting in extension of the ml 'IA past a termination site. The 

effect of the presence of N in vivo on a::rly transerintion appears 

identical to that of the absence of rho factor in4jo, as already 

discussed, N product can act in trans to stimulate expression of 

lambda functions in lytic infection, However, the supply of N 

in trans to a repressed lambda genome by the heteroizmnune \ iinm434 

did not activate exonuclease synthesis (I.uzati, 1970). iunctioning 

transcription fromE is required for transcription of the EIX to 

mt genes, in the presence of N (Schwartz, 1970). Oova1en' :ir 	between 

the RITA transcripts of the IT ene and of the oTTI-int region, a critical 

requirement of the antitermination hypothesis, has been shown (Portier 

et al,, 1972), 
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Pocent experiments on N action under specialised conditions 

have revealed an interesting aspect of the mechanism of 14 action* 

The 	region of lambda can be rescued from phage 21, showing 

that there is a otontial site of action of lambda N protein in 

phage 21 (Fried,-an et al., 1973), however, a site potentially 

sensitive to lambda N protein is not in fact sensitive unless 

transcription Is initiated specifically in a lambda immunity region; 

initiation in the phage 21 immunity region results in a specific 

requirement for phage 21N protein as antiterminator, even at a site 

which,oz transfer into ? • becomes A j_senaitivee Thus the primary 

site of N recognition and function must be within the immunity region. 

Further evidence for the separation of lambda N protein's sites 

of recognition and of apparent action, and exhibition of a more 

generalised antitermination role for N, coos from Adhya and coworkers 

(1974). On induction of a lambda lysogen, synthesis of the proteins 

of the 	operon in the adjacent bacterial chromosome is mores sod, 

a phenomenon known for some time as 'escape synthesis'. This escape 

synthesis through bacterial termination signals requires T7  protein 

and is observed only if transcription is initiated from T• ence, as 

before, N function is associated with and determined by initiation at 

the normal  site, 

porimonts with-transduoin phagos, carrying the N protein of 

80  (Zalkin et al., 1974) or of lambda (Segawa and Imanioto, 1974; 

Franklin, 1974), show that amber mutations causing polarity in the 

bacterial trp operon become non-polar when carried on phages in which 

gene transcription is initiated at P in the presence of N protein. 

This relief of polarity Is not exhibited in expression from j- 
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transduciiic" phagee in which transcription is initiated at the 

promoter, even in the presence of N protein. The quantitative requirement 

for N protein for relief of the polarity of a = polar mutant is 

smaller than that for relief of termination at the site of N action, 

Iiages lacking the niriL  site but carrying the polar mutation 

trp06 express 	genes upstream of the mutation without requirement 

for N protein. They show complete relief of the polar effect of the 

mutation in the presence of N, even wider conditions of N limitation 

in which only 2-4%  of the normal readthrough of 	is observed 

in N-dependent 13M phagea (Franklin, 1974). 

Georgopoulos (1971)  has isolated a bacterial mutant in which lambda 

wildtype behaves as an Nphage, in spite of normal N protein synthesis. 

N-independent mutants, however, do grow on this strain. The mutation 

maps close to ru, the locus specifying the subunit of RNA polymerase. 

The RNA polymerase of these groN mutants is altered in its in vitro 

properties. 

Another bacterial mutant reflecting a relationship between the N 

function and host RNA polymeraso has been identified by Ghysen and 

iironio (1972).  when lambda carrying a non-lethal imitation in N 

infects a particular bacterial strain containing a imitation again 

mapping in rif, it behaves as N-defective; thus the functioning of N 

can be affected by the structure of RNA polytnerase. 

N function in vivo depends on continued synthesis of N protein, 

since the functional half-life of the protein is less than three 

minutes (Konrad, 1968; Schwartz, 1970). 

N protein is also required for membrane association of A DrIt  at 

least for a type of membrane association which survives gentle isolation 

procedures (Ia11ick and Tcho1s, 1973). This function of N is not 
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understood., but is not dependent on transcription or DNA synthesis. 

There is now available a means of puxif!cation of b product, using 

as assay the N...dependente of synthesis of ndolys:Ln in a 2¼ IflA-directed 

protein synthesis system (reonb1att, 1)72). Isolation of purified 3 

protein wo..ld be t'e first step towards elucidation of the mechanism 

of action of this protein at the molecular level. 

(e) 	,ression of late genes 

Late gene transcription takes place from about 15 minutes after 

infection (Skal1 et al., 1967). This Qdependent transcription is 

complementary to the r strand of the S to R and A to J regions which 

are cova].ently linked by joining of the cohesive ends after infection. 

Late genes can be expressed from a repressed prophage if is 

supplied in trans by a heteroinmnme superinfecting phage, and therefore 

is not blocked, by lambda repressor (Thomas, 1970; Dambly and Coixburior, 

1971). A 	mutation in the superinfecting phage abolishes this 

traneactivation. The N gene-product is not required for expression 

of late genes stimulated in trans from a defective pro age (Hopkins, 

1970). Therefore late gene transcription is independent of the early 

promoters and antitermination sites. 

The site necessary for transcription of late genes has been 

analysed by Herskowitz and Signer (1970). Cryptic prophages carrying 

deletions extending leftwards into bacterial material and rightwards 

through gene.Q. but not into S could still be transactivated to express 

late genes, uthile those deleted into S or further rightwards could not. 

This locates a site necessary for late gene expression between 1 and 
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this region could contain a promoter, a site of : action, or probably 

both. The mechanism of c action is not known. 
The expression of all the late genes throurhout the S to L  region 

is dependent on function, and on the site between and a. There are 

some reports that the genes are transcribed as one long idTA molecule, 

although as in all in vivo experiments, RNA degradation complicates the 

interpretation of results. A proportion of late mTTA molecules are 

long enough to code for all the late genes (Gariglio and Green, 1973; 

Chowdhury and Guha, 197). owever polarity is exhibited in blocks 

along the late genes (Murialdo and Siminovitch, 1972) and some workers 

have failed to detect .!,IIA long nouc'h to code for tha whole late 

gene region (Oda et ci., 1969). 

Proof that the late genes at least as far as the gpene are 

transcribed in one mNA from the initiation site between 0, and S has 

been obtained by 3ch1ief at al. (1971). A . clara transducing phage 

carries the araBAD gene cluster, orientated so that its transOriTtiofl 

proceeds in the same direction as late gene transcription, fused into 

the head genes of lambda • xpression of the aim genes in the absence 

of arabinose is dependent on protein. On induction of the prophe, 

endolysin synthesis (gene ) precedes, that of arabinoac isomeraso 

by approximately six minutes. If rifanpicin is added after the commence-

ment of endolysin synthesis, but before the appearance of isomerase, 

the isomereac is still synthesised at the normal time, and the final 

amounts of endolysin and arabinose isomerase produced are equal and 

independent of the time of addition of rifainpicin. This shows that 

the mIUTA carrying both is initiated by the same rifsenaitive event. 
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In spite of the apparent polycistronic nature of the late gene 

mRNA, the late proteins are not synthesised in equal quantities from 

t:ie RITA, nor is the gradient of this natural polarity downward along 

the whole operon. Some sort of translational control must therefore 

be invoked (Murialdo and Siminovitch, 1972;  Ray and Pearson, 1974). 

mutants are not totally defective in late gene expression; 

approximately 10.20% of the normal quantities of late gene mRNA and 

protein are synthesised (Darably an C utumici, 1971).  This 

independent late gene expression, 	eudoht on ect:C;c product anC 

the absence of repressor, would appear to be readthrough of a proportion 

of the traneoription from the early riitward promoter P,, not 
CL 

terminating normally after the gene. 

(r) A aunmarr of the positive controls on lambda development 

The present information on the role of genes N and in 

development can be interpreted by the following model, 

On infection of lambda DITA into a host cell, host RITA po1inerase 

transcribes from tne promoter regions PL  and 	the mRR& terminating 

at the early sites of IT action. Synthesis of L protein from the 

transcript of the 1'T gene proceeds. Interaction of j protein with RITA 

polyrnerase involves some site within the immunity region, and results 

in the synthesis of longer mIUTA extending through rho-dependent 

termination sites on the genome. Among the genes expressed are those 

for DNA replicat:Lon, 0 and P, and gene ao Gene I acts as a positive 

regulator of lambda late gene expression, and is required for synthesis 

of late gene mI?IIA, The presence of multiple gene copies as a result of 

replication multiplies the rate of late gene expression, 
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Doaltive gene control is not the only factor in lambda growth 

patterns; negative control is observed, resulting in the inactivity 

of groups of lambda genes at particular times in lambda's life cycle* 

(g) Negative controls in lambda d.eveloDme$ 

Figure 10 summarises the sites of action of the two known 

repressors of \ early transcription, the products of the oI and 

genes. 

The lambda repressor, 01 protein, was the first example of negative 

control recognised in lambda, and was in fact suggested by Jacob and. 

Monod (1961) in their operon theory as an example of negative regulation. 

It acts at operators OL  and 0. to repress transcription from P
L  and 

1. in the immune condition (Chadwick et al. ., 1970; Wu at a].., 1972). 

Lambda replication is also directly repressed by the presence of 

repressor at , even if 0 and. P proteins are supplied in trans 

(Dove et al-9 1971). Loss of repressor function induces the prophage 

to enter the lytic cycle. 

The lambda repressor protein interacting with its operators is 

the only control element in lambda 80 far studied at the molecular 

level (Ptaahne, 1971). The protein has been purified (Ptaahne, 1967a) 

and the operator regions to which it binds in vitro (Ptashne, 1967b) 

have been isolated (Nariiatis and Ptashne, 1973). The leftward operator 

has been partially sequenced (I(niatie et ale, 1974). 

Lambda repressor can bind and prevent transcription in spite of 

the presence of RNA polymerase in an initiation complex and RNA 

polymerase cannot initiate when repressor is bound to D}1A. (Wu et al, 

1972). There is genetic evidence, too, that the promoter and 

operator regions overlap (Ordal and Kaiser, 1973). Proof of this has 

come from biochemical studies (Naurer et a].., 1974). The lambda 

operators contain a site of cleavage by a restriction endonuclease 
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binding of RU polymerase to the promoter-operator region protects 

this site. Nutations in the leftward and rightward promoters prevent 

cleavage, presumably by alteration of the previ0ns1yrecognised DWL 

sequence. The strongest binding site of A repressor is to the 

oI.distal side of the promoter (niatis and Ptashne, 1973) and close 

to the site of initiation of transcription (niatis et al., 1974). 

The leftward operator contains three sets of interdigitatin sequences 

ooing a two-.fold rotational axis of symmetry* An operator 

cotihttive mutation naps at one of the symmetrical positions. In 

view of the interaction of ci and crc products, and also R1'A 

polymerase and N protein, with DNA near this region, the existence of 

multiple symmetries may be silficant. 

A. second A  -coded molecule represses expression from the early 

promoters. ftor induction of lambda, a ). specific exonuclease 

(from the exo gene) is synthesised for a few minutes, and then 

synthesis stops. Transcription of the 	region is also depressed 

at late times after Infection (Kunmr et al., 1970). Prophage mutants 

in the x region, to the right of ci, do not shut off exonuclease synthesis 

(Iadding, 1964;  Nisen et al., 1966). 

The turnoff is recovered, howeve:., if the wilJtype laubda x 

region is present in trana; therefore the product responsible for 

turnoff is diffusible. 	1mm434 does not turn off the expression and 

therefore the diffusible product res:'o:sib1e for t.rnoff Is coded 

within the iin.unity region an is irrnunity specific (Poro, 1970). The 

putative gene war named tof. 
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Mutants in the crc gene (control of repressor and other tlujngs), 

isolated by FAsen et al., (1970) and mapping to the right of P but 

within immunity, were checked for their turnoff properties. T!.iey, too, 

hyperproduced exonuclease. Franklin (1971b)  isolated mutants over-

producing Nopean proteins, and these both napped with and had 

identical properties to the pro mutants. 

The site of action of cro has been mapped, and is within the 

immunity region but to the left of LI  (Pore, 1971).  The v2 mutation 

to repressor insensitivity in the leftward operator.4 also decreases 

the turnoff of genes of the IT operon (Sly et al., 1971) implying that 

the sites of repressor and cr0 product action share common elements. 

Echols and couor1:ers (1973)  infected a cro-constitutive defective 

lysogen with both ? and 2L12434. Pcperiments using A imm434 !III-

or 

iif

or II mutants showed that synthesis of LII  and of clii protein from 

the lambda genome, even in the presence of 14 protein from the j434 

phage, does not take place to a sufficient extent to permit repressor 

synthesis • Thus the presence of crc protein can prevent both 

rightward and leftward early transcription, cr0 product acting as a 

repressor of early gene expression. 

The level of crc product in an anti-immune cell may be high enough 

to prevent synthesis of cli and clii in quantities sufficient to promote 

repressor synthesis, but it does not inhibit completely the expression 

of early functions. X can plate on an anti-immune cell (Neubauer 

and Calef, 1970), alt2'iough with 	increased latent period 

(Hampacherova et al., 1973). 

Turn off of early gene expression in lambda is substantially 

complete by 10 to 15 minutes after infection. This action of the ore 
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product ray be beneficial to the cell; the levels of early proteins 

synthesised without negative control, especially if cwrplified by 

expression frM  the 	A cpioa present in the cell at late 

times, might interfere wit \ ovoloment in the boat. 

(h) Control of ozpro@cion of the gI core 

The regions and direotiori of transcription of the LI  gene are 

shown in fig. 11. 

iIaaaurement of AT eno IA is technically difficult and reports 

of the effect of induction on 01 Pfl& synthesis vary, some workers 

reporting reduction in levels synthesised (Ueineum and pico1nn, 

1970a, b; KoiiriieIr etal., 1)70) and some no reduction (Kumar at al, 

1970. eaauransnt of I protein synthesis in a phage carrying a 

taperaturo sensitive repressor showed a tenfold fail in the steady 

state levels at 420  (Reichardt and. iaienr, 1971) • when a mutant 

prop1iage, which on induction is defective in rihtward and loftwerd 

transcription, carrying a temperature sensitive repressor gone is grown 

at 42 9  Immunity is obviously lost; however, after prolonged growth at 

rnrunity is not recovered immediately on return to ]ow temperatuxe. 

and tashne, 1971), 7iere is, therefore, evidence that an active, 

LI iene product La required to activate expression of the I gene in the 

lysogonic state, Z:ie level of qI protein in a 1yooen is unaffected by 

imitations in at!, alit or 

!utatLcns v13 in the r4:twrd opotor , decreaoe to level of 

expression of cl protein, at least tenfold compared to 'wildtype, on 

infection into a repressed call, This effect Is unchanged by a 
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imitation on the irifectin phage and therefore is not due to 

express -7-or, of cro from .2 vi . Thus 	would appear to contain the 

site of -action of ci protein to activate leftward transcription of 

the CI gene (Reichardt and I<iser, 	tLv at al., 

(1972) showed that left-ward transcritio 	laoe Ia compicuantary 

to the cI.rex genes but not to cr0. Therefore the promoter involved 

in expression of ci to maintain lysogeriy, Zrmq probably lies to the 

left of the cro gene. A mutant with the properties expected of a 

ZrZm phage has been isolated (Yen and Gussin, 1973). The mutation 

maps between CI and Q. 

CI repressor protein is synthesised in the period from five to 

fifteen minutes after infection. Phage carrying cli, clii or 

mutations do not synthesise ci protein after infection (ohols and 

Green, 1971).  CII and ciii mutants can be complemented, to produce 

ci protein, on coinfeotion with the wildtype allele, and therefore are 

trans:-acting positive control elements. 2& mutants, however, are 

cis-dominant, siurestiw I  that the iixtation is in a structural aleaorit 

involved in this node of ci protein synthesis; moreover £ autants are 

not sensitive to the positive effectors, oIl and clii gene products. Since 

y maps to the right of the cro gene (Eisen et al., 1966) leftward trans-

cription from the wildtpe 9Z region will result in the copying of the 

antisense strand of the cro gene; niR1TA hybridising to both strands of 

the era region  has been isolated from infected cells (Spiegelman 

et al., 1972).  The promoter re-aion defined by 9Z# governing 

transcription of the ci gone after infection, is called preq  for 
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Eomoter for the establishment of lysogeny. The level of expression 

from this promoter in the presence of cii and ciii proteins is 

approximately 5 to 10 times the level of expression from prm in the 

lysogenic state (Spiegelman It al., 1972), 

cr0 as antirepressor 

In the section on the effect of the oro product on lytio gene 

expression (Chapt. 2.g) it was mentioned that the cro locus was 

identified as the source of mutants in the control of repressor 

nthesis. Lysogens carrying the prophage \ S1 IT-  are killed 

when induced by growth at 42g. Survivors are MM-replication defective. 

They may be mutant in X9  the rightward early promoter; in this case 

after growth at 42, immunity is not recovered immediately on return 

to 320,  but returns gradually. The second class of survivors is mutant 

in genes P or P.; thus DNA replication is directly prevented. These 

latter mutants, when returned to 320  after a period of growth at 42 

do not recover immunity at all; the failure to recover immunity is 

trans-dominant and imnnrnity'speoific. The lysogens in this condition 

are called croconstitutive or antiimmune (Eisen ital., 1970). 

Further mutants of a A cI, 11 , lysogen were selected as clones 

which did recover immunity after return to growth at low temperature. 

These wre called cro mutants, they lack a negative effector on the 

expression of ci, and map in the immunity region of A , to the 

right of the (P 0 site. 

As already described, cr0 product turns off rightward and loft'ward 

expression from the early promoters. Its effect as an antagonist of 

ci synthesis on infectii of an antlinEnune lysogen can be explained by 
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its turnoff of expression of oil and clii* Cro product may also 

inhibit the aelf.aotiveting effect of ci (Caetellazzi etai., 1972). 

(i)The effect of lambda controls oitio and 	develo 

On infection by lambda, early transcription and translation of 

genes N and cro,  is followed almost immediately by N-dependent 

expression of genes required for integration, recombination, for 

repressor synthesis and for DN& replication. These include the products 

required for the establishment of lysogeny and also those necessary for 

the early stages of lytic development* The reason for the decision of 

which course to follow is not understood, and involves the host as 

well as phage. The relative proportions of repressor and ore product 

probably decide the fate of the cell. If sufficient repressor is 

present to repress gene expression from early promoters and thus also 

prevent further replication, the cell survives to carry an immune 

phage genome; the int function permits integration, and thus stable 

lysogen fornat1on. If, on the other hand, insufficient repressor is 

present, as a result of cro action on the intracellular auantitiee of 

oil and 0111 proteins, late gene functions are expressed, early functions 

are repressed by crc, and the phage proceeds in lytic development. 

In possession of a complex series of controls, lambda expresses 

regions of its enome required for particular functions at the 

appropriate times in its life cycle. The identified controls have been 

described individually, but an integrated picture of their function 

is far from complete. Neither has post-transcriptional control of 

protein synthesis been analysed, although its effects may be observed in 

lambda, since neither the late proteins (Ray and Pearson, 1974) nor the 

early proteins (Hendrix, 1971)  are made in equimo].ar amounts, in spite 

of the polycistronic nature of the mRNA molecules, 
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(j)Lambda DNA replication and maturation 

Within five minutes of infection, the linear DNA molecules 

injected are converted into oovier;t1y closed circles (Young and 

Sinsheimor, 1964), DITA replication is dependent on 2 proteins 

2 and P, and on transcription of the origin of replication (Dove It a 

1971), as well as on host replication functions. Closed circles are 

replicated sexnioonservatively, undergoing at leact two rounds of 

replication; about twenty closed circles have accumulated by fifteen 

minutes after infection, (Young and Sinsheimer, 1968; Carter and. 

Smith, 1970). Nicked circles are also present, and have been shown 

to be precursors of closed circles. 

The origin, on, for this early mode of DNA replication, maps 

between the right end of imm434  and gene 0 (Dove et al., 1971) and 

replication is bidirectional round the lambda genome, (Sobnos and 

Intnan, 1970). 

After this early period of closed circle synthesis, there is a 

'late' period, from approximately 10-15 min after infection, in 

which a different form of A DITA accumulates, and closed circle 

synthesis ooasos. The new, tooncatemeriol form of )ID1A behaves as 

if larger than monomeric size, and contains short single stranded 

regions (lIaison, 1971). Its properties can be accounted for by a 

monomeric circle with a linear tail, a replica'bivo intermediate which 

would be found in replication according to the 'rolling circle' model 

of Gilbert and Dressier (1968). Lambda mutant in any of the head genes 

to E accumulates ), DhA of linear structure, up to four times 

monomer length (lcaiser, 1971). The ooncatemer is most probably the 

precursor of linear monom era ,as found in the vegetative phage head 
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(S1lka et al., 1972;  iIcClure et al., 1973;  HcCiure and Gold, 

1973a), DNA molecules of monomer size are out from the conoatemern 

by the action of ter product, the gene 1 protein (Wang and Icaiaer, 

1973). It appears that efficient maturation requires two or more 

cohesive end sites per DNA molecule (Prief elder 	1974) and 

that the scission of cohesive ends also requires the length of DNA 

between the scission points to be near the normal monomeric amount 

(flnniona, 10274).  rac1ging in the phage head and DNA monomer creation 

seem to be related.. Closed circular iIA monomers are neither 

attacked by ter, nor packaged (Thiquist and Skalka, 1973). 

The recombination proteins red and 	are involved in DNA 

replication and maturation (I,quist and Skalka, 1973).  Absence of the 

red function results in decreased total intracellular phage DNA, of 

normal structure distribution, Mutants in the al gene, however, do 

not syntheeiae conoatemers at late times; replication throughout the 

lytic cycle leads to the synthesis of circular monomers, The 

requirement is not observed in reoB hosts, and thus gamma protein's 

ability to inactivate the reoBO-coded nuclease would seem to be 

involved in the switch from early to late modes of replication. In f 
phages, phage DNA maturation requires recombination to form the necessary 

multiple cohesive ends for ter function (quist and Sicalka, 1973). 

In normal infection or induction, after thirty minutes the pool 

of rep1icatin DNA can reach 90 phage equivalents per infected cell, 

and completed intracellular phage appear at this time. At late times 

the amount of linear monomer DNA. exceeds that proportion of it in 

mature phage particles by about 30 phage DNA equivalents (Carter 

and Smith, 1970). 
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(k) The effect of the host on lambda development 

iage lambda requires the metabolic capacity of its host to 

supply energy and intermediates for biosynthesis, and requires 

the host replication, transcription and translation machinery for 

its own replication and gene expression. The function of the 

replication and transcriptional apparatus of the host is modified 

by the essential ). proteins of the 0 and P. and N and a, genes 
respectively. It apporc that, as well as the basic host functions 

being essential for \ development, host control elements are 

important in A development. Some E,coli rtants are lyso;enised 

by ). at an altered frequency, although the rochariems Involved are 

not well understood. 

The catabolite sensitivity system, controlled by the level of 

3'-51cyolic A•7P9  is implicated In the process of lycogenisation both 

of Bocoli by A and of SilLrohimurium by P22. In Eacoll  and 

S,thimurium, 1MA polymerase alone is not maximally efficient at 

initiating transcription from prothotere of catabolite..sonsitive 

operons; an additional factor, cyclic AMP receptor protein (CRP) 

in conjunction with the coeffector, cyclic AP, is required for 

full expression (iiirnner at ci., 1970;  Zubay at al  1970a; 
do Crombruge et ci., 171). 

Salmonella typhimurium strains defective in the catabolite 

sensitivity system are lysogenised at a decreased frequency by P22 

(ion; at al  1971). Likewise, an i.00li strain mutant in the same system 

is lyco nLcd poorly by phages of A , 080, 21 or 434 Immunity 

(Groz&icker at 'l, 1972),  In the rare lysogens which are formed in 
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infection of such imitants, phage repressor is synthesized normally. 

The defect therefore affects the establishment rather than the 

maintenance of lysogeny. Jordan et al. (1973)  report that 

infection into mutants of the oatabolite-.sensitivity system results 

in normal levels of expression of repressor protein and phage 

endclysin, and argue that the mode of regulation of lysogeny by 

cAI1P may therefore not be a direct one on the synthesis of 

repressor protein* 

iThatever the mode of regulation, a role for oAMP in the 

ooimnitment of .A to lysis or lysogeny seems reasonable. In enerrw 

starved cells, a'-11P levels are iiji and lysogeny is favoured, while 

in energy-rich OelL3, oA.P levels era lou and lytic row1Pi is 

encouraged, 

oli strains mutant in the ion gene 	exhibit derepresced 

expression of number of enzymes, including those involved in capsular 

polysacoharide synthesis although they have no detectable defect in 

the catabolite sensitivity system. There are reports (Buchanan and 

rkovitz, 1973;  'alker et a1, 1973) that ion mutants fail to be 

lysogonised by 2 • Since the low frequency of ].yaogeniaation of a 

lon7 strain is further decreased if the infecting phage carries 

oil, clii or y defects, the effect of the Ion mutation would appear 

not to be a direst one on the regulatory function of the cli or LIII 

proteins. Buchanan and lrkovitz (1973)  claim that unpublished 

experiments indicate that in ion mutants, either N function is 

increased or is by,pesed, so tt te expression of N..dependent early 

genes is increased. 

Although the mechanism is obscure, it does appear that the 
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allele is necessary for the normal lysogenic response by lambda. 

Other mutations in E.00li can affect the regulation of 1ysogexr. 

Belfort and Wulff (19719 1973) report an Elcoli. mutant permitting a 

high frequency of lysogeriieation 1r \ • A mutation to colicin 

tolerance (Rolfe et a 	1'73, 1974) also results in high frequencies 

of lysogenisation afte infeethon, despite a pleiotropio effect of 

the mutation reduciA tho Latricellular cANP concentration, It appears 

that the expression of both 2¼ and 080 early proteins is altered in 

this strain, but to different extents. Rolfe et al, (1974)  suggest 

that the specificity of RNA polymexase is altered in the colicin-

tolerant strain, so that its relative affinity for different 

pronoters is changed. 

Lcoko and Inni (1974)  report the behaviour of an .coli strain 

in which expression of the early lefbward operon of \ and 080 is not 

turned off at the normal time, inplying that ore product is either not 

synthesised or not functioning normally to repress the N operon. 

It has been established, therefore, that a number of host functions 

can affect the expression of 2¼ early genes, although whether directly 

or indirectly is not entirely clear. 

(i) The effotof A on host-s ecified enresgion 

Infection of E,colj by 2¼. Coos not result in major inhibition of 

host functions at early times, although a depression of host replication 

and gene expression does occur and is fairly marked at hida multiplicities 

of infection. However development of 2¼. in an E.00li cell does have a 

lethal effect on the cell in the long term. 
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Cohen and Chnn;f (1970) found that host-specified DN& synthesis, 

RNA synthesis and A -a1aotosidase exrjression are all depressed 

following ).. feotLon or induction, Wu and coworkers (1971) showed 

that the effect on (3 ..gn1a3toaidase expression was due to a fall in 

tTO cAl? leveic in infeeted cells. The inhibition of 	t].actosidaae 

expreaion 15 dependent on cxreesion of red and 	,Onoa t  as well as 

of an unidentified gene betwoo- I.,  Y and clii (Cohen and Chang, 1970), 

and infection by 0E30 does not annie any -such inhibition (Cohen and 

Chang, 1971). 

In the previous section, it was described how mutations in the 

host my affect the specificity of B1& po1imerase for 2 promoters. 

Brown and Cohen (1974) have demonstrated in a DNAdeendent crude 

call lysate that \ ..infected cells contain transcriptional apparatus 

of altered specificity from that of iminfeoted cell, enhancing. the 

transcription of \ ITA relative to that of Loch or 080 IA. 

Induction of a \ 1; prophage, or infection by a phage lacking the 

genes of the R operon to the left of £IlI,fails  to produce this 

alteration in specificity. TIawe'ver, Brawn and Cohen (1974) also 

found stimulation of transcription from calf thymus and P4 DNAs. 

Furthermore, the Looli strain they used has been shown by Inoko and. 

ImaI (1974) to permit abnormal levels of expression of A proteins, 

and thus some aspect of transcriptional specificity may well be 

mutant in this strain. 

The lethal effect of X development on its host is also dependent 

in part on expression of the early leftuard. operon. Sly at al (1968) 

found that X mutants which do not produce viable phages could still 

kill the host cell or induction or infection. Growth of ) d Lnrtants 
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partially deficient in late gene expression and 	R nutants, lacking 

end.olysin caused death of the host. Growth of k040  or ( mutantsg 

defective in \ repiloation, was less lethal to the host, but 

replication was not the only variable affecting cell death. Pliages 

earrying an N mutation were less efficient than 	or 

phagea in killing the host, and hence an IT-dependent fnnction Is 

also involved in the process. 

Survivors of induction of :roaiication* and excision-defective 

prophages have reduced early leftward expression. It is reported in 

Ticrskowitz (1973) that ILGreer and E.Signer have found a gene between 

clii and 1, named Uci , that Is partially responsible for the 

lethal effect. \ qTts ar S phaos fall to grow at 42 (Franklin, 

1971b). Furthermore, growth of \ im 434 in  the  presence of 

) Iteoroat 42 is much reduced (Herekowit, 1973). It has been 

proposed by II. Eisen, and quoted in Cohen and Chang (1971) and 

Herskowitz (1973), that hyporproduotion of a protein of the N operon 

in the absence of both cr0 product and repressor blocks phage growth, 

perhaps by killing the host. 

Thus, both the depression of oAIP ..dependent expreoiDn and host 

cell death are in part due to functions coded between Y and clii. 

Whether the same gene is involved in both processes Is not known. 
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CHAPTER 3 
THE TRYPTOPHAN OPERON OF E.COLI 

(a) Structural genes of the = operon 

The trp gene cluster of E.coli 1(12, located at 25 min on the 

linkage map, contains five structural genes, trpA, 210.20  2 and E. in 

that order if reading clockwise round the map (Yanofsky and Lennox, 1959; 
Taylor and Trotter, 1972).  The proteins coded by these genes catalyse 

the conversion of chorismic acid (an intermediate common to the bio-

synthesis of phenylalanine, tyrosine and tryptophan) to tryptophan, as 

shown in fig, 12. The role of each of the five proteins of the trD 

operon has been identified, and biochemical assays are available for 

all five (Creighton and Yanofaky, 1969a). 

TrpE is the structural gene for the enzyme anthranilate 

synthase component I. (Ito and Yanofalcy, 1966;  Ito et al,, 1969). 

In the absence of component II, component I converts chorisinate to 

anthranilate, using ammonium ion as amino-group donor. 

TrpD determines anthranilate synthase component II, also known 

as phoaphoribosyl transferase (Ito and Yanofaky, 1969). Pound in 

association with component I, it confers to the complex the ability to 

convert ohorismate to anthranilate, using glutamine as amino-donor; 

only component II is required for the transfer of a phosphoribosyl group 

to anthranilate from 5-phosphoribosyl 1-pyrophosphate (Henderson et al., 

1970; Henderson and Zalkin, 1971;  Jackson and Yanofeky, 1974). 
TrpC gene product, indoleglyoerolphospbate synthase, is responsible 

for the conversion of N-(5'-phosphorlbosyl)anthranilate  to indole-3.. 

glyceroiphosphate (Smith, 1967; Creighton and Yanofsky, 1969b). 
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genes B and A code for the components 	and. ' of tryptophan 

synthase, which together catalyse the conversion of indo1oçlycerol.' 

phosphate to tryptophan (Canton and Yanof sky, 1962; 1.111son and Crawford, 

1965; Go1borg et a]., 1966). ____ and tzpA are the delimiting 

structural genes of the tM operon (nose and Yanof sky, 1971). 

(b) Expression of the 	operon In :.coli 

The IM genes E to A behave as if all port of one oporon, subject 

to repression (Jacob and Monod, 1961). The level of expression of the 

operon is controlled by the concentration of t,tophan in the growth 

medium. When cells are own in riiocihn oont;,  inixi.r.tryptophan at high 

levels (e.g. 100 wç/rnl), the specific activity of the = enzymes is low. 

Under derepressing conditions, via. when grown in the absence of exogenats 

tryptophan, the specific activity of all five proteins increases 

dramatically (Monod and Cohen-Bazire, 1953). 

The five enzymes are synthesised coordinately (Ito and Crawford, 

1965). The increased synthesis of anthranilate synthase after 

synchronous derepression precedes that of tryptophan synthase by 

approximately 4 minutes at 300  (Morse et al., 196; Ito and I)nai;OtO, 

1968). Transcription as well as translation proceeds in ta 

trpA. direction, yielding one polycistronic mRNA molecule (Inamoto et al., 

1965; Imamoto and Yanofslr, 1967; Baker and Yanofaky, 1968). 

Therefore transcription must start, and by definition a promoter site 

must exist, at or before the boginnin of the trpE gene, 

he direction of transcription is confirmed by the phenotype of 

cells carrying a polar mutation in a = structural gene. The levels 

of both proteins (Ito and Crawford, 1965) and mdTA (Imamoto and Yanofaky, 

1967) expressed from the genes downstream of the mutation are greatly 
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reduced, while t1-).o,-.,e of genes upstream of the mutation are unaffected. 

Anthrani late nynthase, phosporibosy1transferase and tryptophan 

synthase are synthesised in equimolar amounts in the derepressed state; 

in a repressed culture, however, the last three genes trpC. B and A are 

expressed at a higher rate relative to the derepressed levels than are 

the first two genes trE and D. (Morse and Yanofaky, 1966). A low 

level constitutive promoter P2 has been napped in the jj 	proximal 

portion of the jr pD gene (Jackson and Yanofaky, 1972a). 

Mutants exhibiting constitutive expression of all five = genes 

were isolated by Cohen and Jacob (1959). The trpR mutations 

responsible for constitutive expression at the derepressed level are 

unlinked to the = structural genes, but linked to thr by P3. 

trdnction. The detection of amber imitations in trpR proved that the 

active oo ohi.o le a o-toL (Iorae aid Yanofaky, 1969) 	-linked 

imititIoa e m ocao 	';:Lr, ia i:Thg upstream of the beginning of 

the trpE gene, also result in constitutive expression of the = operon 

(Mataushiro et., 1962; 11iraga# 1969).  This is the presumed site of 

interaction of the 	repressor protein with DRA. 

In vitro experiments have been performed using transducing phage 

DNA carrying the entire LM operon as a template for transcription by 

RNA polymerase both in a defined system (Shimizu et al., 1973;  Rose 

et a].., 1973; Squires et al,, 1973)  and in less, purified systems 

(i4oGeoch et al., 1973; Zalkin et al., 1974)o  nese experiments have 

shown that the trpR protein is indeed the repressor of trp operon 

expression, and that its action is at the level of transcription. 
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Tryptophany1tRNA aynthetse is not required for the repression effect, 

and tryptophan itself can act as corepressor. Some properties of the 

purified repressor protein have been reported (Rose and Yanofaky, 1974). 

The promoter region of the Salmonella typhiimiriun trD operon 

appears to be on that side of the operator distal to the structural 

genes, in the order p..o-iatructiixa1 genes (Callahan et. al., 1970; 

Aono et al., 1974). Likewise, nronoter-like mutants increasing the 

maximum level of expression rppin; to the side of the operator distal 

to the = structural genes and retaining operator function have been 

isolated in E,co (Ibstein, 1973). 

Another region controlling expression of the tryptophan operon 

has been defined by mutants showing an increased derepressed rate of 

expression (Jackson and Yanofaky, 1972b, ].973a). Deletions extending 

from tro throu the beginning of trp, but retaining operator function 

and able to recombine with an operator-constitutive mutation, give rise 

to increased maximal in vivo levels of synthesis of mR& and proteins 

from the C, B and A genes remain.thg, Vie effects on mD!TA synthesis 

are also seen in vitro, both in a DNA-dependent RNA-synthesising cell 

extract (Zalkin et al., 1974)  and in a defined mitt polymerase transcription 

system (Rose et al  1973). 

RUA polymerase holoensyne transcribee :mA carryin;,  the mutation 

at a higher level than wild type; thus the effect of the mutation can 

be observed in the absence of any other control factor, awggestin;: that 

the change in DU structure directly affects its potential for 

transcription. 

Transcription of the = operon in vivo can be detected in the 

presence of transcription from the rest of the bacterial genome, by 
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hybridisation of radioactively labelled mENA to DNL derived from 

transducing phages carrying 	genes. The only E,coli MIA complementary 

to this DNA is that originating from the bacterial trD oporon. This 

technique has been used to examine the rates of synthesis and 

degradation of trD iadA. 

After synchronous derepression of the trp operon by addition of 

a tryptophan analogue, 30.indolyl propionic acid, transcription proceeds 

in the £ to L direction; at 300,  the rate of po].ymerase movement along 

the DNA is ca. 1000 xruclootides/min and transcription of the entire 

operon is completed in 6 to 7 minutes (baker and Yanofeky, 1968; 

Imamoto, 1968; Morse et al., 1969).  Moreover, the initiation of 

transcription under these conditions is not continuous, but occurs at 

regular intervals. The periodicity in mTI& synthesis is also reflected 

in the enzyme yield efter derepression (Morse et al., 1968, 1970). 

The total number of copies of = mENA in a culture has been 

calculated (Baker and Yanofaky, 1972).  After growth of a pyrimidine 

auxotroph for several generations in PHI 0.uridine, its mENA contains 

pyrimidines at the same specific activity as the uridine in the growth 

medium. Exhaustive hybridisation of the trP niLilA from cells radioactively 

labelled in this way permits estimation of its total radioactivity; with 

knowledge of the specifió activity, the absolute amount of = rnRN& can 

be calculated. From this, combined with data on the half life of trD 

mIWA, and on the ene dosage of the = genes in multiplying cells, 

an average transcription initiation frequency of 2.6 initiations/operon/ 

minute was calculated for a trpl( culture growing at 37. Similar 

measurements of IM mRNA synthesised in the first minute of derepression 

produced a figure of 5.1 initiations/operon, corresponding to the first 
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round of periodic transcription. If compared with data of Morse 

and coworkers (1968),  who quote a yield of 300 E protein molecules 

per periodic increment of transcription it can be deduced that an 

average figure of 20 ribosomee translates each n111A in its lifetime. 

Degradation of 1M nIRNA in E.coli proceeds in the 5' to  3' 

directiono  the same direction as that of synthesis, and follows several 

minutes after the synthesis of that region of mtdTA. Starvation of the 

cells of tryptophan or other aminoacids#  or addition of ohioramphemicol, 

increases the stability of tQ mBiA (Morse at al., 1970)9  perhaps by 

causing retention of ribosomes on the mIUA, protecting it from nuclease 

attack. 

The metabolic condition of the cells can also affect the level of 

expression of the trp operon, but this is poorly understood (Rose et al., 

1970; Pose and Yanofs1r, 1972). 

(a) Expression of the = operon carried on transducing phages 

-.transducing phages are formed by aberrant excision events on 

induction of the 080 prophage, which integrates at a site near the trP 

operon in E.00li as described in chapter 1. Both plaque forming and 

defective types have been isolated, some able to tranaduce a recipient 

cell lacking all the jr2 genes and some carrying only some of the genes 

of the 	operon (Matsushiro et al., 1962; itsushiro, 1963; 

Itauchiro et al,, 1964; Dueb et al., 1967). 

Cells carrying a defective transducing phage which lacked one 

of the five genes, trpE, expressed tryptophan synthetase from the phage 

genome at a high rate, irrespective of the tryptophan concentration in the 

growth rnediiani. The absence of repressibility was only observed in cis; 
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expression from genes of the chromosomaloperon, which carried an 

intact B region, was subject to normal repression. 1pression from a 

different 080 dtrp carrying the entire 1M operon was, however, subject 

to normal repression by tryptophan (Natsushiro at ci., 1965). 

Sato and. Natsuahiro (1965) demonstrated that the tryptophan. 

insensitive trD enzyme expression was repressible by 080 repressor and 

was thus under the regulation of phage imnmnity. They studied two 

representative phages; 080 2to  carries the first half of tha 

operon including E and D cistrons while 080 2t carries only the second 

half, genes Q. B and A, as Indicated below. 

trp 

B B 0 	 inm80 	. - 080 g to 

trp 

A B C 	 imrn30 	 080 
... 

The expression of tryptophan snthase B protein in 0802 1  was independent 

of tryptophan concentration on infection of a non..lysogen and was fully 

repressed on infection of a 080 lysogen. Thus the = genes present 

were controlled in the same way as were phage genes. 

Infection by 080 4 in thp absence of tryptophan resulted in 

anthranilate synthase production, irrespective of the presence of Øao 

repressor protein. In the presence of tryptophan at the normal 

repressing concentration, however, there was a residual level of 

expression considerably higher than that expected of a repressed trp 

operon. This residual expression was abolished in the presence of 080 

repressor protein, or infection into a lysogen in high tryptophan. 



The results quoted are those observed at early times after infection. 

The interpretation of differences between infection of lyso;'enio and 

non-lysogenic cells were confused at later times by the inhibitory 

effect of 080 repressor on DNA. replication. 

Thua Sato and Matsushiro observed expression from both p1mge and 

jr 1):e.'datory regions In a piage carrying the trpE  region, but 

expression under phage controls only was observed in a phage whioh 

lacks the early part of the E gene. 

The analysis of phage controls on IM gene expression was extended 

by the definitive experiments of Pranklin (1971b).  Tr -transducing 

pha gee were derived from a 080-. \ hybrid carrying att and ii from 

080, and therefore of 080 Integration specificity, and carrying the control 

region from 	/aioh contained N amber and CI temperature sensitive 

mutations. Bothtr enzyme measurements and detailed genetic 

oharacterisation of the N oporon were possible in these hybrid 

transducing phages. In Prarklin's experiments, infection was carried 

out under conditions of inhibition of DNA replication, to ensure 

constancy of gene dosage throughout the sampling period. 

Again, different types of control of synthesis of = enzymes were 

found. In one class of phages, most of which lacked the operator- 

proximal portion of the 	gene, the expression of trpD was unaffected 

by tryptophan but absent in a 	-immune host, paralleling 080 pt1  

already described. In a second class, the synthesis of = enzymes was 

controlled in a normal fashion by the tryptophan concentration; since 

no expression above the expected basal level was observed in the presence 

of repressing concentrations of tryptophan, the 1M operon In these 
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*ages is expressed exclusively from the trp promoter. This type of 

phage carries the entire trpE gene. The absence of readthrough from 

the early leftward operon of the phage, designated the N operon, is 

presumed to be due to a transcriptional or translational stop 

signal between the N promoter and the 1M. operon. 

A third class is composed of phagea in which the entire trpE 

gene is present and the tro expression is controlled by phage 

repressor and by tryptophan, as in 080pt. In these phagea trD 

expression can originate from either the N or the 1M promoter, or 

both. The presence of trD repressor protein bound at the trP operator 

site does not alter the rate of expression of trD genes originating 

from &' the N promoter. 

All 60 ptp phagee isolated by Franklin (1971) behaved in one of 

the three fashions described, suggesting that the N promoter is the 

only one on which expression of genes to the left of N can depend. 

The control of early leftward expression was analysed further using 

the first class of phage As already suggested (Luzzati, 1970;  Schwartz, 

1970) expression of the N operon past the N gene proved dependent not 

only on expression from the N promoter, in the absence of k repressor, 

but also on the presence of functional N protein. Anthranilate 

synthase is expressed from the N promoter of a ptrp only if N product 

is present. A phage carrying amber mutations in the N gene could 

express trDE in a host carrying an amber suppressor, while infection 

into a suppressor-free host did not lead to trpE expression, unless 

N protein was supplied in trans by a coinfeoting phage. However, two 

ptrp phages, whose = expression was under immunity control like 

the others, were not dependent on N protein. These carried the most 

extensive deletions rightwards towards N of the immunity-dependent 
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phages. 

Since the positive effector, N, is not required, its site of 

action can no longer be affecting trP expression in the absence of 

N protein; the interpretation of N-independence therefore must be that 

the site of N action has been deleted in the fusion of = genes to the 

N operon. Thus the site of N action maps in the region deleted 

exclusively in these phagea, that is, between N and. .2.111. 

One characteristic of trph expression from the N promoter, whether 

N dependent or independent, was a turnoff of synthesis about 10 to 15 

minutes after infection, as observed for 	exonuolease in vivo 

(naddirig, 1964). Mutants of \ fptrps with increased expression of the 

red, genes (Franklin, 1971b)  proved to be identical to the cro mutants 

of Eisen et a]., (1970).  infection by a \ ptr carrying a cro mutation 

results in an enhancement of the rate of t gene expression from the 

N promoter,, and no turnoff of this new rate is seen. Thus all known 

controls acting on transcription of the N operon in lambda, discussed 

in chapter 2 9  have been shown to act also on expression of = genes 

fused Into the N operon. Other workers (Davison et al., 1974)  have 

shown similar control by repressor, N protein and pro product in a 

Ø'Oo-. \ hybrid A ptrp B2; the site of N action between N and clii 

has been more accurately defined by Na-ray and Brammar (1973). 

Inoko and coworkers (1974)  have shown control by both 80 

repressor and tryptophan concentration in 080 2t 190 9  by following the 

anthranilate synthase levels after infection, both in the presence and 

in the absence of replication. They proved that the expression in the 

non-1ysoen, absent in the lysogen, in repressing tryptophan was not due 

to gene dosage, and that expression of the Ø&) region analogous to the 
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N operon in lambda was also subject to turnoff after 10 minutes; thus 

80 probably contains a cro function analogous to that of lambda. 

Inoko et ci., (1974) also demonstrated that t'e early 

constitutive expression of phage-carried = genes was not due to 

damage of the bactoria:1 tp-dependent repression system by phage 

infection, since j eenes on the host chromosome were still normally 

repressed in high tryptophan medium. Another 080-traneducin: phage 

reported by the same workers (Inoko et al., 174)  carries 	enes 

whose expression is entirely repressible by tryptophan, analogous to 

the second class of Franklin (1971b) already discussed, 

One further type of expression from ja7transducing phages has been 

described (Pouwela and Stevens, 1973).  The j 	;ones of phage 

h8o  2t 5.2 AB are expressed at a high rate independent of tryptophan 

concentration or A repressor; a new high-level promoter has probably 

been created in the fusion of = and phage genes. Phage 080 Dt. of 

Sato and vlatsushiro (1965) also expresses IM genes C, B and A at a 

very low but constitutive rates in this case expression could be the 

result either of a new low-level promoter created by the fusion,or of 

the internal constitutive promoter P2 normally present in the trP 

operon, or of a low-level phage promoter. 

measurement of in vivo transcription from 	-transducing phages, 

by hybridisation with DNA from a heterologous trP phage (Imamoto and 

Tan!, 1972)  shows that = mRNA synthesis from PL  and. P 	is subject 

to the same controls as enzyme synthesis, and hence that these controls 

act at the level of transcription. 
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(d) In vitro studies of trP expression 

The expression of both mEiTA and trp enzymes from 	-transducing 

phages has been observed in in vitro systems, and some workers report 

that the controls observed in vivo also operate in vitro. 

Pouwels and van Rotterdam (1972),  using the cell-free DNA.- 

dependent protein syntiesia system of Zubay et al., (1970b),  were unable 

to show repression of trp enzyme synthesis in the presence of a trpR+ 

cell extract. Dottin and Pearson (1973)  likewise failed to observe 

repression by trpR+  of synthesis from a phage subject in vivo to 

control by tryptophan, but they could demonstrate an inhibitory effect 

of 	reressor and a requirement for N protein on expression from a 

phage transcribing into trp from 

Zubay et al., (1972)  succeeded in showing the repression effect 

of a trpR extract on 
IS 

-galaotoaidase synthesis from a transducing 

phage carrying a fusion of lac structural genes with trp control 

elements (Schrenk and Miller, 1974). Using this property as an assay, 

a partial purification of the repressing activity was possible. 

The requirement of trR protein for repression has also been shown 

in a A trp phage, by Zalkin et al, (1974)9  although control of niRNA 

synthesis by trp repressor could only be detected if the template DNA 

carried trpED102, a mutation resulting in increased expression, 

Trp mRNk and proteins from the DNA of phage 080 2t190, in the 

in vitro experiments of Zalkin et al. (1974),  were expressed mainly from 

the early leftward phage promoter, although a 10-fold lower rate 

could be seen at very early times, presumably reflecting the expression 

from the trp promoter observable in vivo (Inoko et al., 1974;  this 

thesis, Chap. 6). 
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This early transcription waa studied by Rose and coworkers (1973) 

in a purified transcrtion system uain TA polymerase holoensyme 

and 2t 190 DiA. The partially purified repressor protein of Zubtay 

et al., (1972) repressed transcription in the presence of tryptophan. 

Farther purification of repressor and its use in this system showed that 

tryptophan itself is most probably the corepreesor and that tryptophanyl 

tRIiL synthetase is not required for repression (Squires et al., 1973). 

MoGeoch at a?. (1973)  used a ribosome-free cell extract as a 

transcription system for ptl9O D1A as tamlate, and they observed 

biphasic expression of 2t190 trP -enes; = mR11A synthesis up to 2 minutes 

after initiation was repressible in the presence of tryptophan and 

trpR protein, but the higher rate of synthesis after 2 minutes was 

insensitive to these. 

Shimizu et al, (1973, 1974) and Shimizu and Jayashi (1974) also 

report the effect of purified 1M repressor on trp operon 1tA synthesis 

in both transcription and coupled transcription-translation systems, 

showing that both tryptophan and its analogue 5-methyltryptophan can act 

as the corepressor. 

Thus a number of different approaches have confirmed and extended 

the original conclusion of Sato and tsushiro (1965)  that trp genes on 

-transducing nhages may be subject to phago controls. The = genes of 

many such phages are sensitive to the negative and positive effectors 

governing expression of the phage IT operon, Irhermore, if the trp 

promoter and operator regions are preserved intact, the = structural 

genes are also sensitive to the original cohtrol by tryptophan and the 

repressor. Each of these two components of expression is repressed 

independently of the other. 
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QMPTER  

METHODS OF IMPROVING ENZYME YIELD 

(a) :1utationof control sites 

The potential level of expression of a gene or group of genes is 

limited by the maximum rate of transcription of those genes. The 

rate of transcription depends, amongst other things,  on the 

efficiency of the promoter region (Jacob et al., 1964;  Ippen et 

al., 1968) at which RNA polymerase binds and transcription is 

initiated. 

Some of the structural genes of E.coLt are expressed constitutively, 

that is at a constant rate irrespective of the growth conditions, and 

are thus not controlled by any identifiable factor other than the 

innate efficiency of the initiation of transcription at the promoter. 

Many genes, however, are controlled in operons, by repressor or 

inducer proteins which interact with the operator, a region of the 

genomo close to the promoter, and by this interaction modulate the 

efficiency of transcription of the structural genes in the operon. 

The difference in expression between repressed and derepressed conditions 

can be as high as 1000fold. The interaction of an inducer or 

repressor protein with DNA is controlled by a specific small molecule 

whose concentration in the cell depends on the growth conditions, 

Such a repressible operon system can be altered to a permanent state of 

induction or d.erepression, irrespective of tie growth medium, by 

mutation of either the operator region or the repressor gene (Jacob 

and Ilonod, 1961). 

Some operons, including lac and= of E.001iare controlled 

by negative effectors, or repressors, and others are ocrallad hy 
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positive effecto:, or re tivrtor proteins • The catabolite- 

sensitive oporons (Zubay et aL,1970a), the rhamnose operon 

(Power, 1967) and the arabinose operon (ig1esberg, 1971) of E.00li 

are some examples of systems under positive control. In the arabinose 

operon, initiator-constitutive mutants have been isolated which no 

longer require the activator protein for maximal expression 

(1ng].eaberg et a1.s  19C9). 

As well as a1tertion of the controls on expression described 

above, it has been possib,e to obtain mutations of the promoter 

region, causing a change in the potential level of eprescion. A 

single point mutation in the promoter can stimulate exprovision by 

10-fold. Iromoter mutations resulting in increased loirels of 

expression have been selected in lad (iJIu.11or-Hill et al., 1968) 

(iabatein, 1973) and glucose-.6-phosphate dehydrogenase ('raenke1 

and Banerjee, 1971; Froenkel and arola, 1972), inter alia. In the 

and his operons, imitations in a region other than the promoter can 

Improve the potential rate of expression (Jackson and Yanofeky, 1; 72o., 

1973a; Icasai, 1974). 

(b) Operon fusion 

An alternative to mutation of a pro-existing promoter is the 

fusion of structural genes to another control region which includes 

a promoter. Fusions have been generated of 1M with 3 (I1il1er 

t al, 1970; Barnes et a?. ,1974) of lio with al (icetnor and 

Campbell, 1974) and of j (Sato and Hatsushirop 1965) and ara.  

(Schlief et al., 1971)  genes with phage genes. The technique of 

generating fusions by recombination between transducing phages 

(himada et ci., 1973) should extend the range of fusions. The 
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increase in expression obtained by fusion to an operon expressed 

at high level may be large for c:ea normally expressed at very 

low levels • An operon fusion of ) nd 	operons is stably 

expressed from a cryptic pz'ophage generated by deletion of 

prophage material from a lysogen (Davison et al., 1974). 

Direct fusion of the genes to a new promoter is not entirely 

necessary to observe expression controlled by ) phage elements. 

The phenomenon of 'escape synthesis', increased expression of 

bacterial genes adjacent to a prophage,is observed on induction 

of that prophage, especially if the prophage fails to excise. 

In the case of 	enes, it is due largely to transcription from 

the phage promoter PL 
 extended throu&h termination sigeals into 

bacterial genes under the influence of the phage transcription 

anti-torminatm factor N protein (Adhja et al., 1974). T:soape 

synthesis of the proteins of the biotin operon, presumably due to 

read through of transcription from the A late gene promoter, has 

also been reported (Esil et al., 1972). 

(a) Gene dosage effects 

The acquisition of multiple copies of a gene on the bacterial 

chromosome by gene duplication is another way to improve the 

potential level of expression of the gene product. The duplication 

can be selected and maintained only under conditions in 'which it is 

extremely advantageous or essential to cell survival and growti. 

Duplicated genes will otherwise be lost at a high frequency as a 

result of recombination between duplicated regions and consequent 

excision of the material between them. 'fliile this occurs at a very 

high frequency for duplications which remain closely libked to the 



original gene, a duplication of material transposed to another region 

of the chromosome would be more stable, 

Duplications have been obtained of the glyoyl.'tranafer RTA 

synthetaso gene (Folk and Berg, 1971) of tflA genes (Till e1 al., 1969; 

Russell et el., 1970) and of genes of the ItM (Jackson and Yancfs]oj, 

1973b) and ar (Glansd.orff and Sand, 1968) operone. 

Selection in a chemostat is a powerful method of obtaining 

duplication mutants. Multiple copies of the lao operon of Eocoli 

(iloriuchi et ci., 1963) and of the ribitol-utilisation genes of 

Kiebsiella aerogenea (Rigby et al., 1974) are examples of the use of 

this technique. In some caaes, duplication and tranalocation of a 

gene results in its fusion into a different operon (Jackson and. 

Yanofeky, 1973b). 

The gene dosage of a particular operon may be increased by 

introduction of an episome carrying that operon into the cell. The 

P.faator of E.coli can carry bacterial genes and can be simply 

introduced into a F cell. Doubling of the gene dosage by introduction 

uf an F' factor can double the expression of that gene (Iu1lor-Hill 

et ci., 1968). 

The replication of the F factor is controlled with the replication 

of the host chromosome in such a way that only one or two copies of the 

episome,  are present per cell. Introduction of an epiaovnndor relaxed 

control, in which replication in not controlled by the host, could 

permit the synthesis of u11e copies of the bacterial genes carried on 

the episome. The gee 1.j1 	, which can tranaduce bacterial genes, are 

examples of such episomes, 	alao is Col El, a colicinogeriio factor 

which has the advantage of being present in a stable condition in 

multiple copies, without affecting the viability of the host 
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(rrors field et el., 1974)0 

53-io o:iTocts of -ohage replication on gene expression will :o?i be 

discussed, since >s phage was the episome chosen for this study. 

Revel and. luria (1963)  described synthesis of P ..jalaotosidase 

from genes carried on a specialised transducing dorivtive of P1, 

Pidlac, and showed that replication of the transducing phage boosted 

the rate of expression of -gilaotoeidase in Lao cells transduced to 

Lao' by infection. They showed that replication of the 	genes, 

including the lac operator, resulted in titration of the lac repressor 

which was coded only on the host chromosome. Willard and Echols (1968) 

demonstrated that phage replication was responsible for the levels of 

operon enzymes produced after infection with or induction of 

since phage mutants defective in replication failed to produce 

high levels of enzyme. 

The expression of lac tones coined on ØOOdlac escaped from 

repression on induction of a Ø8Odlacf iyso;exa, as a result of the 

dilution of lac repressor by an increased number of copies of the lao 

operator (Epstein, 1967).  Iowever, Epstein observed that the increase 

in DNA content at late tir-es was not ns'bohed by a proportional increase 

in lac enzyme synthesis, He suggested that this reflects either the 

umivni1ility of some genomes for transcription, or competition from 

other promoters for IA po].yinerase. ;IuIler..H.tll and coworkers (1968) 

demonstrated the effect of replication of a Ø8Od1acf phage carrying 

7 to increase the yield of Ac repressor protein. 

More recently, Schrenk and. Miller (1974)  measured the expression 

of lao genes from a )., trp-lac fusion phage, and found that in this case, 

too, repression was overcome as a result of the existence of multiple 

copies after replication. 
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In all the published oases idiere expression is dependent on the 

escape from repression, it seems that the final level of expression is 

relatively low compared to the potential level of expression in a 

derepreased mutant • Ttiia is probably because 20 or 30 potentially 

traneoribable operons are required for the titration of repressor, and 

remain repressed. 

Buchanan and Markowitz (1973)  demonstrated escape from the 

repression off act of the eai,R or ion gene on replication of 	LpIU. 

Replication, resulting in a burst size of 30 defective phages per cell 

only increased the level of expression in the cells by 8-.fold over the 

non-replicating condition, again suggesting that not all the DNA copies 

are available for transcription. 

Other attempts to improve the levels of oxpress ion by poraittind 

replication have been less successful. Replication of , 	has only 

a two-fold effect on the level of expression of the Ei 

o1ymoras o Psubunit (lcirachbauni and Soalfe, 1974),  This may be due 

to the very different nature of the control of the expression of 

RN& polymerase compared to that of 	, jol or = operons. 

(d) Levels of 	csion from Mff.4MorLt lamb 	tore 

This thesis describes enzyme yields from phages carrying 

structural genes fused to the N operon of lambda • Since transducing 

phages isolated by genetic means can carry bacterial genes fused 

either to the N operon or to the late gene operon, and since those 

potentially isolable by biochemical means could in theory carry 

bacterial genes fused to any 2. phage operons, it is valuable to 

compare the levels of expression from different lambda promoters. 
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Nijkamp et t1. (1;i70) aeured the incorporation of radioactive 

uridine into RI. in an inLuoed ). ].ysogenic culture. Figure 13 9  

reproduced from Szybalslki et al. (1)70), shows the incorporation of 

radioactively labelled nucleotides into RNA complementary to different 

regions of the 2 gunome. 

The relative rates of incorporation do not directly reflect the 

activity of individual promoters, as replication occurs in the course of 

the experiment, varying the number of gene copies. According to 

Stevens et al.(1971),  the replication of lambda DNA commences 

approximately 3 minutes after induction, and therefore it may be 

assumed that expression in the first three minutes originates from one 

gonome. At 5 minutes there are, on average, 1.5 copies of the phage 

DNA per cell, by 8 minutes there are 5 copies, and the number increases 

to approx. 30 free phage DNA equivalents by 15 to 20 minutes after 

induction (tevons et al., 1971). 

Bearins in mind t1e effct of replication, it is clear that the 

most efficient promoter, even under conditions of partial repression 

by cro product demonstrated in chapter 6, is the promoter of early 

leftward transcription. However the rate of expression falls after 

5 minutes, as cro product accumulates, and from 10 minutes onwards is 

only one-half the level at 5 minutes, in spite of the existence of 

multiple gene copies. Similarly early rightward expression, also moderated 

by cro product, does not increase in quantity at late times. Its rate 

appears to be lower than the rate of leftward expression, both in vivo 

(Tijkamp et al., 1970) and when tranacribed n vitro by purified. RITA 

polymerase (Nakaniahi et al., 1974). 



Figure 13:  Kinetics of , transcription 

[ 3H] -RNA isolated from a thermally induced lysogen, 

Looli W3350 ( cI857 Sts9]3), immediately after a one-

minute period of labelling with [}I] - urid.ine was 

hybridised. with 	DNA. The proportion of the total 

incorporation into RNA that is hybridisable with 	DNA 

is shown as a function of the time after induction. 

A-J-b2, -S-R and x-P-.Q represent the proportion 

of the total labelled RNA hybridising to the portion of 

the k genome which includes the named genes. 

Figure 13 is reproduced from Szybalski et a].. (1970). 
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Figure 1: Kinetics of A transcription 



Tbcpression of the late genes at early times is limited by its 

requirement for the positive effector I product. However, tie level of 

incorporation at 15 minutes is only 5-fold higher than the Daximum level 

of 2.moderatod.  transcription of the IT,  operon. Since by this time 

thL.re  are 30.40  phage DNL copies present (Career and Smith, 1970)  and 

since late gene expression is 40 times that from a single genome 

transacti-vated by 0,,protein (Sohlief et al,, 1971), the level of 

expression from the late gene promoter pt must be at least 6-fold 

lower than the level from the early promoter pT, If the 2.fold 

difference in size of the transcription units affecting the amount of 

incorporation per IIN& molecule, is taken into account, the level of 

initiations per genomo at p imist be at least 12-fold higher than the 

level at the late gene promoter. 

Thus of the three major operone expressed during the vegetative 

development of > , that with the highest potential for transcription is 

the N operon, expressed from p under those ooncLitionc in which 

cro product is limited. 

The controls of expression I rora p have been investigated in some 

detail by Davison et al. (1974).  since the rate of expression from 

PL  after infection by a cro phae Is 4.-fold higher than that at early 

times in infection by a 	phage, the potential level of expression of 

the X operon is higher than is described above. These workers also compared 

expression from the = promoter with expression from 	and found that 

a steady state derepressedN operon in a cryptic prophage was 11-fold 

more efficient than the steady state derepressed level from the trn 

promoter. 
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Prom these da, it appears that the type of expression to be 

studied in this thesis, namely the fusion of tra to the )* L operon 

involves the most efficient promoter of the ) ;enome. 
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CHAPTER 5 

MATERIALS AND METHODS  

() 	cteria1 strains 

3acterial strains used in this study are listed below 

Strain 	Description Reference Source 

W3110 
.° Yanofeky & Ito (1966) WJB 

W3101 Campbell (1961) JB 

W3350 2M Campbell (1961) WJ]3 

W1485 supE nk11n & 	ove (1969) iliJB 

Ymel sunF,cured of 2 JB 

CR63 ____ 	-resistant 
Appleyard et al (1956) 144 

W3101recA 0 
2M purr 	t3t.1? (1973) 

R48 EtecA Wail & c3inor (1968) JD 

W3101(P2) 
lysogenic JD 

9i-3(P2) supP pL,%.l 1,11is Trome & Bishop (1971) JO 

sid 

Ymel/A sunp __ 
)¼—rE)si3tt 

Ymo1()/ ____ 
1ysoGenic, 
resistant 

W3101/2 
..resistant YJ]3 

&i Øio, h-82 
T5-resistant 

resistant derivative of 
Ymel 

W3110 trpfl Norse & Yanofaky (1969) 

W3110 trp p(BaiE) Murray '& Brammar (1973) WJB 
deletion 

W3110 tr2BE9 
___ Murray & Bramxnar (1973) WJB 
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W3].10 jMR— 
LMRLE9  

W3110 tr0E1 (OE) 
deletion 

W3l1Otx point 
829 All mutants 

W31101pDoe = point 
9778 supP mutant 

W31101pCazn = point 
10243 	870 mutant 

W3110 tr29700 = point 
mutant 

W3110 trpAoo20 = point 
supP mutant 

W311 	&oa96 = point 
aupP mutant 

09 

Murray & Brammar (1973) 	WJB 

Yanofaky at a].. (1971) 	WJB 

Yanofsky at a]. (1971) 	WJB 

Yanofti1p at a]. (1971) 	WJB 

Yanofsky et a]. (1971) 	WJB 

Yanofaky at a]. (1971) 	WJB 

Yanofsky at ci (1971) 	VUB 

Bacterial strains were obtained from Dr. W.J. Brammar (WJB), 

Dro  Noreen Murray (mi) and Dr. John Davison (JD). 

All strains were Esoherichia coli U2 derivatives, 
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(b) 	Baoteriophae strains 

Bacteriophage strains used in this study are listed below. 

Recombinants prepared using these strains are described in the 

chapters 6 and 7, nJ. not incLidod in the list. 

Thage ofarence Source 

h30att8°  01857 Mu11er'Hi1l et al. (1968) WJB 

Hershey (1971) WJB 

080 Matsuahiro (1963) WJB 

\ L753 Campbell (1961) WJB 

,1\am73 Court & Sato (1969) 3D 

N taB iadding & Echols (1963) 3]) 

ci 26 Meseleon (1964) TJB 

\ eli 68 Kaiser (1957) 3D 

\ £ 	67 Kaiser (1957) 3D 

vir WJB 

ØCO vir 1IJB 

P Mo 1 Manly et al. (1969) iiM 

3 bi632.1 Court and Sato (1969) 3D 

\bioiT30-7 Court and Sato (1969) 3]) 

. 	434 Kaiser and Jacob (1957) WJB 

\ iinin1 Liodke."Xulke & Kaiser (1957) WJB 

9cI8577 . Goldberg and Howe (1969) WJB 

2 eI85773 Campbell (1961) WJB 

2 imm434 	117 Campbell (1961) WIlD 

2434 	7 Goldberg and ttowe (1969) IVJB 

\44 Pam80 Campbell (i%i) WJB 
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43446D Campbell (1961) JD 

M AM t. this thesis 

IM AM this thesis 

1302 Thrrøy & Bm=r (1973) WJB 

BG2 oILt221  mvisou ot 	1. (1974) WJB 

kins & Ptaahne (1971) W33 

46 Franklin(1971b) WJB 

A= 51 Brommar et al (1974) WJB 

'A W16"At2W4 Court & CampbOl1 (1972) JB 

080 R1190 Doeb at al. (1967) JB 

P4 111aba  JD 
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(c) Growth media 

All media were sterilised by autoclaving at 15 Thfsq.in. for 

15 minutes before use. 

Pbage buffer 

IH2PO4  3g 

Na 204 7g 

NaC1 5g 

149SO4, O.lii 10r.1 

Cad21, 0.01M lOini 

gelatin, 11% (w/v) iml 

distilled water 1 1 

5X Srizion salts 	(oizizen, 1933) 

(i•mI4)2so4  lOg 

KFtPO4  70g 

309 

tri-sodiumcitrate. 2F120 

Mg3040 720 
ig 

distilled water 1 1 

50X Voel Bonner Salts (Vogel and Bonner, 1956) 

MgSO4  .7iI2O lOg 

Citric acid. 1H20 lOOg 

K2HPO4 	 5009 

wa(]M4)HPo4.41I20 	 1759 

distilled water 	 670m1 

2 ml chloroform was added as preservative, and the solution was 

autoclaved before use. 



OM 

L-Broth 	(Lennox, 1955) 

Difoo Bacto Tryptone lOg 

Difoo Bacto Toast Iibctrect 5€ 

Sodium chloride 59 

glucose ig 

distilled water 1 I 

The solution was adjusted to p117.2  with NaOH before autoclaving. 

Pryptone Broth 

Difoo Bacto Tryptone lOg 

NaCl 5€ 

distilled water 1 1 

Voe1 Bonner nutrient medium 	(1ank1in, 1971b) 

50X Vogel Bonner Salts 2m1 

20% glucose ml 

20% Difoo Bacto Casaminoaoids 0.25m1 

2W/ml uridine Lnl 

distilled water lOOmi 

L..Tryptophan was added to a concentration of 2)2g/ral or lOO)lg/ml as 

required. 	In long-.term infection experiments, the concentrations of 

lucooe, casaminoacid.e and uridine were varied as described in 

captr 7. 

Vogel Bonner nutrient medium for lo 	term infections 

50X Vogel Bonner salts 2n1 

20% glucose 2.5tnl 

20% Difoo Bacto Caaininoacids 1.25m]. 

5mg/mi L'.tryptophan mi 

distilled water lOOini 
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Medium A_ (Gibson, 1968) 

50X Vogel Bonner salts 	20m]. 

Difoo Bacto,  Yeast Extract 	2g 

Difoo Baoto casanilnoacids 2g 

L-tryrtophan 4].g 

distilled water ]. 1 

8rn1 of sterile 20% glucose was added after autoclaving 

Medium B 	(Gibson, 1960) 

Na2HPO4  12.8g 

XH2PO4  1.36g 

glucose 

1H4C1 2.7g 

i12, 0.05M 2 M1 1 

L..tryptoan 2mg 

distilled water 1. 1 

BBL agar (Parldxxson., 1968) 

yptioase (Baltimore Biolo4eal 
Labs,) 	 lOg 

MaCi 	 59 

distilled water 	 1 1 

Bottom layer agar was prepared by adding Difoo Bacto Agar to 1%, and 

top layer agar by adding the some agar to a concentration of 0.65%. 

Difoo Tryptone Agar 

Difoo ]3acto Tryptone 	 lOg 

MaCi 	 59 

Difoo Daato Agr 	 lOg 
Distilled water 	 1 1 

The medium was adjusted to pI7, 5 with NaOiI before autoolaving. 
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Lar 

Difoo Baoto Agar was added to L-broth to a concentration of l.5 or 

1 for standard use and as a bottom layer agar respectively. 

t1T4iIl agar 

Difco Bacto Pgar 	 l5 

distilled water 	 800m1 

After autooiaving, the following were added. 

5X Spizizen salts 	 200m]. 

20% p1ucose 	 lOm]. 

ACT! 

MinIimü agar was supplemented further with Difco Bacto 

Vitamin-Free Casaminoacids to 0.05,, after autoclavin:. 

Top layer for minimal and ACH agar plates 

Difoo Bacto Agar 	 7g 

distilled water 	 1 :i 
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ilethods  

Plating cell suspensions 

Cells growing in mid..logarithmio phase in L broth, at Ca. 

5 x 108  cells/mi were harvested, washed and resuspended to the 

same concentration in 10.1 	and stored at 40 

Phagetitration  

Dilutions of phage stocks were carried out in phage buffer. 

A 0.lxni aliquot of phage suspension was adsorbed to 0.lml of plating 

cells for fifteen minutes at room temperature. The mixture was 

mixed with 2 • 5m1 molten BBL top layer agar and poured onto a M3L agar 

plate, fter 12 hours or overnight incubation at 
370,  the plaques 

were counted, 

If the plating strain was j, tiyptophan was added to a 

concentration of 2Oyg/ml roaont th.  

Phage stock preparation 

A pure single plaque was picked and transferred to lml of 

phage buffer containing a drop of chloroform, and agitated to release 

Vie 	sea into the buffer. 0.].inl of this single plaque suspension 

-aaa aiorhed to 0.2m1 fresi plating cells, mixed with 2.5xnl BBL top 

layer agar and overlaid onto a fresh L-ar or tryptone agar plate. 

Once confluent iysia was observed, after 6-8 hr incubation at 37°,  the 

top layer was harvested, combined with 3m1 phage buffer and several 

drops of chloroform, and the mixture was shaken for 30 seconds. Mar, 

chloroform and cell debris were removed by centrifugationj the 

0 
supernatant was decanted and stored at 4 C. 
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Stocks of 	-transduoing phages carrying try mutations were 

prepared, wherever possible, on a host of the same tM genotype or on 

a host carrying a ja deletion, to prevent recombination resulting in 
loss of the mutation. 

Phage stocks to be used in infection experiments were occasionally 

prepared from dilutions of a stock derived from a single plaque* 

Sufficient phages to give confluent lysis (usually Ca. 5  x  10 5) were 
plated with 02m1 of plating cells as described above. 

phage cross (based on Murray et al., 1973)- 
Freshly prepared plating cells, usually of strain Ymel, were 

infected with a mixture of two phages at a nu1tip1icity of infection 

of 5 phages of each parental type per cell. After a 15 min adsorption 
period, unadsorbed phages were removed by centrifugation, and the 

infected cells resuspended at a 100-fold dilution in L broth. 

Infected cultures were grown at 
370  with vigorous aeration for 2hr, and 

the cultures were then treated with chloroform. The supernatant after 
0 

centrifugation, containing the phage progeny, was stored at 4 

Recombinant phages were selected on appropriate strains, as described 

in individual crosses. 

I&sogen construction 

Cells were picked from the turbid area of lysis produced after 

68 hr incubation at 370  by a spot of phage on top layer seeded with the 

required host on an L-.agar plate, and were streaked for single 

colonies on L agar. 

Well separated colonies were tested for lysogeny on a dry BBL 

agar plate by cross streaking a suspension of the colony against streaks 

of indicator phages applied from a suspension at 2 x 106phages/nl, and 

g  the plates scored after overnight incubation at 37. 
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Lysogens of a phage carrying iri were immune to 12 o126 

but sensitive to ,Avir. Tin80  lysogens were 080 immune but 08Ovir.u. 

21 ansitive, Lysogens carrying 	or limm434 were sensitive to 

)vir but immune to )1mm21 and 2imm434  clear respectively. 

(i) Induction of a 17s2gen by ultraviolet 1iht 

_ o i )- A culture was grown at ,7 n broth to . x 10 cells/mi, 

then harvested, washed and resuspended in 1mM Ng04  to the same 

concentration. 

Aliquots of lml were exposed to ultraviolet radiation for a 

dose of 300 ergs/mm2, diluted into 5m1 L broth, and grown, protected 

from light, for 2 hours at 37°. Srrviving cells were lysed by the 

addition of a drop of chloroform, and cell debris was removed by 

centrifugation. 

Inrichment for phages mutant in gene 

A mixture of S and San7 phages, at 5 x 10 7 phages/ini was 

added to an equal volume of plating cells of a euD or supE strain, 

After 15 minutes adsorption at room temperature,  unadsorbed phages 

were renoved by centrifugation and the cells resuspended at a 20 fold 

1 	 0 dilution in L broth, and Crown for 2 2 hours at 37 , wi-h vigorous 

aeration, An aliquot of the culture was harvested and the supernatant 

containing free phages was discarded. The pellet, containing cell 

debris , uninfected cells and infected but uni,ysed cells, was 

resuspended in phage buffer and lyzed by addition of chloroform. This 

lysate was used to screen for phages carrying the 2am7 mutation. 

In a recan ructm o-::m;:it, a lC)-fod 	 of Sa27 

phagos was obti:ie by thi iaocodne. 
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(k) g9Mlementation of clear p 	ixtent (Kaiser, 1957) 

Mutants in each of the three \ clear plaque complementation Cwonps, 

ci, oil and ciii were used to test the presence of these genes in 

uneharacterised phages. 

A well-dried BBL agar plate was seeded with 0.lml plating cells 

in top layer. The phage to be tested was applied as three drops near 

the side of the plate, from suspensions of 106, 107  and. 108  phages  

per ni. The spots were. allowed to run vertically down the plate and 

dry. At rigtit angles was cross-streaked a lambda clear mutant at 

1060  107  and 10  phages/ml. In the areas where the streaks crossed, 

bacteria were infected by both phages and any growth of lysogene due 

to complementation of clear mutants resulted in a turbid appearance. 

(i) Complementation of mutants in genes P, and S. 

Recombinants from phae crosses involving and a mutations 
were examined for possession of these alleles by complementation, 

0.lml of a W3110  plating strain and 2 x 10 phages of known 

genotype were seeded in top layer on a BBL agar plate. Up to 15 

small drops ( ca. 0.01 ml each) of the test phages at 106/ml were 

placed o eci plate. Ifter ova :ii:t incubation, a test phage carrying 

the wild '.-ye gene oorirla: ortod t .c tndardin '•e, irxftLcing many plaques 

in the area of mixed infection, while a test phage mutant in the same 

gene as the standard phage failed to complement. 

The standard phages were mutant in genes , or a. Positive 

controls to check conpiementation ability of both standard and test 

phages at the concentrations used were alwaya included, eoombination 

between markers in a particular gene did not interfere with the 
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complementation tests, since t?ie concentration of phaos was 

relatively low. 

(m) Isolation and purification of nondefective 	-tranaducingphages 

$preading method (Deeb et aL, 1967) 

A lysate formed by %v.-.induction of a lysogen carryini; an 

att8O prothage will contain a small proportion of 	L)--transducing 

phages, and is called a IPP (for low frequency of ransc]nction) lysate. 

A plating strain of a rp auxotroph concentrated to 	cells/mi 

was infected at a multiplicity of 2 by a L1'I lysate transducing the 

genes. After 15 min adsorption at room temperature, aliquots 

of the mixture were spread on ACI agar plates. Trp+  colonies were 

scored after 48ii72hr incubation at 37°. 
rp+ tranaductants arose from both defective and non-defective 

transducing phagea. Colonies containing non-defective phages 

formed 'n1axios', by reinfection o: cells around the ori:inal 

trenaductant. 

Transducing phagea were purified from a Trpt 'galaxy', picked 

into phage buffer containing a drop of chloroform, diluted and plrtod 

for single plaques on BBL agar on a streptomycin-sensitive strain. 

Single plaques were then stabbed with a toothpick and phages transferred 

to an AI agar plate eontinin streptomycin at 300 pc/mi on which had 

- R been spread OJml of nlatm CaLLS of a IM gg strain. Traneduoed 

galaxies were again picked into phage buffer. This cycle was 

repeated four times to purify the transducing phage completely. 

'p plaque' method (Franklin, 1971b). 

0.lml cf a 	plating strain concentrated to 2 x 109  cells/mi 

was plated with O.lmi aliquots or dilutions of an LB'P lysate in top 
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layer agar on ACE agar plates. One drop of L-broth was normally added 

to the mixture before plating, to permit improved growth of the 

background lawn, 

Non-defective 	-tranaduoing phages were identified after 

36-.72 hours incubation at 370  as 	plaques". A circle of lyals 

could be seen surrounded by a ring of bacterial growth, due to feeding 

of tryptophan from infected cells. The centre of the plaque was 

sometimes filled with Trpt lysogens of the transducing phage. 

Purification of phages was by repeated plating for it 	plaques' 

on the same jtM7 strain. 

Complementation of = mutants by 	-transduoing phages 

An ACE agar plate was overlaid with 0.lxn]. of j plating 

strain in minimal top layer. Transducing phages were tested for 

expression of the wildty-pe allele by spotting a small drop of 

10 or lO phages/ml on the surface of the top layer. Plates were 

scored for bacterial and phage growth after 24-36 hours incubation 

at 37 
0 
 

Transfer of mutations to the IgI genes of transducing phages 

(adapted from Oka et al., 1971) 

-tranaduoing phages at 2 x 106  phaes/xnl were spotted onto a 

lawn of cells in top layer on a L agar plate, the bacteria infected 

carrying the = mutation to be transferred to the transducing phage. 

After overnight incubation at 370,  a loopful of cells was picked from 

the turbid area of lysis into 5m1 of L broth and grown to 2 x 108/ml 

at 370,  The culture, containing a high proportion of lysogens, was 

induced by u.v.-irradiation as already described. 
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The lysate obtained was plated for single plaques on 333L 

agar on a atreptoncin sensitive host, Plaques were picked and 

phages transferred to top layers seeded with = SO indicator strains 

on ACH agar containing streptomycin, hages which had acquired the Lmtant 

allele fail to complement nT7  strains mutant in the same gene. 

co1iange of I= mutations on a transducing phage 

A 	j bacterial strain carrying the mutation to be tr-  nsf erred 

to the phage was lysogenised by a IM transducing phage carrying a 

mutation in a different = gene, and a UV induced lysate prepared as 

described in the previous section. 

The lysate was plated on ACII plates on a IM7 indicator strain 

which the parental phage does not complement* 	plaques' 

contained recombinant pha gee carrying a wild type allele in the 

selected gene. A proportion of these, when screened for complementation 

of other 1M mutants, were found to have acquired the 	aratation from 

the bacteria]. chromosome, 

It was possible simply to grow phagee as a plate lysate on the 

jp strain instead of by lysogen induction. A proportion of those 

prOge9 phages, too, acquired the host 13,m mutation by recombination. 

Infection ezperiment (Frrik]J.n,  1971b) 

Iost bacteria (w3110  trii) thyA) were grown with aeration in 

50m1 trypt one broth containing 4 pg/ml of L-tryptophan from an 

inoculum, one-fifth of the final volume, of cells grown overnight in 

L-broth supplemented with thymine to 100 )lc/ml. 

On reaching an optical density of 0.8 - 1.0 at 670 inns  equivalent 

to 	- 5 x 10 cells/m19  the culture was chilled on ice and the cells 
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harvested by centrifugation for 10 ithiites at 15000  xg at 4°C. 

cells were washed and resuspended in ice-scold 10IT IrgSO4  containing 

20 y9/m1 5-fluorouracil to a final volume of 83i1, The cells were 

infected at a multiplicity of 1 phage/oofl. After 15 minutes of 

adsorption at 370  or at room temperature, the Infected cells were 

cooled on Ice, centrifuged and resuspended in 50 ml Vogel Bonner 

nutrient medium, prewarmed to 37°. Unad.sorbed phages in the supernatant 

of the infection medium after centrifugation were titred, to ascertain 

the actual multiplicity of infection. 

All growth of infected cells was carried out at 379 ocopt 

where specified otherwise. The time of resuspension of infected cello  

was taken as the zero time for measurement of enzyme synthesis after 

infection. At time intervals from 0 - 30 minutes, 10 or 15 ml aliquots 

were removed and chilled, as samples for enzyme determination. In all 

procedures alter this stage, samples were kept cold. The aliquots were 

centrifuged at 4, washed in 0.3II Tris-HC1 buffer, p117.8  and 

resuspended in Imi of sonication buffer (O.05:i Tris..i.ICl,  p117.39 

l0I EDT& and 10N 2mercaptoethanol)* samples wore sonicated for 

3 x  7 second bursts on a NSE 100-watt ultrasonicator, then centrifuged 

for 10 minutes at 30,000 x g to remove cell debris. The supernatant 

was assayed for anthranilate synthase activity and protein content, and 

at times also for anthranilate-phosphoribosyl transferase and 

tryptophan synthase activities. 

(r) infection experiment permitting DNA replication 

The infection experiment technique described above was 

adapted to allow DNA replication to take place normelly after 

infection. A trrBEJ9 j 	host was used, and 5-fluorouracil was 

omitted from to solution used to wash and resuspend the cells before 
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infection. Uridine was no longer necessary in the Vogel Banner 

nutrient medium, and was omitted. 

Larger volumes of cells were incubaed, and small aaxip1ea 

taken, over a much extended period of sampling, In many experiments 

the infected cello were resuspended to 10   cells/ml in the nutrient 

medium, which was enriched with higher concentrations of glucose 

and casaininoacida, as described in chapter 7- 

(a) 	eaMement of anthranilathaseaotv 	(Ito et al., 1969) 
.Anthranilate synthase, (.A.S ese) catalyses the 

conversion of chorimnic acid to anthranilic acid, both intermediates 

in the pathway of tryptophan biosynthesis. A mix of substrates was 

prepared immediately before use. It contained 2 x 10M ohorismic 

acid (a 10-fold dilution of 1mg dissolved in 44m1  water), 4 x 10M 

W4 	10"2M iutamirie, 10_2i.  potassium phosphate buffer of p117.6 

and 10 N 2xnercaptoethno1. An aliquot of sample, between 0.05 and 

0.2n1, was added to 1.5inl  of substrate mix prewarmed to 
370  in a 

quartz ouvette, mixed, and the reaction was allowed to proceed after 

transfer of the cuvette to a recording Locarte fluorinieter iflc4. The 

fluorimeter was fitted with a water-heated cuvette holder to maintain 

the temperature of the contents of the ouvette at 370, 

Synthesis of anthranilate was followed as the increase in 

fluorescence at emission wavelength of 386nm, using  an excitation 

wavelength of 313rim.  The machine was calibrated with standard 

concentrations of anthranilic acid. The specific activity of 

anthranilate synthase is expressed throughout this thesis as units of 

activity per mg protein, where one unit of activity catalyses the 

synthesis of 100 nanomoles of anthranilate in 20 minutes at 37°. 
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(Ito et a?,, 1969). 

Anthanila te phosphoribosyl tranafera so (PRTaae) was measured 

by following the decrease in concentration of anthranilate as it 

was converted by the trpD gene product to N(0...oarbocyphenyl). 

Deribosy1amine 51-phosphate, 

A substrate mix, prepared immediately before use, contained 

5 z 10M anthranilic acid, 0.1mg/mi of 5-phoaphoribosyl 1-Pyrophosphate 

as the 119 2+ salt (PAL B.io&iomicala Inc., Uilwaukee, U.S.A.), 4 x 10M 

magnesium acetate, 2 x 1014 2-mercaptoothanol and 0.0514 ThisIC1, 

pH?. 8. 

An appropriate volume of the sample, usually 0.lmi or 0.2nil, 

was added to 1.5m1  substrate mix prewarmed to 370 
 in a quartz 

ouvette, mixed, and the reaction carried out at37
0  in the Locarte 

fluorimeter N1c4,  using an excitation wavelength of 313nm  and detecting 

emissions at 386m, The machine was calibrated to give a full scale 

deflection when measuring a 5 x  10 -
6. solution of anthranilate, and 

the activity of PRTaae was evident as a fall in the emission at 

386mm as the anthranilate concentration fell. 

The specific activity of anthranilate was expressed in units 

of enzyme activity per mg protein, where one unit of enzyme catalyses 

the disappearance of 100 nanoinoles of anthranilate in 20 minutes at 
370•  

Measurement of tryptophan synthase activitl  (Smith and Yanofsky,1962) 

yptophan synthase, a complex of trpB and trpA proteins, was  

measured by the disappearance of indole catalysed by the enzyme. 
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A substrate mix prepared Liediately before use, contained 

3.Oml of D,Lø.s'rine at 21mg/mi, l.Oml of pyridoxal-5-phosphate at 

0,1mg/nil (P-L Biochemicals Inc., Iililwaukee, Wisconsin, U.S.A.), 1.01711 

of IM Tris TWI p117.89 0.31711 of a saturated solution of NaCl, O.8m1 

of 5mM indole and 2.9n1  deionised water, to bring the total volume to 

9m1. 

0,9inl of reaction mixture was mixed at 
40  with 0.lml of enzyme 

extract, and the reaction started by raising the temperature to 37°. 

After an appropriate incubation poriod the reaction was stopped by 

addition of 0,lznl of iN NeW. The indole remaining-, was extracted 

into 4m1 of toluene and 160inl of the toluene layer removed into 4m1 

of ethanol and 2nil of indole reagent. The indole reagent contained 9g 

of p..cthmethylbenzoic acid in 45m1 of concentrated 11019  made to 250in]. 

with ethanol. The colour reaction proceeded to completion in twenty 

minutes at room temperature, and the optical density at 540mm was 

measured in a Un.toam SP500 spectrophotometer, against a blank composed 

of irni of toluene, 41711 ethanol and 2inl indole reagent. Controls lacking 

enzyme provide a standard for the absorbance of the indole present 

at the beginning of the incubation. Pour units of tryptophan synthase 

result in the disappearance of all the indole from the reaction 

mixture in 20 minutes at 37°. 

Measurement of protein concentration was by the method of 

Lowry et al., (1951). 

Purification of chorismic acid. (Gibson, 1968, 1970) 

A culture of Aobacteraeropnes strain 62-1 was grown 

overnight in I broth, and diluted 40fold into 8 x 250m1  volumes of 
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Medium A. The cells were growh at 30 for 6hr, attaining an 03)670nm 

of 1.0. The culture was then centrifuged at 40o the cells washed in one-

half their original volume of 0.901'f, NaCl and resuspended to their 

original concentration in te&thm B. The cells were incubated iii 

this accumulation medium for 12 hours at 300. 

The cells were then harvested, by centrifugation at 
40  and the 

supernatant, containing ohorimnic acid, was retained. 5m1 of IOM 

NaOH was added for each litre of supernatant, and the alkaline solution 

was passed through a column (2,7 x 7em)  of Permutit Deaoicltte FP 

(Clfora), 200-400 mesh, 

The resin was washed with lOOma deionised water, and the 

chorisnnte then eluted in lH M 4  CI I, pumped at a rate of Bml per 5 minutes. 

8m1 fractions were collected, and the spectra of 200-fold dilutions in 

0411 NaOH around 274nin was measured.. The tubes containing the ehorismic 

acid, which absorbs at this wavelength, were pooled. 

The chorisnte fraction was acidified to pltl.O with conc. 1101 

and extracted with an equal volume of arth1rcua at1ie. :Lho ether 

extraction was repeated twice the three othoi oxtrc1 ec:ined, and 

extracted once more with a snail volume of acidified distilled water, 

The ether extracts were dried by shaking with an1- ydroun sodium sulphate, 

then bubbled with air to reduce the volume to 20inl. Petroleum ether 

(60..80 b,p.) was added till the solution became just turbid, and the 

solution left overnight at ..20°  to crystalline. The crystals were 

recovered, washed with cold 50:50 ether-.petroleum ether mixture, 

redissolved in ether, and reexystallised by the same procedure. Crystals 

were dried over cone. H2SO4  and paraffin wax and stored dessicated at 

-20°. 200mg of ohoriamic acid was obtained from 2 1 of supernatant, 

Pure dry crystals of chorismic acid dissolved in water at 0.1mg/zni have 

an optical density at 274m  of 1.0. 
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(x) Preparation of extracts of infepted cells for gel elotrophoresi 

W3110 	cells, infected at a multiplicity of 2 were 

resuspended at Omin at 10  cells/ml in Vol Bonner nutrient medium 

containing glucose at 0.5%9  casamino acids at 0.2% and L..tryptophan at 

50 yL/ml. The infected cells were grown for two hours at 370,  then 

harvested. An aliquot was removed for the determination of IM 

enznes. The harvested cells were washed in 0.1M Trie..HC1 at p117.69 

then the pellets resuspended in imi of sample buffer (see the protocol 

for gel electrophoresis below), and heated at 100 for 5 minutes, to 

dissociate the proteins. 

Preparton of 3114eucine labelled extracts of infepted 

A culture of W3110  IMR:Z5P was on in tryptone broth supplemented 

with tryptophan at 4 pa/ml to an 0D670rm   of 0.6. The cells were 

harvested, and washed and resuspended in 1mM Mg504  to an 

of 5.0. 0.2iiCL of this suspension was infected with phage at a 

multiplicity of 2 and 20 minutes was allowed for adsorption at room temper- 

ature. The infected cells were then diluted into 5m1 prewarmeci Vogel 

Bonner nutrient medium containing glucose to 0.5%,  tryptophan to 

50 pg/mi, but casamino acids to only 0.05%. 

The infected cells were grown for 1 hour at 370,  then 0.01m]. of 

1409  ii] leucine (46Ci/miriole0 ).mnCi/mnl, from the Idiooheinioai 

Centre, Amersham) was added to the 5ml of infected cells, and the 

incubation continued for a further hour. After 2 hours total incubation 

the cells were harvested at 4°, washed in 5m1 10 2M Mg604, and the 

pellet resuspended in 0.2m1 sample buffer (see below) and heated to 

1000  for 5 minutes. 
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(y) tion and runnipgooe ale (Lae1i, 1970) 

Gels were prepared in g1u: tubes and as large slabs, The 

tube gels were 15otu  long with a 2m Stacking gel on top. The glass 

tubes, of total length 18cm and internal diameter 5m, were pretreated. 

with 2010 d.imethyldiohlorosilane in 0C14  (Repelcote* Ftopkin and 

Williams Ltd., esez, Eland) to allow for easier removal of the 

gels after running,. The slab gel, prepared by the method of Studier 

(1973) were 9cm long, wit. 	iou &ricking gel, 1ach slab go]. carried 

24 tr1cs, 3mm wide, to whio 	inpier were pplied. 

The 10% separating gel contained 10% aorylainide, 0,27% N'.s 

bismethyleno acrylainido (both from SerVa PeLnbiocbimioa, Heidelberg), 

0.37511 Tris..UC1, p118.8 and 0#1/"'sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS), and 

was polymerised chemically by the addition of 0,025% by volume of 

tetramethylethylenediamine (MMI Kodak Ltd., London) and 0.025% 

ammoniuin porsuiphate, The upper stacking gel contained 30/1, acjlauide, 

0.08% bie..methylene aorylamide, 0.12Yr TrisiCl p6.8 and 1% 98, 

and was polymerised using the same concentrations of TEMEi) and 

ammonium persu.lphate as the separating gel. 

After mixing the gel components, the solution was degassed for 

10..15 seconds and the tubes OT slab filled, 0.1% DS was layered on 

top. When the gel had polymerised, after oa. 30 minutes, the SDS was 

removed and the upper stacking gl solution, also degasoed, was 

layered on top of the separating gel. 0.15,,' 95 was again layered on 

top to exclude air, 

The electrode buffer (p118.3) contained. 0.02511 Tris, 0.19211  glycine, 

0.1% 53)8 and 0.1% 2.mercaptoethanoj, A drop of bronophenol blue solution 

(to 0.001%) was added to the extracts dissolved in sample buffer 
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(0.06251,1 TrisHC1, pH6,3, 	SI)S 	2..mercaptoethanol and 

glycerol). Samples containing up to 250 ,ig protein in 100 xi]. could 

be applied to tube gels, and of up to 100 ig protein in 40 1. to slab 

gel tracks. 

Electrophoresis vas carried out at 0.3mA  per tube gel until the 

tracking dye entered the separating gel (after ca, 3 hrs) and then 

at 0.8 rnt per gel until the dye approached the bottom of the tube 

(ca. l2hr). When a slab gel was used, electrophoresis was carried out 

at a current of lOni& until the dye entered the separating gel (2-3hr), 

and then at 20mA until the dye neared the bottom of the slab 

(a further 4.5hr). 

Fixing and staining of p yaorjlamide gele 

The tube and slab gels were removed from their glass supports 

and the proteins in the gels fixed by immersion in 201.7,b' suiphosalicylic 

aeld overnight at room temperature. The gels were stained for Or in 

0,02% Coomassie Brilliant Blue in 12. triohloracetio acid (TVA) and 

destained in 10% TOA. The e1a were scanned at 505mm  on a Vitatron 

TLIflOO densitometer (Iiieron, Holland). 

Slicingg  co1ub1isation and radioactive countiof oracnylan441s 

After removal from the tubes, the gals were frozen with solid 

CO2  and then sliced, using a gel sloer comprising 160 razor blades set 

at inn apart. Tach Inn slice was removed and placed in a scintillation 

vial. To each vial was added. 4m1 of an 1CS-scinti1lant solution. 

This solution contained 1.44€ PPO (21,5dipheny1oazo1e; rckard), 

40.4ng dimethyla4'OPOP (1 ,4-bis-(2(4 methyl 5.*phenylozoly1)) ..benzene; 

Pao]4 40m1 TICS tissue solubiisor (Amersham/Searle Corp., !mersham, 

England), 36m1 i% 81)9 and. 360m1 toluene. The vials were capped tightly, 
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incubated overnight at 370w  cooled and counted in a Beckman 

scintillation counter, under conditions of maximum efficiency for 

counting II emissions. 

(z) :01eeu1ai' weWt deteinations from polyacylamide gels 

r2ho  method of Weber and 0sbon (1969) was used to estimate the 

molecular weight of the proteins. Standard proteins, approximately 

2.4 ur per gel, were electrophoresed under the same conditions and 

their mobilities plotted against their known molecular weights on a 

semilog scale. The standard proteins used were bovine aerm albumin 

(689000) 9  ovallmmin (43,000), trpin (23000) and cytoohrorne e (11,700) 

all obtained from Sigma Che!n, Ltd., London, prom the linear relationship 

between mobi1it and molocular weight established for the standards, 

the molecular weights of the unknown proteins was estimated from their 

mobilities, 
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cHM?ACTRISATION OF EXPRESSION FROM ThP-TPANSDUCING PHAGES 

(a) Isolation of transducing phagea A= MU. and A=  AD2 -- 

A 080— hybrid, h8O  att8O  imm'> (äaller-11i1l et a].., 1968) was 

used as starting phage, franaducing phages derived from this phage 

will therefore carry the irniiunity region and right arm of lambda, 

permitting manipulation of X markers. 

At the suggestion of :r. J. Davison, the iiin 5 deletion (Court 
and Sato, 1969) was crossed into h 80 att8O  imzn'' to decrease the length 

of the genome, in the hope of improving the frequency of formation of 

transducing phagee carrying the entire trp operon. The imitation 

maps between P and. , and confers on a phage the ability to grow, 

albeit poorly, in the absence of N protein. Piandt at al, (1971) 

have demonstrated that anin5 is a 5.0o deletion of the lambda genome. 

I1am7am 3 mutations were crossed in at the same time to permit 

identification of the Djn5 phenotype. 

The hybrid nin phage required was constructed by the phage cross 

£1857 x 	73 nin5, diagramed below. 

1iso 	Lj8O 	 1TcI857 

hA 	att 	 Ncf 	nin5 

The distribution of markers along lines representing phage 

genomee is not to scale, The broken line represents the recombinant 

genotype obtained. 
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Recombinants of genotype h 
80  cI were identified by plating the 

progeny of the phage cross on CR639  a sup]) and \ -resistant strain. 

At 
370  on BBL plates ci 857 phages form clear ilaques, while the cI 

recombinants grow as turbid plaquos. Phares from turbid plaques 

were purified and screened for IT function, ? recombinants, of 

normal plaque size on suppressor-free W3350, could be diatinuished 

from !Tam73 BLP5  recombinants, which grow as very small plaques 

on 1-13350  and as larger plaques on the aupE strain, W1465. A recombinant 

of genotype h 
80 att  

80 Mm-72.m53 ? aLn5 was used as the parental strain 

for isolation of IERrtranaducing phagea* 

80 	80 
lysogena of in W1485 ware iioktod, 

cultures induced by ult:_ -:olet irradiation to yiolJ loi ro e:Lc 

transducing (LF9) lysates. !those lysates were used to tranaduce 

W3110  trpOEl by the spreading method, selecting for growth of TrP 

galaxies on glucose minimal agar supplemented with oasaxninoacids 

(ACii medium), The frequency of transduction by the lysato was 

ca. 2 x 10 tranaductants per plaque forming phage; in a parallel 

experiment the frequency of tranaduction of W3110 tr2B9700  to Trp 

was 40fold higher. 

Ion-defective transducing phages were successfully purified by 

the spreading technique fro-,- A,  one galaxy of transduced trpOEl, iuring 

the purification, two tmsa of phage differing in their effect on 

transc]nction of a Trp host were isolated. One phage, designated 

J:a, pro1uce a circle of lysis densely populated with Prp 

trarisductants; the other, A trP Al2, forms an area of lysis free of 

transduced cells, in which one or two Trp+ colonies may appear after 

several days incubation. 
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In this experiment the selection and purification of Prp 

tranad.uotants as colonies possessing the ability to produce non-

defective IE27transducing phagea requires that the transducing phage 

be able to express = genes in the lysogen. Thus trp expression 

must be possible either from the trD promoter or from a new promoter 

created by fusion of phage and bacterial genes. The selection for 

on a suppressor-free host, from a N amber phage is a further 

imposition of the requirement for trp expression independent of phage 

controls. It will be shown later in this chapter that \ trp AN1 and 

', = AN2 do indeed express = genes from the trp promoter. 

The low frequency of transduction is of the same order of 

magnitude as that of transduction requiring multiple events, the 080 dara 

phage of Gottesman and Beckwith (1969) being an example. This low 

frequency probably reflects the inability of excision events by the 

Campebll model to yield transducing phages carrying the entire trp 

region without resulting in a genome too large to be viably packaged 

in the phage head. The bacterial DN& length from att8°  to trpE is 

considerably longer than the DNA removed by deletion from att 

to ci, so that substitution of the bacterial material into this region 

will result in a considerable increase in genonie length. A A phage is 

only viable if its DNA content does not exceed approximately 106% of 

that of 3. + (Weil et al., 1972;  Berg, 1974). 

(b) Characterisation of genes carried by 2. IM MU and \ = A112 

i) the = genes: ohages 2, = A41 and \ trP AN2 form "trp plaques" 

on Trp hosts, those tested including trp0E14778, C10243 870, 



700 and. A20. Therefore the phages carry all five genes trpL to 

The 'trp plaques  aao by 2¼ 	A.il Towin; on QE1, 776 

or A20 mutants are densely filled. with Trp lysogens, and therefore 

a promoter of = gene expression is still functionin; in the lysogen. 

Since 	genes and D are complemented, the promoter in question 

cannot be the internal constitutive promoter trp P29  but could be 

either the major = promoter P1 or a newly.-created oamctor. 

fr+ plaques made by 2¼ 	AN2 infection, however, are completely 

clear, and growth by feeding of uninfected cells round the area of 

lysis permits their detection. Thw A±M  A142 could be a clear mutant, 

or alternatively oo'1d lack = expression In a lysogon. 

ii) the nin5 deletion: A =a AM and AN2 both give plaques on sup°  

strains on nutrient (]L trypticase) agar. Therefore both still carry the 

LW deletion conferring N..independence. When plated onto a bacterial 

lawn to give a confluent area of lysis, >. 1M AN]. yields a fairly 

turbid area and 2¼ = AM a clear area of 1ysi. 

The enotype of the -two phages was determined by testing for the 

presence or absence of phage markers betweenLtt and the immunity region. 

The genes concerned are shown in fig. 14, 

ill) the red genes: phages laching the recombination genes Vd, 

includin oxo and , and the •.ene display different growth patterns 

from A  on recA and P2-lysogenic hosts. The c phenotype, failure to 

grow on a reoâ strain, is exhibited by s'eC fphages (Zissler et ni., 



att 	mt xis J exo /3 gam CIII sk?2 	Njx ci cr0 cli 

trp 
A B C D Eop 

curel4:Replacement of ha e ~~enes by bacterial 

genes in A LrZ MU 

All genes shorn between exo and cii were tested in A Lr2 AM!. 

- represents phage DNA 

j represents bacterial DNA 
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1971a). iutationn in red 	and a gene j to the left of red are 

all required for a full 	phenotype, the ability to make large 

plaques on a 22 1ycogen. (Lindahi at al., 1970; Zisslor et al., 1Tft). 

The role of A genes in those nrocesses Is'not yet clear, 

r4iages were plated for single plaques on Indicator strains. The 

and fee behaviour of ? 1M Mfl, Ala AN2 and controls is shown 

in the followin -  table: 

Phags 

.a° 
Indicator strain 

°reoA 	auDErecA O() 
	2u2P(P2) 

+ + 	+ _ 
2iTam73 - - 	+ - 	- 
Nam73 + - 	+ + 	- 

+ + 	+ 
+ - + 	+ 

2bio1 + - + 	+ 

Table 1 j Test of api and fee genotype of k jM  I111 and \ tro AT-2 

The results indicate that AN1 and AM2 phagee behave as fee-  and 

whether In the presence or absence of an amber suppressor. From 

these experiments alone it is not possible to say whether failure to 

express the red and 	genes Is due to deletion of these genes or to 

deletion of the N gene on which their expression is dependent. Thi=ther 

experiments indicate the absence of all these genes, 
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The CI O  CII and gIII genes: the presence of III, cli and ci 

gene products were tested using the complementation method of Kairor 

(1957), described in chapter 5. 	Ala M11 appears to complement 

pha:es carrying mutations in any of the three genes, suggesting that 

AI41 possesses ci, cli and 9III genes. itowever, AIM Al11 

does not recombine with imTn21  while it should do so if it carries 

homologous material, such as the LIII  gene, to the loft of immunity. 

It has boon demonstrated that another phage carrying a deletion of the 

ic operon including ciii appears by complementation tests to be ,III 

(r. Pastrana, personal communication). 
U12 does not complement any cI mutant, and in foot any 

lysogonn present in a streak of a LII  or clii mutant are absent in an 

area of mixed infection with \trp AI12. This latter phage possesses 

some characteristics of virulence, described later in this chapter. 

the rk -2 site: hages A= ANI and 	A2 both lack 
sk) -2, a recognition site for the E.coLt K restriction endonuclease 

mapping between clii and. 	(Murray and Brammar, 1973), 

the K gene:  derivatives of 	AM and A = A142 carrying host 
range were tested for the presence of the N gene by their ability to 

complement a temperature.-sensitive defective phac, 	NtBB at 420 . 
080host range phages cannot be used in this test since they fail both 

to adsorb and to grow at 42g. 

Test phages and \ Nts8 were applied as cross-streaks at 

concentrations of 10/in1 and 107/uil to a lawn of QB48  cells, and 
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incubated at 420. hA'1l and hA  A142 do not grow in B48, a 

pEreoA strain, while N taO fails to grow at high temperature. 

Supply of N protein in trans , when coinfeotion of N ta arid 	phages 

occurs in a cross-streak, permits expression of red and I 1enes, and 
te:-cf ore phage development and plaque foriition. The behaviour of 

AM1 and. h 	AM and of control phages in the A complementation 

test is shown in the following table. A plus sign indicates the 

growth of phage in a cross-streak of I h,  ts8 and the tested phage. 

Phage Lcomp1eLontatiOfl 

h2' trP Alfl 

h'2AN2 - 
P bio N 2-].nin (fecN - deletion) - 
p Mo 1 	(fecN) - 	- - + 

Table 2 : Qoaplomenttion of A IT taB by A= MU. and 	A2 

The failure of the two 	..transcIucing phages to provide IT 

protein in trans to 	N taB when grown on a host carrying an amber 

suppressor is evidence that these phages do not carry a functional 

gene. The conclusion from this teat is that the deletion of phage genes 

in A trP A141 and A trD 1Z42 extends into the N gene. 

vii) the rex gene: the rex gene of 2, mapping between the leftward 

promoter and ci, is exnroased in the frnune state and is responsible 

for the property of exclusion of phage T4 nt mutants by a lambda lysogen. 

A coil carrying a roxprophage permits growth of T4 rII mutants 

(Howard, 1967). 



Lysogens of ')j AIil and AIM AN2 were isolated and infected 

with T4 ril phage, to observe whether the rex gene is expressed, 

A lysogen of 	AI41 in W3110  = OMwas selected as a 

Trp tranaductant purified from the turbid centre of a tr +  plaque', 

and proved X -immune but not A -resistant on testing with 2 o190 and 

. ma lysogen of \ 	M2 in 	OE1 was obtained by purifying 

the rare Trp+  cells that grow up in a clear trp+  plaque after several 

days incubation; some of these Trp+  cells proved to be 2 -immune and 

not A -resistant. The extre:aely low frequency of appearance of these 

ip.p+ cells, at one or two per plaque, is consistent with the semi-

virulent behaviour of 2t A172 • A lysogenic clone, once established, 

could survive in a plaque of j  A?12 since the phage kills most 

lysogenic cells without being; propagated. Thus only cells in immediate 

contact with phage will die while the ins jority of cells remain 

uninfected and multiply. 

A T4 Ell ochre mutant was plated for sin;le plaques on \.114359  

W1485( A ), and the lysogens of A jMa AN1 and A = A!12. The T4 MII 

phage formed plaques at the same frequency on the non..lysogenic strain 

and on AN1 and. A142 lysogens, but no plaques were formed at the same 

concentration on the lysogen. Thus lysogens of A111 and AN2 phages 

do not express rex protein from the prophage. Since ci protein, wider 

the same control as rex, is synthesised the rex gene itself must be 

non.'..functional, 

viii) the ci gene: the ability of 2 	Ain and A tr  2A'M?to form 

\ -immune lysogena proves that they contain a functional repressor gene. 

Both phages are to some extent sensitive to k repressor; \ 
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does not grow on a lawn of a A lysogen, and does not replicate on 
infection into a \ lysogen. 	2 trp AN2 does not grow to form 
single plaques on a \ lysogen, but forms a clear area when a drop 

of concentration 10  pfu/ml is applied to a lawn of lysogenic cells. 

Infection at lower multiplicities leads to partial clearing of the 

infected area. This suggests that cells are killed, but that the phage 

does not propagate in a lysogen. Replication of \ trP A142 is not 

blocked by A repressor on infection of a 	lysogen (w.. Brammar, 
personal coimunication). 	AIMAH2 thus beaves as partially 

virulent.)parrying the 017 mutation, a new promoter permitting 

transcription of 0 and P in the presence of \ repressor,has a similar 

phenotype (Roberts, 196a), 

The presence of at least part of the ci gene was proved by the 

replacement of a temperature sensitive lesion, c1857, with the wild type 

sequence at that point from A= AN1 and A= AN2. The trp phagea 

were crossed with 	c1857 am-7, 

£' 57 
	

Sam7 

b  

80 	 + 	 + h trp 	 ci 	 nin5 	S 

+ 	 o 	80 h 	S recombinants were selected on W1435  at 42 , since h 

Progeny will not grow at 42°, and 	Sam7 	progeny will not grow on a 

supE strain. Most of the hS recombinants carried the 01857 marker 

resulting in clear plaque morphology at 42, Turbid cI plaques amongst 

the recombinants were scored. 
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The frequency of recombination is the ratio of recombinant 

progeny to progeny of one parental kind, expressed as a percentage. 

In both crosses 	AI0. x \ c1857 Sam 7 and AIM  A142 x 

	

\cI857 La—m7 the frequency of recombination to h 	cI€57 	(crossover 

b in the figure above) was 1.55'), while the frequency of recombination 

to h 	(crossover a) was 0.1%'  for the cross involving 

AIa and 0.002% for the cross involving 2 trp A142. 

Thus the cI marker could be rescued to a AaI857 phage by 

recombination with AIVI1 or AM2. From the relative recombination frequency 

there would appear to be more phage material to the left of LI 

remaining in AM1 than in AM2. It is impossible to estimate how much 

genetic material remains to the left of o1857  in these phages because 

of the existence of high negative interference over short distances in 

lambda (Amati and Meselson, 1965;  Signer,  1971),, 

ix) 

	

	homology with. 2 imm21  and A imm434:  phagos 2 trp AN]. and 
- . Ai42 were crossed 	A 	21 

ased with 'simm and \ izum434  in an attempt to 

recombine other immunity regions into them. The extent of 21 and 434 

immunity regions is shown in fig. 15 • 	The crosses are shown in the 

diagram below. 

80 h 	 trp 	 ci 

L - - 	- - - 

.21 
h 	 imm 

An attempt was made to select recombinants formed by crossover 

at any region of homology to the left of 1mn23. Recombinants were 



red aam clii - N 	rex ci 	cro 	cit 	0 P 
I 	'

p 

L°L 	R°R 
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I 	I 	 I 

I 	$ 	 6 
I 	 I I 	& 	 I 

I 	* 	 I 

I 	* 	
I 	 I 

I 	• mm434 	 I 
I 	 I 

I 	 I 

I 	 I 

mrn21 

I 

	

Figure 15:Immunitr reg ens of 	44 and 21. 

The extent of non-homology with ,2 includes all genes within 

the dotted lines and none of the named genes outside the dotted lines. 
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selected on Ymel/ (Aia), a host carrying a prophage of 2 immunity, 

1I80  recombinant phages were obtained in this host at a frequency of 

0.010/; these apparent recombinantE, did not oaxiy 21-immunity, but were 

virulent mutants of 4Jfl and Al2. A similar result ra obtained on 

performing the phage cross of the Itrp
.

piages with 	 again, 

only virulent mutants were isolated in the selection. 

Thus there is no homology remaining to the left of imm 4.34or 1mm21 

in A trP AIfl and. 	A29  or at least insufficient ho:aology exists to 

promote a high frequency of reconibination. 

This confirms the conclusions from other tests that AM and A142 

lack all the phage material to the left of the left end of that 

is the N gene and the genes in the N operon, 

x) the crc gene: the 	-tranednoing phage A Lz.ZM2 expresses the 

:enes E to A from PL#  and a cro derivative, 	G2 cI At2 

expresses the t genes at a rate considerably higher than that of 

exprescion from the cro phage (Davison et al. 1974). Coinfeotion with 

a cro phage res'ilts in a decreased rate of anthranilate synthase 

production from the \ trp BG2 	genorne (%.J.  Brammar, personal 

coinrimrieation), since ore product can act In trans to repress expression 

from 	 A.N1 and , =£ were tested for the ability to decrease 

the crossion of anthranilate synthase froa 2 = BG2 cro, and a known 

control phage was also tested. Expression of the = genes carried 

on the helper phages wac inhibited by the presence of high concentrations 

of tryptophan (100 )g/ml) in the mutiflt medium. 

Infection was by the method of Franklin (1971b).  The Trp strain 

used s W3110 tR139tLXL O  sad the multiplicity of infection by 
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'\j 	2 cro 	was 1,09  f-aile that by the helpers was 2.0 phages/ 

coil. Aritftranilate synthase was assayed in samples taken 10 minutes 

after the commencement of growth of infected cells, The specific 

activities of anthranulate synthase after infection are shown in the 

foUoiri;iab1o. 

Infectiw Tielper anthranilate srntha so 

phage phase after iC) minutea 

(tnit s/mg) 

i:a i2 cro - 0.93 

tr1 3302 or AM 0.27 

3302 cro A tM A142 0,24 

3302 cro 50 0.,42 

Table 3 : Iffect of crc protein supplied 	on expression of 

2 = BG2oro 1  

Since 	ATfl and 	112 behaved like \ Mt 50 in decreasing 

the arithranilate synthase expression from 	1302 cro 7, they produce 

a factor acting in trans to decrease expression of the 17, operon. While 

both cro and ci products of the coinfecting phages could potentially 

repress expression of the N oporon, ci product is unlikely to be 

involved, since no detectable ci protein is synthesised in qIIr phages 

(like 2 = AX1 and p12) at early times after infection (Echols and 

Green, 1971).  Therefore A tro AM and 	AM2 both retain a functional 

Oro gene. 
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A141 and A. '142 lack all the genes of the opez.'on tested, arid, the 

rex gene, but retain ci and crogenes. Therefore the fusion point of 

phage and bacterial material would appear to be between the end of the 

rex gene and the end of the ci genes  fusing the bacterial material 

into the ci operon. All the experiments described in this section, with 

the exception of the olil oomplementation test, are consistent with this 

interpretation. 

(e) Fxpression of 	genes after infection by 2 , 	A 41 and 

The levels of anthranilate synthase at various time after 

infection by 	- transducing phages 	AM and '2 t= AN2 were 

measured. The infected host was W3110 tr.p IE3 tlw.&, wuich carries an 

internal deletion in the = o:peron extending from trpE into trpB. 

The method used was that of ank1in (1971b),  as described in chapter 5, 

permitting infection without DNA replication, The results obtained 

are summarised in table 4 

It is clear that expression o trp and _j ")D from phages 

Ala and A= AM2 is independent of / repressor and totally 

controlled by the tryptophan concentration in the medium; the 

concentration required to produce repression is similar to that 

resulting in maximal repression of the Lra operon on ins B,opli 

ohxoiaosome. 

The presence of 11 protein suf•plied from a A imm'M  helper phage 

has no detectable effect on the level of expression from the IM genes 

of 	AM and ),G12. 2aere is no expression under phage controls 

of a level comparable to tnat from the N promoter observed in some 

phages. 



Phage Host Coinfeoting 
helper 

tryptophan 
concentration 
(ig/m1) 

E 
(units/mg) 

Aja J4j ___ - 2 0.14 

- 
if 

 100 <0.01 
AiMM434 100 < 0.01 

B19A(2 ) - 2 0.13 
it - 100 <0.01 

22AN2 IMBE9=A - 2 0 • 13 
100 (0.01 

i 434  2 0.13 

F9• A ( 2.) - 2 0,17 
- 100 40.01 

AIWO BE9A 1M= - 2 0.21 

Table 4: Levels of anthranilate cynthase after A 1M AM and 

2.iaAM2 infection 

The multiplicity of infection in these experiment was 1.0 phage/cell. 

Samples were taken 20 minutes after infection, and samples taken at 

zero time contained no detectable B activity. B represents the 

specific activity of anthranilate synthase expressed in units per mg 

protein, where 1 unit of enzyme catalyses the synthesis of 

100 nno-moles of anthranilate in 20 minutes, 



=21M expression fro-in 2. trP  A111 and \ tro AM is at a similar 

rate to that from 2 tr221, a phage expressing 1M genes from the 

promoter (Franklin, 1971b). 

The rate of expression of trp and .1) protaine in 	At'11 is 

constant in the first 20 minutes of infection in the absence of DNA  

replication, as shown in fig. 16. 

(i) The repressibility of IM expression: the repressed and 

derepressed levels of anthranilate synthase were measured under steady state 

conditions in repressed and derepres;ed cultures of W3110 tR+,  and 

compared with the equivalent levels of enzyme in A j AN]. - infected 

cells. 

Bcpression from the ciwouiosomal SM operon was measured in cells in 

mid-1ogirithmio growth at 370  in Vogel Bonner minimal med-thin, containing 

glucose as carbon source and ttrptophan at 2 palml or 100 ,ig/ml. Cells 

were sonicated and extracts assayed in a similar fashion to samples from 

infection ex'erlments. 

Tixpresaion from Ala -41--a was measured. after infection into 

W3110 1riff(9 thyA using a multiplicity of infection of 1.09  and 

sampling at 30 minutes after lnfeotion. The medium in which infected 

cells were grown was Vogel Banner minimal medium with 0.2% glucose, 

supplemented with 0.05% oasaminoacids, containing tryptophan at 2 pg/ui 

or 100 

The specific activities of anthranilate synthase observed are shown in 

the table below. 
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Figure  l6: The exDress.ion of anthranilate synhase from 

trp AN1 

Infection by 	AM of W3110 tiRBE9 jA was by the method 

of Franklin (1971b).  The multiplicity of infection was 1 phage/cell 0  
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Strain Tryptophan Anthranilate i oimalised 

(p/ml) synthase level of 

(units/mg protein) anthranilate 

synthase 

W3110 tp 2 1,6 100 

W3110 100 0.015 1 

AM1 infection 2 0.145 100 

AIM AIM infection 100 0.004 3.6 

Table 5 	A comparison of the repressibility of the trp operon 

on phage and bacterial chromosomes, 

The repressed levels of expression in .\ trP Ail were reg1arly 24%  of 

the deropressed level, but the low levels were difficult to measure 

accurately. As seen from this table, most if not all of the expression 

from \ trD AM]. Is repressible to a normal extent by tryp-tophan. 

(ii) The coordinacy of = expression- expression of the trp genes 

from A = AM1 is coordinate. The relative specific activities of 

anthrani].ate synthase (ASase), phosphoribosyl tranaferase (PRTase) and 

tr'yptophan synthase (TSase) are the same as those observed for the 

chromosomal trp operon under derepressed conditions, and are shown in 

the table below. 
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Strain ASase iTaso, TSasa 

-A-!fl-infected 

9thrA 1.0 1.0 

131l0( fro 	ahstein, 

1973) 110 1.0 7.3 

Table 	6 	: Coordinacy of 	enzyme expression, 

nzyiue specific activities were expressed in units/mg protein, and 

are noralised to the specific activity of arithranilate synthase in 

each case, Enzyme units are defined in chapter 5. 

(iii) Expression from a phag'e promoter in 'A tro A141 etnee the 

fusion point of bacterial and phage DIA. in 	AM is in, or to the 

rigit of, the rex gene and since the tM oporon ia tranocribed in the 

same direction as the ci gene, it is possible that roadthrough of the 

I 	
_tgenes xniht occur from the prooters governing ci expression. 

As discussed in chapter 20  the ci gene is transcribed from 

different promoters under different conditions. The promoter involved 

in the establishment of repression, 2rep is expressed at a b.t*er  rate 

than the promoter involved in the maintenance of lysogeny, Mn. 

Therefore an attempt has been made to detect IM expression from 

by infection of a non-lysogen under conditiono of maximum repression of 

expression from the ta promoter, 

AMi has lost the phage genes of the N operon, including 

9111, and produces no N protein to stimulate extension of transcription 

from R  through the cii gene. Thus conditions for expression from 

are not ideal in single infection by 2 	A!.. The background level of 
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frni A 	.AtL will be coaoC of both I 	IG3OL i)aal 

level of expression from the = promoter and axj expression from 2rep 

perhaps somewhat stiriu1ated by any LII  protein present. The effect on 

the background level of express-ion on infection by X 	AU1 of 

coirifeetlon with either A in 4  or Aiinn is reported in figum 17. 

imm2l  oar.piy ciii protein in trans to A = M, but 

coinfectior by A ipm2l  does not affect the rate of expression of 

jMr 434  from 	AU, in iiii tr )rptop1-ian. In contrast, 	does 

3tiilrnlato antbiariilate synthaso production from A 	ia. 	This 

stimulation le mainly confined to the first 15 minutes after infection, 

coinciding with the period of hi(h early ene expression. 

The lambda genes retained In 2 imM434 bat absent in A irm?l  

are the N and eli genes • Jhiohover of these is involved in the 

stinnlation effect, the experiment shoss that a pba control element 

can affect the rate of expression of the trs genes on 	MU.. 

In an experiment, carried out in collaboration with R, trana, a 

A eII cIII ooinfoctin' ihage proiuced the same stitmiatory affect 

1-3 as 2 in', implicating the N protein rather then cli protein. 

Den rind in mind the experiments of lranklin (1974),  Seawa and 

Ixnanioto (1974) and Zalkin .2l (1974) which demonstrate the absence 

of an IT-effect on polarity of transcription orthinatIr from the 

promoter, it is probable that the stinx1etion by 1 1434 is not due 

to etion of a pbage-coded effector on expression from the trPpromoter. 

Therefore the t genes in 	MU. are expressed at a low rate from a 

pige promoter, and this expression i ensitive to phage control elements, 

prom the genetic oharacterisation of \ 	ATfl, the phage promoter involves 

is probably Lre. 
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Figure 1.7: The expression from A Lr2 AM1 in high tr,yptophan 

Infection of W3110 trnRBI'Lhy9,A was by the method of Franklin (1971b) 

Vogel Bonner nutrient medium was supplemented with tryptophan to 200 ,pg/ml 

and tyrosine and phenylalanine to 100 jg/ml. 

The multiplicity of infection by both 	AM]. and. helpers was 5 phages/cell 

v 	ALL infection 

o 	All]. + A imm2l 

0 ALiM AM1 + 
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(a) Controls on = exrression in other 	-transducing phages 

Numerous 	-traneducing phages have been isolated by other 

workers and the controls on trp expression in several are described 

here. The phages used were 	Bc2 (Murray and Branmar, 1973)9 

,51 (Branunar et al., 1974) and 080 2t190 (Deeb et al., 1967). The 

genotypes of each phage is shown in fig. 18. 

The phages \ = B(29  \ trP 51 and 080 Xtl9O were infected into 

lysogenic and non-lysogenic versions of W3110 trpR!9 thyA in high 

and low tryptophan to determine the controls on trp gene expression in 

these phages. Replication after infection was inhibited by 5-f].uorouracil. 

Derivatives of the two A trp phages carrying cr0 mutations were 

examined to verify the effects of cro product on trp expression after 

infection. 

(1) Infection by 	BG2 

The levels of anthranilate synthase present after infection of 

BG2cro and \ trP BG2oI At2into trpBE9 tyA and ___RBE ___ 

thyA ( \ ) are shown in fig. 19. Superimposable levels of expression are 

detected whether the infections are carried out in medium containing 

tryptophan at 2 jig/mi or 200 pg/mi. Thus the expression of trp E and 

trP D in A trP BG2 is independent of tryptophan and therefore there is 

no transcription from the = promoter subject to control by trp 

repressor protein. The anthranilate synthase production observed on 

infection into jP9 =A is absent on infection into the lambda 

lysogen. The inhibitory effect of lambda repressor or trp expression 

is consistent with all transcription of the trp genes being initiated 

at the early leftward promoter PL 
 and controlled by the operator 

region 0L 
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Figure 18: The genetic composition of trptansducing phaes 

Only that part of the genome between ci and att is drawn. 

Additional genetic markers and references- 

LrZ AT111 	 nin5 (this thesis) 

trD EG2 is h80   CI857  (Murray and Brarnrnar, 1973) 

\trn 51 is 	8 i nin5 (Bramrnar eta:L., 1974) 

.3trn 46 is h•80•2i At2  (rank1in, 1971b) 

080 2t190 is h80  imm 
	

(Deeb et al.. 1967;  Inoko et al. ,1974) 
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Figure 19: The expression of anthranilate synthase from A ' ~rp BG2 

Infection at a multiplicity of 1 phage/cell, was by the method of 

Franklin (1971b). Identical results were obtained in high (200pg/nil) 

and low (2,ug/ml) tryptophan, 

0trp BG2 in .tBE9thyA 

trD BG2 In 	TBE9() 

A tr2 BG2 in 

BG2 21 in trRBE9th(.) 
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Synthesis of anthranilate synthase has ceased by 10 minutes 

after infection by 	BG2 	. On infection by '\ 	BG2 cro 

however, the rate of synthesis is higher, and remains high throughout 

the first 20 min of infection. Expression of the trP genes in 

BG2 	is inhibited by the presence of lambda repressor - 

there is little expression in the lambda lysogen and therefore the absence 

of cro product permits increased expression from the repressor-controlled 

operon rather than from another site. The rather higher level of 

expression of anthranilate synthase in = W thyA (.\ ) when infected 

with 3 trp BG2 eros' compared to infection by \ = B(2 cro into the 

same host can be explained by the higher rate of expression of the 

9 phage compared to the oro in cells cured of the i1\ prophage during 

thymine deprivation. 

These results are similar to those published by Davison et al., 

(1974), who also report the N-dependence of trp expression in 

BG2. The N allele was present in all A trp BG2 derivatives 

used in this thesis. 

(ii) Infection by :\ tgg5l 

The = genes carried on some transducing phages can be expressed 

from the trp promoter P 
trp 

 or from the promoter of early leftward 

	

expression PL  or from both. 
	trP 51 (Murray et al., 1974) and 

80 2tlqO (Deeb et al., 1967 ; Inoko et al., 1974) are two examples 

of this type of transducing phage. 

\ jWl and 	21 cro phages were infected into trpR BE9 tbyA 

and into a \ -lyaogenic derivative of the same host. The infections 

were carried out in medium containixv; tryptophan at 200pg/ml and at 

2 ,ug/ml, in identical experiments to those already described for 

BG2. 5-fluorouracil was used to inhibit replication in all 
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infections, even where replication was also prevented by repressor 

expressed from a prophage. 

The levels of anthranilate synthase produced after infection by 

of both lysogenic and noni"lysogenic hosts are shown in fig. 20. 

In the presence of 200 )jg  of tryptophan per ml, the level of trD 

expression from A±Wl is very similar to that from A 1M BG2. Once 

again synthesis of trpE protein at early times after infection is 

followed by a turnoff of expression in infection by a ore phage. 

This expression is absent on infection into a lysogen, and thus has 

all the characteristics of expression from PLI However, in the absence 

of expression f:rom PL' on infection into a lambda lysogen, anthranilate 

synthase is produced if tryptophan is absent from the Incubation medium; 

this expression is totally repressible by tr.yptophan, and is of a 

similar level to that from A= Mu in the absence of tryptophan which 

has been already described. Therefore expression of trpE in a lambda 

lysogen from \ tp5l is under the control of the operon's normal 

regulation system, and therefore most probably originates from the 

normal IM promoter. 

Epression from P 	and PL  have been detected separately in 

infection by \ j5l. Under conditions permitting both types of 

expression, that is on Infection of a non lysogen in low tryptophan, 

the levels of anthranilate synthase are a summation of the separate 

levels. 

The presence of a 	allele in )5l results in much higher 

levels of expression in the non lysogen (see fig. 20). The level of 

expression in the non-lysogen is effectively derived from P, since 

conditions of tryptophan repression have no effect. The ja promoter 

and operator are, however, still capable of function (although their 



Figjire 20: The expression of anthranilate synthase 

from 2 im 51 

Graph (a) describes A±r 251 infection, while (b) shows levels 

after 	croinfection. Symbols represent the same 

conditions for both phages. 

Closed symbols represent low tryptophan (2 pg/rn1) 

Open symbols represent high tryptophan (200 )lg/ml) 

Squares indicate the non1ysogenic host t PR 9thyA, while 

circles indicate the lysogenic host trpRBE9 ( \ ). 

host trpR1t1y, 2 ig/ml tryptophan 

0 host trRB9thrA,  200 pg/mi tryptophan 

host trPRBE9 (2), 2ytg/rni tryptophan 

o host trpRBE9 (2), 200 ).lg/xnl tryptophan 

The multiplicity of infection by 25l  was 0.61n 

the non-lysogen and 0.7 in the lysogen, while that by 

51cr0 1  was 11 in the non-lysogon and 0.8 in the 

lysogon. 

Anthranilate synthase is expressed in units/mg protein. 
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contribution is not detectable in the presence of a high level of 

transcription from 	since tryptophan-dependent expression can be 

observed on infection by 	2l 	of a lambda lysogen. A twofold 

difference in the level of = expression from P 
trD 

 between cro and 

cro phages is probably not significant; the effect of absence of 

crc product on expression from PL  is much more marked, both in terms 

of rate of expression and of abolition of turn off, and is identical 

to the effect of the absence of crc product on expression from 

\ IM BG2. 

The level of anthranilate synthaso measured in these experiments 

from the trp genes of 1\ jWl show that expression can originate from 

and from P Mt after infection the derepreased expression from PL 

being 2 to 4 fold higher than the derepressed expression from P. 

(ill) Infection by 080 190 

080 2t.190 (Deeb et al., 1967)  is a 	-tranaducing derivative 

of 080. Fig. 21 contains the results of infection experiments 

analysing repression by tryptophan and by 080 repressor protein. 

The expression of anthranilate synthase on infection of a 080 

lysogen is totally repressible by tryptophan, and therefore the trP 

promoter and operator are still functional in 080 pt 190. The 

expression in a non-lysogen in high tryptophan is absent on infection 

into a 080 lysogen at the same tryptophan concentration and so 

expression from the early leftward promoter is also possible. 

Expression from the phage promoter is turned off 10 minutes after 

infection, suggesting that 080 has a crc gene moderating expression of 

the N operon. Levels attained before shutoff are slightly lower than 

those attained at the same multiplicity of infection from 1L  of 
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0•10 
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Figure 21: The exrress ion of anthranila-te svnthase from 

80ptl90 

Infection of host jrLLFF9A in 2 ,ug/mi tryptophan 

host trDR + BE9thyA in 200 jig/mi tryptophan 

O 	 host Lr 	F9 (80) in 2 jig/mI tryptophan 

host trp1BE9 (80) in 200 jig/mi tryptophan 

The multiplicity of infection in all cases was 1 phage/cell. 

Anthranila-te synthase is expressed in units/mg protein. 
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Expression of jr pE on infection of a non-lysogen in low 

tryptophan is at least as high as the sum of the two components of 

expression, indicating that both expression from P trp and expression 

from P can proceed at the same time under these conditions. These 

results are in agreement with those of Inoko et al. (1974). 

(a) Expression of = genes from the early promoters of imm2I and irn434 

Trk-transducing phage N1469  whose genotype is shown in fig. 18, 

expresses the = genes E and 1) exclusively from the N promoter in an 

i'T-deeneent fashion (Franklin, 1971b). The immunity regions from 

imm2J. and \ j34 were crossed onto 	so that the rates of 

expression from the early leftward promoters contained in these 

immunity regions could be measured. All phages were e or its equivalent. 
Construction of phages 

\46 imm2l was constructed in the cross between \46 and 

\imm2l depicted below. 

h 80 	trp 
	. 

--------- 

imm2l 

Recombinants carrying 
h8O and imm2l were selected on Ymel(\ )/k , 

on which neither parent can grow, and were obtained at a frequency of 

0.05% of the total progeny. Purified recombinants were checked for 

ability to form trp plaques on7778 and for possession of 21 

immunity. One such <.\ =46 irmn2l recombinant was used for preparation 

of a high titre stock. 
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\ IM46 1M434  was isolated from the following cross of A trD46 

with 2 imm434 clear, 

80 h 	trp 	 imm IN 

- 	- 	- _-\ 

h 	 imm434 clear 

Recombinants carrying trpD and 434 immunity were selected as 

trp' plaques on t, 9778( 2 ). Recombinants were purified and tested 

for host range, = genes and inmunity. One 	trpD+ j434 clear 

recombinant, ')46 1mm434  clear, was retained and from it a high 

titre stock for use in infection experiments was prepared. 

Levels of ±M expression 

Pages 	46 carrying 	, imM434 and iinm2l were infected 

into trpB}9 th, under conditions of replication inhibition and levels 

of anthranilate synthase in samples taken at early times after 

infection were determined. The relative levels of expression of the trp 

genes is a direct measure of the relative rate of expression of the N 

operon or its equivalent in each phage. The levels of anthrani].ate 

synthase produced on Infection are shown in fig. 22. 

The synthesis of = enzymes falls to a very low level after 

approximately 10 minutes of infected growth. This turnoff of expression, 

shown to be due to crc product in lambda, has been demonstrated in trP 

phagee carrying , 4349 21 and. 080 immunities in this chapter. Thus 

all four carry a gene responsible for turnoff of leftward expression, 

equivalent to the A cro gene. Pero (1970) and Calef et al. (1971)  have 

demonstrated that the cr0 products of \ and ). iinrn434 are immunity-

coded and immunity-'apeoific. 
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Figure 22: Expression of anthranila-be synti-iase fromtri346 

cnyng 	21 and 44 immunities 

Host for all infections was trnRBE9th, and im rient medium 

contained 2g/ml trptothan. Multiplicity of infection was  

1 phagc/cell. 

A \trn46 inw21 

,46 irnm' 

46 imm434 
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By comparison of the levels in fig. 229  expression from the 

phage 21 leftward promoter is similar to that from P of lambda, 

and expression from the 434 leftward promoter rather lower than the 
other two. Pero (1971) measured exonuclease expression from \ im434# 

and found it similar to that from 

The observed levels of expression in these infection experiments 

depend not only on the capacity ;or transcription from P of each 

immunity region but also on the relative efficiencies of N and oro 

proteins at their sites of action within the immunity regions, however, 

it can be observed that the N-stimulated and cro-moderated levels of 

expression from the three immunity regions are of the same order and 

much lower than the level of expression from a phage of \ iraunity 

carrying a oro mutation. 

Expression independent of turn-off by cr0 product 

The v2 and vi, e mutations render the leftward and rightward 
operators of 9 respectively insensitive to 	repressor. Sly et al. 
(1971) observed that the v2 mutation also decreases the cro-sensitivity 

of expression from P Expression of the = genes from P in 

BG2 v2 v13 (\= B2 Ajr is shown in figure 23 to be 

constitutive; no turnoff is observed within 30 minutes of infection. 

The constitutive rate of expression in A= B(2 vir is approximately 
one half that of the N operon in the absence of cro (figs. 190  20). 

Thus v2 has either resulted in incomplete independence from cro product 

or has perhaps altered the leftward promoter as well as operator, to 

permit a new, lover rate of transcription. 



1.0 

:ii 
10 	20 	30 
minutes after infection 

Figure 23:  The expression of anthrnila±esthase from 

,'\BG2vir 

The host for infection was trnBF9 1rA and infection was at a 

multiplicity of 1 phage/ceil. 
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To summarise the results of this chapter, it is clear that 

trp A141 expresses the 	genes in a manner almost completely 

repressible by tzyptophan (the expression therefore being derived 

almost exclusively from trP 
 and that A 1M BG2 expresses the 

trp genes exclusively from the leftward promoterPL  of ) , while 

080 2tl9O and 21 express from both P and 

The levels of cro*.moderated expression of the ! operon in 0800  

, 	imm21 and 	1nvn434 are similar. The only ore imitation 

studied was one in 1mm \, which removed turn-off and permitted a much 

higher rate of expression of IME from P of lambda. The 	-insensitive 

operator mutation v2 enabled expression from Atrp  BG2 vir to be 

constant at least throughout the first 20 minutes after infection; 

the rate of expression from P in \ 	BG2 vir is approximately one- 

half that in A = BG2 cro. 

It was decided to study long term expression from the = genes 

in \= A. and A= 3G2 as examples of each of the two types of 
expression; 2 	B2 vir was also considered to express the trp 

genes at a sufficiently high rate to warrant examination in long term 

infection experiments. 

Chapter 7 will discuss the long term infections by these phages and 

their derivatives mutant in late gene expression. 
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MP ENZYME YIELD IN LONG-TERN INFECTION FDINN'PS 

The previous chapter has described the rate of synthesis of 

proteins from genes carried on transducing phages, following the 

increase in enzyme yield in the presence of only one phage genome 

carrying the trP genes per infected cell. Infection under conditions 

permitting replication should result in an increase in the number of 

transcribable gene copies, and thus increase the = enzyme yield. 

However, replication and late gene expression lead to cell lysia and 

loss of soluble proteins, including the trp enzymes. In an attempt to 

delay or prevent lysis of the infected cells, 	-.transducing phages 

carrying amber mutations in gene a,9 the positive effector of late gene 

expression and in genes S and R, coding for proteins involved in 

iysis were required. The first section of this chapter describes the 

construction of these 	mutants and the second section discusses 

the level of expression obtained in long term infection experiments. 

(a) The construction of lysis.'defective amber mutants 

A number of standard tests to characterise the nature of Isolated 

recombinants from crosses to construct lysis-defective 	phages 

were used routinely, and are described below. All the following tests 

were carried out on recombinants, with the exception that presence of 

a cro mutation was only tested in recombinants from a cross involving 

£2 phages, 

(i) host ran
80  

ge 	Phages carrying h, the host range of 080 fail to 

form phages on a 080-resistant strain mutant in either tonk or tonB 

genes. The indicator strain used in this study was Ymel tonA (selected 

as a phage P5-resistant mutant of ymel). Thages carrying 	, the host 
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range of \ , fail to grow on a \-resistant host. A number of 

host mutations can produce a-resistant phenotype; the mutation 

in the Ymel/ 	strain used as indicator has not been characterised. 

= genes As already described in chapter 59 jErtransducing 

phages grow to form trp plaques in an infected lawn of Trp cells 

on ACE! agar plates. The Trp indicator strains used in characterisation 

were trpOEl sup, txpD9778 supF, and trpA33 supF. 

immunity Phages carrying imm A do not grow on a lambda lysogen 

but grow on the corresponding non lysogenic strain. Indicator strains 

used were Ymel.( /\ ) and Ymel. Tikewiso, 1EM434 phages do not grow on 

a 	iinxn434 lysogeri, Ymel( )434) for examples 

1\ era mutants 	Phages carryin4:; cro mutations only grow under 

conditions of partial functioning of \ repressor, that is they require 

a temperature sensitive repressor gene in combination with them to be 

viable. A cIte oro forms plaques at 
370  but not at 32 or at 39

0 . 
A cIte cro phage also mutant in clii, like ) = 1G2 oro 	grows 

as a smaller plaque at 320  than at 
370k  Ymel was used as indicator 

strain in cr0 tests at 32°  and 370. Since 3. trp BG2 is h °, and 

therefore does not adsorb well at 39, the high temperature 

test was not used to test for the cro allele. 

amber mutants in genes j, S and. °hagea carrying the amber 

mutations used in the phage crosses including Qam 739 Qam 1179 or 

Ram 54 axn60 grow on a host carrying any of the three amber suppressors 

supD, supE or 2yXF, but fail to grow on a suppressor-free host. The 

am 7 mutation, however, is suppressible only by aupF, and not by 

supD or supE. Indicator strains carrying no suppressor were W3110 and 

nn  W3101; the IX  -resistant SUDD strain CR63 was used for 	recombinants, 
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and supE strain W1465 for phage of any host range. Yznel or any of 

the trD mutants carrying a supF gene was used to distinguish between 

am-7 and other amber mutants. 

The nature of the gene or genes carrying amber mutations was 

verified by testing the recombinant for complementation of indicator 

amber mutants on W3110, as described In chapter 5. The indicator amber 

mutants used were A jrrmi4M  pamiO, 	iMM434 CaalV and 

The P amber mutant was included as a positive control of complementation 

by the test phage, and both positive and negative controls, including 

both a Qam and an Sam phage, were used in parallel to the test 

phages on the same scar plate. 

(i) Construction of \ = BG2 	g117 

The amber mutation in gene 2,was crossed onto \ trD BG2 

from \ imm434 	117. The cross is shown below. 

80 	trp 	 - h 	 cicro 

_--_-_-\ 

-- - - - 
h" 	 jmm434 	 Qam117 

Progeny of both parental and recombinant types carrying h 
80  were 

plated for single plaques on Ymei/ A • The supF allele in the host 

permits both j and 8W17  phages to grow. Plaques were screened to 

find suppressor-dependent phages by stabbing with a toothpick and 

transfer to lawns of Ymel/A and of suppressor free W3101/\ . The 

resistance markers were used to avoid growth of MW eaOSSIMUng 

117 parental phages which might confuse the result. Ohe phage 

among 200 tested failed to grow on W3101/ 	but grew well on Ymel/2 • 
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After purification and characterisation of the reoornbinnt as h 80 

imm 	crotrDD', P. 
	, a high itre stock of 	G2 cro 

117 was prepared from a single plaque. 

Construction of A = BG2 cro 	7 

The phage cross depicted below between A trp BG2 arzo,and 

434 2a0 was performed. 

00 	trp 	 - 

\ 

iflDfl434 
	

$am7 

As in the previous cross, hII0 progeny were selected on Ymel/'k 

and screened for aupressor-dependenoe. In this experiment, however, 

growth on Ymel was compared with growth on (263. Phages from 2 out 

of 93 plaques tested required sup and failed to grow on the suiD strain. 

These chocked as h8o  trpD4  j 	cj, p, 	and 	7. A high titre 

lysate of one of these 	13G2 oro Sain7 recombinants was used in 

infection experiments. 

Construction of 	BG2 cro 	i73 

BG2 oro 1  was ucIe mutant In both genes a and S by crossing 
with a \4434 phage carrying both Qam.73 and Aa7 mutations. The 

If double mutant was first constructed in 	BG2 	and was 

transferred to a A inmi 434 phage to permit counterselection in 

subsequent crosses with j-transducing phages. 

The construction of \ trp 13G2 cro733am7  was carried out in 

two stages. First, 	B(2 inmi 434 was crossed with o1657 	73. 
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00 trp 	imm434 

c1857 	Qar73 

Recombinants carrying IM genes and A immunity were selected 

on trpl)9778  aupF ( A jM434)9 platin; for trp plagues. Trp inn? 

phages were present in the progeny at a frequency of 0.01 %. 

Recombinants tested after purification had acquired the am73 allele 

as well as im 2 , and their characteristics were those of \ 	BG2 

11857 73. 

The phage A= B(2 01057 	73 obtained from the above cross 
was further crossed with \i34 clear Sam79  as shown below. 

	

- - h80 	trP -- (am73 

	

h'X 	 1mm434 	Sam7 

Since no selection for am7 is available, Ii 80 progeny mast be 

screened for possession of the Sam.7 allele. The distance between 

genes0 and S, shown in fig. 249  is very small. Most crossover events 

producing imOl  3am7 phages will occur between immunity and the 

j gene, yielding 	recombinant. Therefore a number of Sam7 

recombinants had to be screened to find a QAm Sam phage. To 

increase the proportion of 	7 phages in the progeny, an enrichment 

step was devised. 
80 

The ].ysate from the cross was enriched for h Sam7 progeny by 

infection into CR63 at a multiplicity of 0.2 phages/cell and growth 



in liquid medium at 37°. Phagea carrying Sam7 will multiply in this 

host but will not lyse the cell after the normal latent period, and 

phage accumulation will continue beyond the latent period. When 

infected cells are grown through a normal latent period, and the 

unlysed cells separated from the supernatant by centrifttion and 

lysed with chloroform, the lysate obtained will include only phages 

from unlysed cells, a fraction enriched in Sam7 mutants. 

The h8°  progeny from chloroform-lysed cells after one enrichment 

step were plated on Ymel/ 	. Plaques were picked to Ymel/ and to 

CR63 to screen for .5M7 phages, From one enrichment, in which unlysed 

cells were collected and lysed after 90 minutes of infection, the 

proportion of Sam7 phages was 5% of the total. In a parallel experiment, 

in 'which the infection period was extended to 120 min and 150 minutes, 

the proportions were increased to 11% and 131p' respectively. 

24 ̂A  trp BG2 Sam7 recombinants were tested for complementation 

of 	434 Pam 809 	im4341l7 and 	434 Sain7 phages, using 

3G2 Oam73  and 	trD BG2 2M7 as controls. One recombinant 

out of 24 was deficient in both a and S products, but complemented the 
P phage normally. The other 23 were , Theja-173.2EW recombinant 

was purified and oharacterised. 

Finally, the qjm73 Sam7 mutations were transferred to\434 

by the following phage cross, 

h8° 	trp 	c1857 	Qam73 Sam7 
-I 

h4 	 inmi434 
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Progeny carryin. 0 were p1ted on Ymel tonA and screened 

for possession of Sam7 by picking to Ymel toni and to W1485. One 

out of 100 progeny tested was supP-dependent and was characterised 

as h A i!nra434 	73 2am7. 

JIM D2 cro Qam73 Sam7 was constructed in a cross between 

Xj 	BG2 cro ]  and 2%1434 	73 	7. 

h80 tip 	cIcro 
- 

hA 	 imm434 	Cm73 Sam7 

After plating on YBel/\ to select h °  progeny, single plaques 

were screened by picking to lawns of Ymel/\ and CR63 to detect .§M7 

phages. One h8°  supF-requiriw recombinant was observed amongst 350 
80 + - - tested. This recombinant was confirmed as h 	1mm crc 	and 

Sam7, and therefore is 	BG2 	m73 ZM7. 

(iv) Construction of 	:BG2 vii 	73 	7 

BG2 vii 	73 Sam7 was constructed in a similar cross of 

\ 	:2 vii with A 1imn434 	73 Cam?. 

h° 	tip 	
vii 

\ 

iima434 	Qam73 Sam7 

The proportion of h8°  Sam7 recombinants in the progeny was 

increased by two enrichment steps in CR63. After the second enrichment, 

single plaques oil Ymel/\ were picked to Ytne1/2 and to CR63. 50% 

of the phages were Sam7.  Three out of four recombinants purified and 
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tested proved to be mutant in both 0, and S genes,were virulent, and 

formed t 	plaques on trp9778 sup. One of these recombinants was 

used to prepare a high titre lyaate. 

(v) Construction of ) 	AM1 Saig 

!JJ. 2am7 was selected from a cross between A 1M AN] and 

2t2.1857  

h8° 	
trp 	ci 	nin5 

	

c1857 	 3am7 

The progeny of the phage
80 

 cross was enriched in h Sam7 

recombinants by a cycle of growth in CR63 • The enriched lysate was 

plated on Ymel/\ and screened for the Sam7 allele on YzPl/A and 

on CR63. One out of 901.180  plaques tested contained am7 phages. The 

Sam7 recombinant also carried imm, 	and. P. A high 

titre lysate of this recombinant, 3, 1M A!1l aam7 was prepared. 

The frequency of recombination to give an 
Ooam7  phage was 

much loer than the frequency of h80g5fl7 recombinants when \ 

was the parental 	transducing phage. This can be explained by the 

essential nature of the aLn5 deletion to AIM 	since A tr AM 

lacks the N gene, loss of the Mja5 deletion responsible for F-

independent growth leads to inviability. The relative distances along 

the 2 genome of markers to the right of ci are shown in fig. 24. 

The distance between the right hand end of the nin5 deletion and the S 

gene is only a fraction of the distance between irran434 and. the S gene, 

and hence 	AM nin5 Sam7 recombinants are relatively infrequent. 
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Figure 24: Position of genes on the physical ma of lambda, 

A portion of the right arm of 2\ is shown, from 70% to 100% Of the 2 genome 
as measured from the left-hand end of 
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Construction of 	M'fl 

An amber mutation in the a gene was transferred to 	AN1 

in a cross between . 	 7 and .\ixmn434 2W17. Since the 

selection demands a crossover between 	and gn7o  a large proportion 

of 3 recombinants will carry the mutant 0.  allele, 

h80 	trp 	imm'' 	nin5 	Sam7 

---------- 

1min434 	Qftlnhl7 

Recombinants carrying 080 host range and a wildtype S,  gene, 

selected by plating the progeny on CR63, were obtained at a frequency 

of 0.015%. These recombinants were screened for possession of the 

(Lamll7 mutation, testing for MD-dependence by picking to W3110 

and to CR63.  Just under half the S  recombinants had acquired the 

117 allele. A A trp Ail]. aml17 recombinant was purified, 

characterised and a high titre stock prepared for use. in infection 

experiments. 

Construction of 	AN1 LMSam7 

A 	A• derivative carrying both QAm and •Sammutations was 

constructed by crossing A= AM 	17 with A j434 73 220- 7. 

h 80 h8° 	trp 	 iznm 	nin5 	(am117 - - 

jEm1434 	 ca43Saia7 
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80 Since the crossover event producing h Sasn7 must occur to the 

right of MLn5. a considerable proportion of these events will involve 

a crossover between genes a and S. I mutations were therefore present 

in both parents so that most recombinants to gLm7 will also carry a 

mutation. 

The progeny of the cross was enriched in aa7 recombinants 

on CR639  and screened for SaLm? phages on Ymel/A and CR63. After one 

enrichment, one plaque in 230 tested was supP-dependent, and after a 

second cycle of enrichment 9 out of 230 tested were Sam7.  Of 7 

recombinants screened, five were I  derived from recombination 

between the two mutants and two were 	. Whether the Q,  amber 

mutation carried by the recombinants was 117 or 73 was not determined. 

The phage was purified, characterised, and high titre stocks made. 

(viii) Construction, of 	AN1 Ram 54 am60 

The phage 	Mu 	60 was constructed in a similar manner 

to 2s trp AN1 qW179  by selection for loss of the gM7 allele and 

screening for concomitant acquisition of the R amber mutations. 

h80 	trp 	irrnn IN 	 nin5 	Sa4 
- 

L_ 
hA 	 imm434 	 Ram 54 am60 

Recombinants carrying 	and 	were obtained on CR63 at a 

frequency of 0.1%. Of 6 	phages tested, two failed to complement 

6O. These were characterised and behaved as 

A trD AN1 2W54 am6O recombinants • One was chosen for preparation 

of a high titre stock, 
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(b) Long term infection experiments 

(1) 	Expression from A ja BG2 cro and derivatives 

Expression of anthranilate synthase from trp genes fused into 

the N operon was measured in A= BG2 oro and in derivatives 

carrying mutations in the j and S genes wider conditions in which 

replication is not inhibited. The presence of the cr0 mutation permits 

d.erepreesed expression of the N operon, provided ci protein is absent. 

Infections were carried out in trD ZR 	wit}out the use of 

5..,fluorouraoil. All infected cultures were grown at 
370  except where 

otherwise stated. 

The specific activity of anthranilate synthase was determined 

on samples taken at intervals for 4 to 6 hours after infection. The 

conditions of infection were similar to those in short-term infections 

already described, except for modifications which will be discussed. 

The results of an experiment in which the only change from 

short-term infection was the absence of 5..fluorouraoil in washing and 

adsorption steps and that of uridine from the growth medium of 

infected cells are shown in fig, 25. The multiplicity of infection 

was one phage per cell and the Vogel Bonner medium contained 0.2% 

glucose and 0,05% casaminoacida. 

For all the phages tested, infection leads to synthesis of 

anthranilate synthase, but after a time the specific activity falls. 

Lysia of the infected cells leads to release of soluble proteins, 

including trP enzymes, into the medium and results in dilution of the 

specific activity of trp enzymes in cells and cell debris, which are 

separated from the growth medium for sonication and assay of enzyme 

activity. Furthermore,  uninfected cells continue to grow and divide, 
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Figure 25: Long term infection by trpBG2 cro and. derivatives.. 

The hostwas W3110 	 and multiplicity of infection was 

1 phage/cell. 
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while infected cells lose metabolic capacity and lyse, and therefore 

uninfected cells will form an ever-increasing proportion of the total 

soluble cell protein, further diluting the remaining trp enzymes. 

A culture infected, with A= BG2 	(fig. 25) accumulated 
enzymes in the first half hour of iu.fection, but by 1 hr after 

infection the specific activity of anthranilate synthase started 

to fall. Incorporation of the ,§M7 mutation in the infecting phage 

permitted the expression of 1M enzymes to continue for up to 2 hours 

after infection, and the decline in specific activity after the peak 

at 2hr was less severe than that observed for A= BG2 crc 1  . The 

presence of a q mutation, in Atrp BG2 .22" 	117, also results in 

extension of the period of anthranilate synthase accumulation, but 

only to li hours after infection. Thus the presence of the 	allele 

does delay lysis, but not so completely as does the S mutation. 

BG2 cro 	73 Sam7 infection permits slightly higher levels of 

trp  enzyme accumulation than those observed in infection by a phage 

carrying either mutation alone. The level of anthranilate synthase 

increases to a peak around 90 minutes after infection, then falls 

gradually. 

The 2m7 mutation prevents expression of active S protein, 

normally important in cell lysis (Harris et al., 1967). A ;k a17 
phage-infected cell accumulates mature phages without lysing for 3 to 

5 hours after infection (Harris et al., 1967;  Goldberg and Howe, 1969) 

since DNA synthesis and oxygen uptake in host cells continues beyond 

the normal latent period in an Sem7 mutant (Adhya et al., 1971). 

McClure and Gold (1973a) observed, however, that the maximum yield of 

\Sam7 phages was attained by 90 minutes after infection and that DNA 

replication had ceased by 120 minutes. Figure 25 shows that 

incorporation of an S muta.ticn into 	13G2 cro does permit continued 
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im expression beyond the normal latent period for a further hour. 

A I mutant (Campbells  1961) is defective in all late gene 

functions (Dove, 1966; imb1y et al., 1968). 'However this defectiveness 

is not complete since some plaque forming particles are made in an 

infection by a phage carrying a deletion of gene (Court and Sato, 

1969). 

The residual late gene exreesion, 10% of the normal level, is 

1-independent but N-dependent (Daxnbly and Couturier, 1971; Couturier 

et al, 1973) and is due to read through from the early rightward 

promoter PR6  Thus possession of a mutation in the I gene by the 

phage does not delay lysis so successfully as does a mutation in the 

S gene. 

The improvement in level of synthesis of anthranilate synthase by 

the 	73 §am7 double mutant compared to the am7 single mutant can be 

ascribed to the decrease in late protein synthesis. Since expression 

of phage late proteins is probably not a very high proportion of total 

protein synthesis after infection by 	BG2 cro Sam7 (see chapter 

70), the effect may be due to an increase in traneoribable phage genatnes 

as a result of a decrease in their sequestration into protein coats 

rather than to a decrease in demands on the transcriptional or 

translational capacity of the infected cell. 

The same pattern of behaviour was observed in a similar experiment, 

the results of which are shown in fig. 26. The same group of phagas 

were infected into the same host, but at a multiplicity of infection 

of 2 phages/oell; resuspension after infection was to a concentration 

of 
10  cells/rn]. (five fold lower than in the previous experiment) in 

Vogel Bonner medium containing 0.5% glucose and 0.2% casimfrioacida. 
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Figure 26: Long term infection bytrp BG2 croänd derivative 

under imprdved conditions 

The host was W3110 tr2RThE9, infected at a multiplicity of 2 phages/cell. 

Infected cells were resuspended to 108  cells/ml in enriched medium 

(see text). 

.0 Infected by trp BG2 

A 	 BG2 	 li7 

o 	 Atrp BG2 	 7 

0 	 trp BG2 	cro 1  2am73 21m7 
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The levels of expression obtained are rather higher under these 

conditions, but the relative levels of the different mutants are 

similar. Once again, the A= P02 a 1 	73 2am7 phage accumulates 

the highest levels of IM enzymes, 
r5age replication and trp gene expression in 	3G2_cro infection 

The kinetics of cell growth and production of viable phage 

were also followed in the previous experiment and are shown in table 7 . 

measurements were only on infection by \ 	P02cro 	7, since 

the a mutants would not be capable of making normal levels of viable 
phage. The aim of determining the number of viable phagos per cell 

was to compare it with an estimate, from the rate of 1M enzyme 

yrithesis,of the number/  of genomes being expressed. The maxirmin 

number of viable phages per cell was reached after 2 hours of infection, 

but surprisingly only reached 4 phagea per cell. This level is much 

lower than the burst size of \ , and must be ascribed to the 

behaviour of the 	, BG2 	genotype, since the Sam7 mutation does 

not interfere with phage production and usually results in increased 

burst size (Goldberg and Howe, 1969). 
The levels of anthranilate synthase produced after infection are 

shown in fig. 26. The number of gene copiea,expressed at maximal rate, 

required to give these levels can be calculated, given the maximal rate 

of expression from one genome per cell. 

From the infection experiment on A= BG2in the absence 

of replication and at a multiplicity of 1.0 (fig. 19) the average rate 

of synthesis of anthranilata synthase in the 10 min-20 min period was 

observed to be 0.07 units/mg protein/mm. In the first 30 minutes of 

infection by A= P02 cro" in the long term infection experiment, the 



(1) (11) 

Time of Cells/mi. viable phage/ viable pbage/ 

sampling ml. cell 

(hr) 

o 108  ND ND 

1 1.2x108  NB ND 

2 1.6x108  6.4x108  4 

3 1.6 x 108  2.7 x 108  1.7 

4 4 x 108  108  0.25 

5 6 x 108 
10  0.17 

Table 7. Viable phage in XBG2 	 - infected cells. 

(i) 	Measured microscopically in a standard counting chamber 

(11) Measured by dilution of chloroform treated aliquots to single 

plaques on Ymel. 
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specific activity increases by 6 units per mg protein, a rate of 

0.2 units/mg protein/mm, a rate equivalent to the maximum 

expression from 3 phage genomes. In the 30 to 60 minute period, the 

specific activity begins to fall, and the calculated rate of trn 

expression is effectively nil. 

If similar calculations are applied to Atry 312 cro —.3- 

73 9am7 infection, the = expression lasts for longer, but the 

rate of expression is no higher than at early times from <) 	312 oro'. 

The rates and genonie equivalents of anthranilate synthase expressed in 

30-minute periods from 0 to 120 minutes after infection of IM BE9 by 

cr0'1  .2a-m-73 am-7 are shown in the following table. 

Period A Specific Bate of Genome 

(mm) 
Activity synthesis equivalents 

(units/mg) (units/mg/min) per eel]. 

0-30 4 0.13 1.9 

3060 3 0.10 1.5 

60-90 3 0.10 1.5 

90-120 1 0.03 0.5 

These calculations make a number of assumptions; firstly, that 

the rate of expression from a single genonie in the experiment in which 

replication was inhibited is the same as the rate of expression from 

each transcribable genome in a cell when replication is proceeding. 

In fact, replication is reported to interfere to a email extent with 

leftward expression (Nijkamp et al., 1970; Stevens et al,, 1970), and 

therefore the estimates may be slightly too low. 

A second assumption is that the size of infected cells, or more 

specifically the soluble protein per cell, is identical in both short 
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and long-term infections. This is a reasonable assumption at early 

times after infection. Microscopic examination of infected cells, however, 

shows that by two hours after infection they are recognisably larger 

than uninfected cells, and are perhaps tWO4u"fOld as large. The estimate 

of genome equivalents expressed per cell is therefore lower than the 

actual number by the same factor as that by which the average protein 

per cell has increased. 

A third factor not taken into account is that the change in 

specific activity does not reflect only the trp expression in the 

period under study, but the amount of = expression that has occurred 

before the period under consideration; a small amount of tM 

expression after a period of massive trp enzyme accumulation may 

result in a fall in the specific activity of = enzymes, while the 

same amount of = expression at the beginning of an infection before 

any enzyme has accumulated will result in a rise in specific activity, 

If instead of specific activity, the change in total enzyme activity 

over the period is divided by (say) the mg protein present at the 

beginning of the period, both for the standard non.'replioating 

infection and for the longer term infections, and these figures compared 

to obtain genome equivalents per cell, the results will be somewhat 

different. From the growth patterns of infected and uninfected cells 

(fig. 27) it appears that total protein in infected cells increased at 

the same rate as in uninfeoted cells in the first hour, but after this 

protein synthesis ceased, at least for about 1 hour, in infected cells. 

Assuming that the growth rate of uninfected and infected cells, whether 

in the presence of 5-fluorouracil or not, is the same in the first hour 

of infection, the doubling time is 75 minutes, and 30 minutes growth 
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Figure 27: Growth' of cells infected by trD BG2 cr0 1  and. derivatives. 

These growth, curves relate to the infection experiment of figure 26. 

o represents uninfected cells 

BG2 cro 1-ini'ected cells 

,2trD BG2 cro 	Sam7-infect'ed. cells 

BG2 ro'1  Cam73 Sam'f-infected cells 
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is equivalent to an increase of protein to 1.3 fold that at the 

beginning of the period. The only figures affected in the table above 

will be the 30-60 minute figures. The activity change per mg protein 

at 30 minutes is (7 x 1.3 4 x 1.0) or 5.1 units per mg in 30 minutes, 

and the equivalent figure for one genome (fig. 19)  is (0.07 x 1.3)  or 

0.09 units/mg protein/nun. The ratio of these two figures is 1.9 

genome equivalents per cell. Thus the effect on estimation of 

expression in A trp P(2 cro 	73 Sam7-.infected cells is very email. 

The same assumptions that the level of soluble protein per cell 

and the rate of expression per genome do not change are included in this 

improved method of calculation. 

Certainly, the number of viable phages produced by infection of 

\j 	3J2 	Sam7 and the estimate of the number of genornea 

transcribed in AIM iX2 cro 	73 2am7 are of the same order, and 

are very low. Replication appears to play a very small part in 

increasing the rate of expression of = enzymes from the A= BG2 cro 

group of phages examined.. 

Further evidence of the svll effect of replication on 

expression is obtained from an experiment in which DNA replication 

was inhibited. Fig. 28 is a compilation of the levels of anthranilate 

synthase produced in two separate long-term infection experiments of 

BG2 oro 	73 9217 in  !MM thy. Both infections were 

carried out at a multiplicity of 1 but in one replication was inhibited 

by the presence of 5fluorouracil during the washing and phage adsorption 

procedures. This treatment delays DN& replication and has a large 

effect on the rate of expression from cells infected by ja7transducing 
phage A trP Pill, an shown in fig. 32. 
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Figure 28: Long term infection by 	BG2 crc 0am73 Sam7 

-,the effect of fluorouracil. 

Multiplicity of infection in both experiments was 1 phage/coil, in 

host trpi 3E9 

A Infection by 	BG2 cro 0am73 Sam7 in the absence of 

5-fluorquracil, 	- 

Infection by A, trp BG2 cro 0am73 9am7 after 5-fluorouracil 

treatment of cells during washing and phage 

adsorption, 
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The experiments in the presence and absence of 5-fluorouracil 

were carried out on different equipment. Although the levels of 

expression are not absolutely comparable, the pattern of expression 

is the same. The level of expression in the first hour of infection 

in the experiment using 5-fluorouraoil is 2.5 fold lower than the level 

in the absence of 5-fluorouraci].. Since the experiment using 5-

fluorouraoil was carried out on equipment which tended to give lower 

specific activities, the figure of 2.5 fold is a maximum estimate of 

the stimulation by replication of the rate of expression. 

Why is A trp BG2 cro' so defective in replication? One factor, 

certainly, is its lack of 	and red genes. 	Enquist and Skalka (1973) 

have shown that \ defective in the Y gene replicates poorly and is 

restricted to the early mode of replication which yields monomeric 

circles. Monomeric circles are unsuitable for ter action, and can not 

therefore be matured and packaged into viable phage particles, but a 

reasonable burst size can be attained by ter action on recombinant 

oligomeric circles (Enquist and Skalka, 1973). The extremely low 

burst size in A trP 1XI2 cro 1  must be the result of low production even 

of these monomeric circles. The reason for this is not clear, since 

the phage is 	and therefore expression of DNA replication genes 

O and. P is not prevented. However, the ore mutation, known to alter 

the balance of phage development, may be involved. 

Growth of A=  BG2 cro 1-infected cells 

One further aspect of 	2 	" infection was examined in 

the long-term infection experiment Just described. As well as cell 

number, the optical density of the infected cultures was monitored, and 

is shown in fig. 27. All infected cultures examined suffered a 
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discontinuity in the growth rate between 1 hr and 2 hr after 

infection, at the same time as that due to lysia in the A IM BG2 2rZ 

culture. Therefore while the presence of the S mutation may delay 

lysie, there remains some check on the growth of the culture. By 

comparison, fig. 35 shows the growth rate of cells infected with 

Aill and derivatives mutant in late genes. Infection by 

Ala AM 	L17 or am 7 permitted growth to continue uninterrupted 

for at least 3 hours. 

The effect of growth at 410 ori expression fromAIM ]X2 .2"  Rama.73 aO 

infected cells 

Is A repressor protein inhibiting the potential rate of expression 

of the A operon after infection? This question was investigated by 

growing infected cells at 4100  at which temperature the thermosensitive 

ci protein is much less active than at 370 (Lieb,.1966). 

The experiment was carried out using 5-fluorouracil and using 

the same equipment as the experiment in the presence of 5-fluorouracil 

described in fig. 28. A comparison of the levels of trp expression at 

370 and at 410  is made in fig. 29. 

The rate of accumulation of the = enzymes is identical at 37
0  

and 41°  in the first hour, suggesting that ci protein has little effect 

on expression at this time. However, at 410,  the synthesis of 

anthranilate synthase ceased one hour earlier than at 
370k  at 1 hr 

rather than 2 hr after infection. The level of soluble protein in 

sonicated samples shows the same pattern, rising consistently for 4 hours 

in the 370  infection but levelling off after 1 hour in the 410  infection. 

Why should the removal of a potential negative effector result in 

a decrease of the level of expression and the cessation of protein 



Figure 29: Infection by A= BG2 croj73 a27 

at 370  and 41 

Multiplicity of infection of trpR]39 was 

1 phage/cell. 5-fluorouracil was present during 

washing and adsorption procedures. Protein is quoted 

as the protein concentration in cell extracts after 

sonication. Anthranilate synthase is expressed in 

units/mg protein. 

Circles indicate infection at 
370, d squares 

infection at 41 
0 
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synthesis? Other workers, quoted in Cohen & Chang (1971)  and 

Herskowitz (1973)  have found that the lack of ci repressor to act on 

a 	cro genome results in unproductive infection, and it has been 

sugeatod that one reason for this is the overproduction of some phage 

function or functions in the absence of the moderating effect of 

repressor leading to premature cell killing. Certainly, this experiment 

is consistent with the hypothesis that infection in the absence of 

repressor protein to moderate early expression from 'Ala BG2 

leads to earlier death of infected cells than infection under conditions 

permitting repressor function. 

One gene, apart from replication functions, has been implicated in 

the premature killing effect, this is the kil gene, mapped between 

' and CIII (Herskowitz, 1973). 	\ trp B2 carries a deletion of this 

region and therefore accumulation of kil product is not the cause of 

the early failure of host protein synthesis after infection by 

BG2 	73 7- . 

am, ression Expression from '\ IM BG2 vii? 	73 ggg7 

AtrP BG2 viz 	73 Sam7 was tested in extended infection under 

the optimum conditions obtained for other A trp phages. The resulting 

levels of IM expression are compared with those for 	BG2 .22. 

73 Sam7 in figure 30. The rate of expression of the N operon in 

'> 	BG2 viz infection never attains the level of expression in 

BG2 oro infection, and the maximum rate of synthesis of trp E 

protein, in the first hour of infection, is 0.038 units/mg protein/min, 

equivalent to just over one genome expressed maximally per cell, 

calculated by comparison with the rate of expression of A tr a BG2 viz 
in figure 23. 
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Figure 30: Expression frQm 	BG2 vir 0am73  Saiii7 

The host, W3110 trp R BE' 9, was infected, at a multiplicity of 2 phages/cel1 

A infection by /A- tr-n BG2 cro 0am73  Sam7 
—1--- - 

0 infection by 2 	BG2 vii' Oarn73 Sam7 

Jinthranilate synthase is expressed in units/mg protein. 
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The rate of expression did not fall after 2 hours, but continued 

to increase slowly throuiout the 4-hour period studied. Once again, 

there appears to be little phage DNA replication and therefore little 

enhancement of IM expression. From figure 30 it is clear that 

incorporation of the = mutations into \= BG2 does not result in 

as much expression of I operon proteins (in this case, the til proteins) 

as does incorporation of the oro' mutation. 

(ii) 	pression from A = Mu and derivatives 

AM1 carries trp genes which are expressed almost 

exclusively from the trp promoter. The levels of expression of trD 

enzymes from At= .M41 and derivatives under conditions permitting 
replication were determined in experiments similar to those just 

described for A trP BG2 cro and its derivatives. Figure  31 contains 

the results of an infection of \ trD kl%-a 	trP MU. 0 ALL117 and 

AN). Laa7 into W3110  t=R)9 at a multiplicity of 1.0, under 

conditions permitting replication. Glucose and oaaaminoacids were 

present in the growth medium for infected cells at 0.2 and 0.05' 

respectively. The levels of anthranilate synthase in cells infected 

with AtrP AN). increased throughout a 90 minute period after infection 

(considerably longer than the 45 minute period of accumulation of 
trpE protein by Atrp BG2 oro shown in figure 25). 	, Afl 9W17 
and A= A11 m accumulated t= enzymes for two hours after infection 
before the specific activity reached a plateau. 

The levels of expression are at least as high as those observed in 

a similar period of infection by '/\= BG2 cro mutants, also described 

in fig. 25. Since the potential rate of expression from the trP 

promoter is lower than that from the \ promoter, this suggests that 
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Figure 31: 	Long term infection by trp AM1 and derivatives 

The host, W3110 RThE9 was infected at a multiplicity of 1 phage/ceil, 

and infected cells resuspended to 5 x i8  cells/ml in Vogel Bonner 

nutrient medium containing 50 ,)g/ml tryptophan. 

Anthranilate synthase is expressed in units/mgprotein. 

0 Infction by AIM Mfl 

0 	Infection by 	MM La -m 117 

9 Infection byAM1 Srn7 
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the number of genomes available for transcription after 

infection is higher than the number available after 	BG2 zrzoi 

infection. 

The involvement of replication in IM expression from 

is certainly more important than in expression from \ = BG2 cro. 

An infection experiment was carried out, using 5-fluorouracil to delay 

replication as already described in section b(i). A comparison with 

an experiment carried out in the absence of 5-fluorouracil is given in 

figure 32. The early rate of expression from A = AMI QAM  117 is 

decreased approximately 15-fold  if replication does not occur. Under 

identical conditions there is a 2.5 fold effect on early expression from 

t= BG2 	73 	7, described in figure 28. 

In an attempt to improve the potential for growth of infected 

cells, an infection experiment was carried out in which the multiplicity 

of infection was doubled, to 2 phages/oeIl, and infected cells were 

resuspended to a density of 108  cells/ml in either Vogel Bonner 

medium containing 0.5% glucose and 0.05%  oaeaminoacids or in I broth 
containing 0.5% glucose. The results are shown in figure 33. 

The maximum specific activity of anthranilate synthase, attained 

three hours after infection, was approximately two fold higher under the 

improved conditions. Growth of the infected cells in I.-broth containing 

0.5% glucose, however, resulted in a much earlier levelling-off of 
enzyme activity. This latter effect, which could have been due to 

early depletion of nutrients by the fast-growing cells, was not pursued, 

A further experiment, in which glucose and caseminoaoid supplementati 

of the Vogel Bonner medium was 0.5% and 0.2% respectively, is reported 

in figure 34. The multiplicity of infection was 2 phages/celi and 

infected cells were resuspended in growth medium to 100oella/ml. To 
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Figure 32: Long term infection by AIEZ AM1 Oam117 -. the effect 

of 5-fluorouracil 

Multiplicity of infection in both experiments, was 1 phage/cell, in 

host 	BE9. 

,A Infection by trD AM1 9i17 in the 'absence of 5-fluorouracil 

Infection by Atrp A1,11 Lam117 after 5-fluorouracil treatment of 

cells during wathing and phage adsorption. 



Figure 33: Long term infection by 	MEL and derivatives 

at a multiplicity of 2 phagesJceli 

The host was W3110 tr2RThE9. Infected cells were 

resuspended to 10  cells/ml in Vogel Bonner nutrient 

medium containing 0.501fo glucose, 50 pg/mi tryptophan and 

casainino acids at 0.05014. 

Infection by 

Infection by 2trp 

 

AI'Il 2am7 

o 	Infection by 'A trP M!1 9W17 

Infection by 	Al!!]. ZSaM7 in 

L broth + 0.5% glucose. 
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ensure that cultures did not become over-depleted in nutrients, they 

were diluted five-fold into fresh prewarmeci medium on reaching an 

optical density at 670  nni of 1.0 (equivalent to approx, 5  x io cells/mi). 

This level was reached, in cultures which failed to lyse, after 3 hours 

of infection. Cell growth and viable phage production were also 

monitored in this experiment, and will be discussed later. 

The presence of a mutant R gene did not permit expression of 

trp enzymes beyond the normal infection period of ) = AM]- in either 

case a specific activity of approximately 10 units/mg was attained. 

This is not surprising, since a cell infected by \R produces a 

normal phage,  burst (Harris et al 1967) and. both DNA synthesis and 

oxygen uptake by infected cells ceases at the end of the normal latent 

period (Adhya at a]., 1971). 

After infection by 	Ala §am7,  the accumulation of 

enzymes continued beyond the normal latent period for a further hour, 

but after this time the specific activity of tE protein began to fall. 

As discussed for A trD IC2 cro",7 on page 7-12 , this is consistent 

with the reported properties of 'X7 mutants. The maximum level of 

enzymes in infected cells is approximately twofold higher in the 

presence of the 2gE7 allele. 

Infection by 	AMl 	17 resulted in an extremely high rate 

of expression of IM enzymes, especially in the second hour after 

infection. The maximum specific activity of 65 units per tug protein, 

observed at 2 hours after infection, was 6-fold higher than that 

attained in 	AN] 	460 and 4-fold higher than that of A= Ma 

Sam7. The presence or absence of an S mutation in the £ phage made 

no difference to either the level or the duration of = expression. 



Figure 34: Long term infection by ,\ 1M  AI0. and 

derivatives under optimal conditions 

Phages were infected at a multiplicity of 2 phages/ceil 

into W3110  trpR-BI43 	Infected cells were resuspended to 

iO 8 cells/ml into Vogel Dormer nutrient medium 

supplemented with 0.5%  glucose, 0,2% oasain.thoacids and 

50 pg/mi tryptophan. 

Infection by 1M AM]. 

A 	Infection by trP AU4am6O 

Infection by \trP Ai1lSam7 

Infection by 2trP Mal7 

Infection by trp M'aQmSam7 
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Figure 34: Long term infection by A Lrp A141 and derivatives 

under 	irna 1 conditions 
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The effect of a mutation on 	expression f.omA1'ZL is much 

more dramatic than on expression from 	BG2 arz,certainly  the 

defectiveness of late gene expression is more complete in 	A1 

QaM  1179 since ir4ependent k-dependent expression (Couturier et al., 
1973) will be absent as a result of the lack of the N gene in 

Afli. The increased expression of the = genes in A trP AN1 !117 

infection over that of AIM AN1 	7 is most probably a consequence 

of the increased availability of transcribable genomes, in the absence 

of packaging and maturation functions coded by the phage's late genes. 

Infection by 	ANi Qam Sam7 at a multiplicity of 4 phage 

particles/cell gave very similar, if marginally higher, levels of 

infection compared to those at a multiplicity of 2 phagea/oell. Thus 

little improvement in enzyme levels is achieved by a further increase 

in multiplicity. 

Phage replication and trk gene expression in \trp A11 infection 

The number of cells and of viable phages in infected cultures were 

measured by microscopic examination and titration of chloroform-.lysed 

cultures respectively. The results are quoted in table 8 	• The 

maximum number of viable phages per coil was reached 2 hours after 

infection, remained constant for a further hour, then declined. The 

inriimim number of 25 phages per cell is considerably higher than the 

4 phages/oell attained by A= 13G2 cro 1 	7. 
The levels of expression of anthranilate synthase shown in figure 

34 can be translated into the number of genomes expressed at maximwn 

level required to account for those levels • The average rate of 

anthranilate synthase production from cells infected by \ t3M AM 

at a multiplicity of 1 phage/celi in the absence of replication, of 



(1) (ii) 
Time Cells viable phages viable phages 

(hr) per inl per ml per cell 

1 1,8x108  3x109  17 

2 3,3 x 108  8.2 x 10 25 

3 5 x 10  1,2 x 10 10 24 

4 2,1 x 10  
 1.5 x 10  15 

5 4x108  2.2x].09  6 

Table 8 Viable phage in \ = MI]. 12an7 - infected cells 

1. The number of cells per ml was measured by microscopic 

examination in a standard counting chamber. 

U. Viable phages were measured in aliquots of culture treated 

with chloroform, diluted and plated for single plaques 

on Ymel. 
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which fig. 16 18 an emp1e, is 0.45 unite per mg protein in 30 

minutes, or 0.015 units/mg protein/mm. Assuming that the amount 

of protein per cell rer-'ains eonstnt, this yields the average genome 

equivalents expressed by v.rious 	MU. mutants shown in table 9 

Since in fact cells infected by 	Ala n.and S mutants do 

increase in size, the numbo: of genome equivalents expressed per cell 

as calculated becomes an underestimate as the time after infection 

increases. By 3 hours after infection, cells are commonly 2-4 fold 

larger than uninfected cells, and thus the estimate is low by the 

same factor. 

A slightly different and more accurate calculation of equivalent 

genomes expressed, once again assuming that the amount of soluble 

protein per cell is constant, is also inc1uded in table 9 

As discussed on page 7-16 for infection by 	B2 cro 

derivatives, the amount of new anthranilate synthaso in a 30-minute 

period per mg protein present at the start of that period is compared 

to the equivalent figure for an infection at a multiplicity of 1 

under conditions inhibiting replication. Figure 35 shows that the rate 

of growth in At= Ma am or 	- infected cells is the same as that 
in uninfected cells throughout the first three hours of infection, and 

thus these calculations are valid throughout a three hour period. 

The effect of the size of apecificZlilotivity is marked only at high 

initial specific activities p and makes a considerable difference to the 

number of transcribed genome equivalents estimated in \ trP A111 	17 

infection from 90 to 150  minutes. 

The possession of an 	7 mutation does extend the period of 

expression in \ trp Ala, but only for a limited time. The same pattern 



Time 

(mm) 

L. E 

(mite/mg) 

genome 

equivalents per cell, 

corrected genome 

equivalents per cell  

, LrpAmiRam 54- Lm 

0-30 4 9 9 

30-60 4.5 10 12 

60-90 0 0 0 

0-30 2 4.5 4.5 

3o-6o 6 13 14 

60-90 8 18 22 

90-120 1 2 10 

2 	N1fl7 

0-30 3 7 7 

30-60 11 24 26 

60-90 30 67 74 

90-120 20 44 69 

120-150 —4 0 27 

Table 9 Minimum number of 	operori copies expressed in A jMkHl- 

infected cells 

E is the increase in specific activity of anthranilate synthase 

between the beginning and end of the period. 
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Figure 35: Growth of cells infected by trlDAM1 and derivatives 

These growth curves relate to the infection experiment of figure 34. 

represen-tsuninfected. cells 

A represents cells infected by \trD A 

represents cells infected by 2trr AMI Oamll7, Sam7 and QarnSarn7 

o represents cells infected by 2D ATfL Rarn54 arn60 
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of expression as in the Sam7 phage is shown by A LM AIfl.  aLaI17, 

except that the levels are twofold to threefold hither. This increase 

must be due to the increased availability of phage genomee in the 

absence of maturation and packaging functions, as already discussed, 

since the a mutation does not affect DNA replication (Stevens et al., 

1971). 

The number of genome equivalents expressed in the W17 phage 

Infection is of the same order as the sum of both the estimated genornea 

expressed and, the -enorcs in i:i.ie phage in the SaLj infection, 

Therefore the diffo enoc ThCtWOnU 	 AM Z27 and \ trP AN117 

can be accounted for by the lad: of maturation and packaging, since 

it is approximately equivalent to the proportion of genomes per cell 

matured and packaged in the Sam7 phage infection. 

Growth of jQ AMI infected cells 

The rate of growth of infected cultures are shown in figure 35. 

The presence of an S mutation or the Lmutation entirely removed the 

loss in optical density between 1 hr and 2 hr observed in lysing 

cultures. Infected cells continued to grow as fast as uninfected cells 

throughout the experiment. 

AIM AMI has certain favourable characteristics for survival 

of Infected cells. It does not carry an N gene, or any of the genes in 

the N operon, and is thus low in early rightward expression and 

totally defective in proteins from the early leftward operon, It is 

viable because it carries the RLn5 deletion, which removes the site of 

A action beween. P and a (Court and Sate, 1969; Marks  1973). This 

deletion enables sufficient expression of the Q gene to occur to promote late 
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gene expression and productive phage growth. In spite of a 

imitation in ene N, phagea can still produce sufficient 0 and 

products to permit replication, if at a slower rate than in a 

phage (ogawa and Tomizawa, 1968; Stevens et al., 1971; McClure 

and Gold, 1973b). Since the phage is 	", replication will be 

confined to the early mode, and maturation will be lees efficient 

(Enquist and Skalka, 1973). A= MU. hEo the potential for only very 
low levels of phage specific transcription, but for high levels of 

expression. There is no evidence of cell death after infection 

by 	AN]. aM7 (figure 35) and this is probably duo to the low 

expression of lethal phage proteins. 

(iii) An estimate of the proportion of 	operon coded proteins in 

infected cells 

Anthranilate synthase has been purified to homogeneity, and the 

specific activity of the purified protein determined (Ito et al., 1969). 

The specific activity of the tz'i,E protein, measured in the presence of 

excess trpD protein, is 500 units/milligram. Of molecular weight of 

approximately 609000 daltons, the trp protein monomer comprises one 

quarter of the sum of the subunit molecular weights of the five trp 

operon proteins (linamoto and Yanofiiky, 1967). 

Since pure trpE protein has a specific activity of 500 units/mg, 

a cell extract containing trpE at 10 units/mg contains 2 by weight of 

trpE protein, or 	by weight of all the jt.M enzymes, assuming their 

presence in equimolar amounts, as is the case in normal derepressed 

conditions. 
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Thus X trD BG2 cro 	73 	7-infected cells, with a specific 

activity of 11 units/mg proteinoontain 9% of their soluble protein 

in the form of the five 	enzymes, Similarly the peak level of 

trpE in 	trP A14 am6O infection of 10 units/mg is equivalent 

to 8% of the protein being composed of jr.-coded proteins. 

Sam7-infected cells attained a specific activity of 16 units/mg, or 13% 

of the total protein as trP enzymes, while the 2 	Mu derivatives 

defective in the 2,, gene could code in an infected cell for 65 units/mg 

of anthranilate synthase, equivalent to a proportion of = enzymes to 

total soluble protein of 52%, 

In 	AO. 	,117-infected cells, the specific activity between 

1 hour and 2 hours after infection increased by 50 units, while the 

total protein after 60 minutes has increased perhaps 1.7 fold (from 

optical density measurements). Therefore the actual tpE activity 

synthesised in the period, expressed per mg protein present at the 

beginning of the period, is (65 x 1.7 - 15) units, or 111/500  mg.  The 

total amount of trp proteins synthesised in the period is four times the 

jnpE figure, or 0.88 mg per mg protein at 60 minutes. Since the protein 

synthesis in the period is calculated to be of the order of 0.7 mg per 

mg protein at 60 minutest  all the new protein synthesis in the 1-2 hr 

period can be ascribed to synthesis of = enzymes. 

Ebcperimental evidence verifying tie scale of trp enzyme synthesis 

will be presented in the following section, 
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(o) 	 from infected cells 

Cultures infected with derivatives of 	BG2 	and 

of 	t trp  AN1 were harvested, washed, and the cell proteins solubilised 

and dissociated by boiling in a buffer containing sodium dodecyl 

sulphate. The cell extracts were fractionated by electrophoresis through 

a polyacrylarnide gel, along which proteins migrate according to size. 

The gel was stained to detect protein, and differences were sought 

between the pattern of protein bands present in extracts of infected 

and uninfected cells. 

Plate 1, tracks 9..15 show the proteins of infected and uninfected 

cells separated on a polyacrylamide gel. The specific activity of 

anthranilate aynthase in an aliquot of cells removed at the time of 

harvesting is included in the description of each track. 	M41 

and A trP 33G2 cro 1  -infected cells were harvested after one hour, and 

cultures infected by I or S derivatives after two hours of infected 

growth, 

The pattern of bands in a A trp AIfl Qam am7- infected culture 

(track 11) is markedly different from that of uninfected trpR7BE9 cells 

(track 9), five new heavily-staining protein bands have appeared. The 

specific activity of trpE protein in this lysate is extremely high, 

approximately 50 	units/mg protein; from the calculations of 

section b(iii) it might be expected that 401/1,., of the total cell protein 

might be in the form of the five t enzymes synthesised from the 

transducing phage template. In fact the five new bands do compose a 

significant proportion of the total cell protein. In extracts of 

infected cells containing = enzymes at a lower specific activity, 

the same five new bands can be detected, although at a lower concentration 

relative to the uninfected proteins. 



Plate 1: Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of phage-infected 

extracts 

Track No. 	 Sample 	 Specific activity 

of trpE (units/mg) 

1 Molecular weight standards 

2 Uninfected, W31101rpRThE9 0 

3 N12amSam7 infection 50 

4 AM11rp13D10l17 infection 

5 2NltrpB9Sam7 infection 

6 1il Sain7 infection U 

7 A jANl çmSam7 infection 50 

8 Molecular weight standards 

9 Uninfected W3110  trpRThE3 

10 ALrlm infection 3 

11 AN1 2amSain7 infection 50 

12 AAM]. Sani7 infection 11 

13 \BG2 oro 	infection 8 

14 A=BG2 cro173Sam7  infection 9 

15 \BG2 croSam7 infection 6 

16 Molecular weight standards 

17 Molecular weight standards 

18 Uninfected W3110 trpfBE9 

19 AIO. 0amSam7 infection 50 

20 AjaPn trp]3D10  2W17  infection 

21 AIUAM1 12MBE9 Sam7 infection 

22 No track 

23 AN1 Sam 7 infection 11 

24 Sam7 infection 50 

25 MOlecular weight standards 



Plate 1: Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of phage-infected extracts 
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Ala QAm Sam7-infected cells and 	2 2roSam7 - 

infected cells were labelled with 1 31 -leuoine between 1 hr and 2 hr 
after infection, that is, at the time of maximumTIrp ena expression. 

Extracts of radioactively labelled cells were subjected to polyaorylamid.e 

gel eleotrophoresis in 16 cm tube gels, in parallel with extracts of 

unlabelled cells. The incorporation of radioactivity into protein 

distributed through the gel as measured in 1cm slices, was compared 

with the pattern of proteins in the parallel unlabelled gel, which 

was fixed, stained for protein, and scanned on a densitometer. 

The pattern of incorporation of 3Hinto proteins separated in 

the gel is compared with the proteins present in infected and 

uninfected cells for ;kim  MU QamSa!n7 infection in figure 36 

and for 2. trp 32 	2am7 infection in figure 37 • 	Plate 2 

contains a photograph of the stained gels, including a parallel set 

of standards. 

The new proteins present in 3 trp AM Qam Sam7-infected cells 

are identical in position along the gel (and therefore in molecular 

weight) to the peaks of 	incorporation. 721%, of the radioactivity 

in the gel is present in the five major peaks, which correspond to the 

five new proteins found in infected cells. Clearly, these five are 

the main proteins synthesised during the labelling period. The five 

new bands on unlabelled infected extracts comprise 50% of the total 

protein in the extract, as measured by integration of the densitometer 

trace. 

The densitometer trace of 2 trp 33G2 grZo l  2am7-infected cells 

is distinctly different from that of unlabelled cells, but new peaks 

are less dominant than in the extracts of \ trp MU 	5axn7-infected 



Figure  36: Proteins in A jiZ AM QamSarn7-

infected cells 

Proteins in cell extracts were separated by 

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis in the presence 

of sodium dodeoyl sulphate. The left hand side 

represents the top of the gel. 

Protein bands stained with Coomassie Blue: 

extract of uninfected W3110 trpRTh9. 

Protein bands stained with Coomassie Blue: 

extract of 	All]. QamSarn7 - infected 

W3110 trRB9 

Radioactivity in 1mm slices of a gel: 

extract of Atrp AN]. Qamsani7 - infected 

W3110 trpRThE9, labelled with [ 31111-leuoine  

during infection. 
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Figure 37: Proteins in \ BG2cro 1QamSam7 - 

infected cells 

Proteins in cell extracts were separated by 

polyaory].amide gel electrophoresis in the presence 

of sodium dodecyl sulphate. The left hand end of 

the graphs represent the top of the gels. 

Protein bands stained with Coomassie Blue: 

extract of uninfected W3110 tr2RThE9 

Protein bands stained with Coomassie Blue: 

extract of A trp BG2 orog73Sam7 - 

infected W3110 trpR9 

(a) Radioactivity in 1mm slices of a gel: 

extract of )\BG2oro 1Sam7 - infected 

W3110 trpfBE9. 
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Plate 2: Separation of phage-infected extracts on 16cm tube gels 

track 1. 	Uninfected W3110  trpRThE9 

track 2. BG2oro 1 	am-773 m7 infection 

track 3. 	Atrp AM1 Qam Sarn7 infection 

track 4. 	Molecular weight standards 
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cells just described. From the profile of radioactivity along the 

gel, it is clear that the range of labelled proteins is similar to that 

in the A trD Mfl infection, but the level of synthesis of the five 

proteins is much lower, and the level of synthesis of proteins 

common to infected and uninfected cells is rather higher. 

Approximately 27% of the total radioactivity in the gel is included 

in the peaks corresponding to the five major peaks of 9 trp AM1 

infected cellet All other identifiable labelled peaks correspond to 

the positions of proteins present in uninfected cells. No new, phage-

specific proteins could be recognised in the labelling pattern of 

trP B2 2l 	7-infected cell proteins. 

The molecular weights of the five new proteins were determined by 

comparison with standards of known molecular weight, run on the same 

slab gel or a parallel tube gel, by the method of Weber and Osborn 

(1969). Standards used included bovine serum albumin (molecular 

weight 68,000 daltons),, ovalbumin (43.000  daltons), trypaln (23,000 

daltons) and oytoohrome c (11,700  daltons). The distance travelled 

by standards were plotted against their known molecular weights on 

a semi-logarithmic scale, producing a straight line. From the 

measured distance travelled by the unknown proteins, a value for 

molecular weight was obtained from the linear relationship between the 

logarithm of molecular weight and the distance travelled. The tracks 

or gels chosen for molecular weight measurement were such that the 

tracking dye travelled the same distance in tracks of standards and 

of extracts, so that distance travelled bore the same relationship to 

mobility in all comparisons. 
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The molecular weights of the five new proteins were derived in 

this way, from the [ 3 ] -labelled extract of 
infected cello and from the unlabelled extract of the same infection, 

both in slab and tube gels. 	All measurements gave molecular weights 

of 589000, 52,0009  48,000, 43,000 and 28,000 daltona for the five 

proteins. These compare with published estimates for trpE proteins 

of 60,000 daltons (Ito et al., 1969) for tr])protein of the same size 

as trpE (Ito and Yanofaky, 1969;  Henderson et al., 1970; Henderson 

and Zalkin, 1971),  for trpC protein of 45,000  daltona (Creighton 

and Yanofaky, 1966),  for trpB protein of 50,000 daltona (Wilson and 

Crawford, 1965)  and for tr'pA protein of 299500 (Henning et al., 1962). 

Published molecular weights are compared with these measured molecular 

weights in table 10 

(a) Infection by 	Ma derivatives carrying internal deletions 

in the 	operon 

(i) Manipulation of Irp mutations on 	AN1 

A 	AI'Il derivative carrying a trB 9700  mutation was found 

by screening a lysate induced from a population of W3110 13MB9700 

Azil) lysogens. 2 out of 200 of the progeny tested carried 

trpE but trpB alleles, when tested for ability to soinpiement tr'pE and 

trpB mutants to produoe"trp plaques". 

trp A1,11 trDA 96 was selected from a lysate of 	Aa trpB9700 

grown on W3110 trpA96, selecting trpB phages. Ten out of ten trpB 

isolates tested failed to complement a ti-pA mutant. TrpBE 9 and 

trpBDlO, internal deletions in the 1M operon, were crossed onto 



(a) 
Phage-specifio Molecular weight Published trBD10 trpBE9 Coding 

band from nobility molecular gene 

weight 

1 589000 609000 - - D 

2 52,000 60,000 + - E 

3 48,000 50000 - - B 

4 439000 459000 - - C 

5 28,000 299000 + + A 

Table 10 Identification of proteins synthesiaeô. in 	-transducing 

phage-infeoted cells 

(a) Bands are numbered from top of gel. 
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AtrP MU trp96 from the phage in which they were selected 

(Burd.on, 1970). 

Construction of 	AN1 1rpDl0 	117 

An t296  was crossed with 
A trP , 2 iinm434trpBDlO 

as shown below# 

trp 
h'' 	A 	E 	inm 	 nm 

- - - 
/ / 

h80 A+(BCD)A + 

Phagea carrying trpA and imm 	were celected on trpA33 suPF 

( 	mid34) and the turbid MU type phages picked to W3110 	° 

trpCl0243 870 and to A33  aupF ( 2 i=434). 
 33 out of 220 phages tested 

were trp& but trpC, and behaved as should the required recombinant, 

, MU trpBDlO. The Sam7 mutation was crossed to 	MU 

trpBD1O from 	mmi' 4  73 am 7 in the following cross. 

- h° 
_l_H _i - 	

_- nin 

h'A 	 imrzi434 QPLM Sam 

After 4 enrichment cycles in CR639  single plaques selected as 

iinm on A33  aupP ( 	iirn434) were screened for possession of the 

Sam7 allele by picking to Yme1/\ and to CR63. 9 isolates amongst 

200 were Sam7 and all nine proved 
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,A trp Alil trp:BD10 Sam7 was crossed with \ Qmll7 to obtain 

a jam derivative of the 	-tranaducing phage. 

h80 	trp 	ci 	fin 	Sam7 
-I 	I 

h 	 ci 	 Qamll7 

Recombinants carrying host range of 080 and S were selected 

on CR63, and such a recombinant phage carrying the t.  M genes of 

trp .AN1 trp BD10 and a amber mutation was characterised as 

AM1 trpBDlO Ql17. A high titre stock of this strain was made 

in two steps, since the phage's plaque forming ability was very poor. 

Construction of \ = Am = BE9 

trP  AN1 carrying 	BE9 was constructed in a similar fashion 

crossing the 1rp9 deletion onto 	J from 	BG2  

80 	- trp + 	. h 	A 	E 	imm 	nm 

/ 

00   

/ 
---------/ 

A(BaDE) 	 inmi4  34 

trp 

Recombinants carrying trpA and iumi 	were selected on 

t33 supP ( urn434) and trpA phages were screened for possession 

of the trpE gene by picking to trp33 and to 1rp829 All strains. One 

phage out of 250 tested was tpE but trpA. 
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The 2am7 derivative of this A trp AM trpBE9 was made in an 

identical fashion to A p= AIU. trp BD1O 2M7, by a cross with 

imm 434 	73 .7. 

(ii) Gel electrophoresis of extracts from = deletion phages 

W3110 = W cell s, infected with 	Mfl 1M BD10 9W17 

and 	Ala 	Sam7, were grown for 2 hours after infection, 

harvested, and solubilised in sample buffer containing sodium dodecyl 

sulphate. Aliquots were applied to a polyaorylamide gel and 

electrophoresed alongside aliquots of extracts from 	Ala SW 

and A trp A141 Qam Sam7, 	A photograph of the slab gel carrying these 

samples is shown in Plate 1, Track 4, from A trp Mu 	1l7 	lO 

infected cells is visibly different from track 39 which contains the 

proteins from an A trp, Ala infected cell extract. As well 

as the proteins present in uninfected cells, there is one major new 

band, running in a similar position to the second-largest new protein 

in track 3. The band corresponding to the smallest new protein in 

track 3 is also present in track 49  but in lesser amounts - perhaps 

the deletion has had a polar effect on expression of the trpA gene. 

Thus the internal tro deletion has resulted in retention of 2 of the 5 

protein bands. The trp 33D1O deletion extends from trpD to triB. 

leaving only trpE and trpA genes intact. It is reasonable to deduce 

then that the two remaining proteins will be those from trpE and trpA, 

genes, The area under the trpE peak in a densitometer trace of 

track 4 amounts to 17%  of the total protein in the track. 

Ectraots from 	Ala 	 7-infeoted cells are 
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electrophoresed in tracks 5 and 21, and must be compared with 

extracts from 	AN]. trP Sam7-infected cells in tracks 6 and 22. 

While tracks 5 and 21 are heavily overloaded, the major protein bands 

can still be seen. There is a heavy band corresponding to the 

smallest of the new proteins, and also a heavy band running just 

behind it, absent in all other extracts. There are no strong bands 

equivalent to the amount of protein in these two bands present, running 

in the position of the four largest new proteins found in 

trP  AN].  OM  SgLm7 infected extracts. 

Thus it appears that the trBE9 deletion which runs from trpE 

into trpB results in loss of the four largest proteins found in 

A trp  Anl-infeoted extracts, retention of the smallest new protein, 

and acquisition of a new, fairly small (molecular weight ca, 30000) 

protein. The one remaining protein corresponds to the trM gene 

product in size, as is expected from a phage carrying a trp deletion 

leaving only the trpL gene intact. The entirely new protein may be 

the product of one of the partially deleted genes. 

To aummarise the results of gel electrophoresis of infected 

extracts, 	There are five major new proteins synthesised after 

infection by any of the 1Mtransducing phages tested. 	Only in 

MI]. 	infected cells are these sufficiently pronounced 

to be easily detected and identified, The molecular weights determined 

from the mobility of these proteins in the SDSa.polyacrylaznide gel 

electrophoresis system used correspond well with the published molecular 

weight of the subunits of the five enzymes of the = operon. The 

proportion of trP enzymes to total protein in cell extracts, measured 

from the stained bands on the polyaorylamide gel, is equivalent to 
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approximately 50%, as predicted from the measured specific activity 

of trDE protein in infected cells. L-abelline of the proteins 

synthesised between one and two hours after infection shows that 72% 

of the incorporation is into the five ±M proteins; this too agrees 

with the predicted proportion from the synthesis of trpE protein at 

this time. Thus the five proteins must be those from the in operoxi. 
Eleotrophoresis of extracts from coils infected by \ trp ANa 

derivatives carrying deletions in the trP operon show that indeed some of 

the five proteins are absent, and allows identification of the bands. 

In combination with the published molecular weight data, positive 

identification of all 5 proteins can be made. The evidence for 

identification is sunrised in table 10 
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CHAPTER 8 

DISCUSSION 

(a) The uses of transducing phages 

Derivatives of lambda and 080 carrying bacterial genes are 

proving extremely useful in the elucidation and verification of the 

control of expression of those genes. Transducing phagea are 

analytical tools of considerable power, their unique advantage being 

that the transduced genes are physically separated from the Looli 

chromosome and incorporated instead into a phage genome which lacks 

homology with E.coli DNA. 

Hybridisation with transducing phage DNA enables those RNA 

species coded by the transduced genes to be identified in a mixture, 

as in the total RNA extracted from an E.coli culture. As a result, 

the transcription of those genes in their normal situation in vivo 

can be studied. 

In addition to the physical separation of E.coli genes from 

their original genome, the proportion of the total DNA which those 

genes represent on a transducing phage is increased 100-fold. This 

enrichment is a function of the approximately 100 fold difference in 

size between ) and E.coli chromosomes. As a result of the 

enrichment, DNA purified from transducing phages has been the 

preferred template for in vitro transcription and translation studies. 

Phage-speclfio RNA can be distinguished from RNA coded by transduced 

genes by hybridisation of the RNA product of transcription to a wild 

type phage not carrying the transduced genes. Alternatively 

hybridisation to DNA of a non-homologous transducing phage carrying 

the same bacterial genes provides a direct assay for the RNA from 

those genes. 
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Transducing phages are a good source of DNA. for direct 

biochemical study as a result of the enrichment relative to total 

DNA. For example, it is possible to identify and purify Eco RI 

restriction endonuclease-generated fragments including the trp genes 

from a A trP transducing phage much more easily than from E.coli DNA, 

for which the total number of species of fragment would be increased 

100 fold over the 6 fragments of A . Such fragments including genes 

of interest could then be further degraded if necessary by specific 

endonuoleases into regions of suitable size for biochemical manipulation 

or for direct sequencing. 

The exploitation of transducing phage DNA in these ways depends 

on the ease of purification of the DNA of transducing phages. The 

identical phage virions, each consisting of a single linear DNA. 

molecule in a protein coat, are produced to a level of loll  particles 

per ml in a lysate. The phages are simply purified by banding to 

equilibrium in a density gradient of caesium chloride. They are stable 

throughout the isolation process, since the DNA contained in them is 

protected from degradation by the protein coat of tile phage. The 

protecting coat is not removed until the phages are completely purified 

away from contaminating degradative enzymes of the host. Since it is 

the packaging of the DNA. which results in both the complete stability of 

the DNA through purification and more importantly the characteristics 

of the phages in the purification process, it is important not only 

that the phage DNA replicate well in the host but that packaging into 

viable particles be efficient, 



This thesis, however, is largely concerned with another aspect 

of transducing phages, namely their potential as systems affording 

amplified expression of the transduced genes, using 	phages as 

a model system. Muller-Hill et al. (1968) used this property to 

increase the specific activity of lac repressor protein in cells 

infected by a lac transducing phage and thus to facilitate the 

purification of the lac repressor protein from infected extracts. 

The phage he used carried a defect in the lambda S gene, to delay 

lysis and. to prolong the period of replication. 

The final level of a gene product must depend on the level of 

expression from the promoter concerned, its potential level being mediated 

or moderated by inducers or repressors in the infected cell. This level 

may be increased by the gene dosage effect of replication, and extended 

and stabilised if expressed from a lysia-defective phage mutant in gene 

S. While replication may be exceedingly important in the level of 

expression, it is no longer important that the phage DNA be efficiently 

wrapped; in fact this thesis reports that such packaging may be 

counter-productive in terms of transduced gene expression. Replication 

and gene expression are dependent on the replication, transcription 

and translation machinery of the host, and on host metabolic activity 

to provide energy and intermediates for the phage-clireoted synthetic 

aotivityr thus the maintenance of host functions is critical for 

expression at amplified levels. 

This thesis has examined factors affecting the potential for 

expression including 
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the efficiency of expression from different promoters 

the effect of replication on expression from a phage promoter 

and from the tro promoter and 

the amplification of enzyme yield in the presence of mutations 

in genes , S and . 

These will now be discussed in turn. 

(b) Factors affecting the level of expression 

(1) The level of expression of the = enzymes from phage and. 

promoters were determined, as described in chapter 6. From previous 

experiments (Nijkamp et al., 1970;  Nakanishi et a].., 1974)  discussed 

in chapter 4, the lambda promoter capable of the highest level of 

transcription is that of the N operon, 	A comparison, in chapter 60  

of the levels of trp expression originating from the PL  regions of 

ON 21 and 434 immunities showed that the oro-.moderated level 

of expression from PL  of A was as high as any of the others tested. 

The levels of trp expression from PL  were much increased if the 

transducing phage carried a cr0 imitation, and was thus incapable of 

repressing the N operon during vegetative growth. In the presence of 

the mutation v2 in 0 L  s, the rate of synthesis of 	enzymes was only 

half of that from the PL0L  operon in the absence of cro product. 

The maximum derepressed rate of expression from the trp promoter was 

approximately one-quarter of that from PL. Since the level of 

expression of the 	operon is higher than that of many E.coli 

genes, it is clear that the A N operon is capable of a higher level 

of expression than are many E.coli operons. 
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(ii) 	-transduoing phagee 	BG2, which expresses the 

genes from PL'  and \ tr
D  AKL, which expresses them from P, were 

compared for trp enzyme yield wider conditions in which phage 

replication was permitted. When the level of synthesis of 

anthranilate synthase was interpreted in terms of the minimum number 

of genomes necessary to sustain that level, an average figure of 

2 genomes was obtained for \= BG2 2 1 infection, and a 

figure of 9 genomes for A 	AN]. infection, when the first 30 

minutes of expression only was considered. Phage production, at 

4 viable phagea per cell, is certainly lower in A trD BG2 	 - 

infected cells after 2 hours, than in A= AN]. a27 -infected cells 

(25 viable phages per cell) at the same time. Thus both vegetative 

phage production and = gene expression are very low in 	BG2 Oro- 

,§M7 infection. 

Further derepression of the early operona of this phage, 

achieved by inactivation of the temperature-sensitive repressor protein 

at 410,  resulted in an even more rapid cessation of = gene expression 

than normal, suggesting that the defect causing low expression is 

further aggravated by total derepreasion of these operons. Since 

positive effectors N and Q  are both present in 	BG2 	'1  

failure to develop normally must be a result of impaired replication or 

gene expression in the infected cell. Other workers (Chapter 2) have 

suggested that hyperproduotion of a 	protein in the absence of ore 

product interferes with the metabolism of the infected cell, and have 

implicated the kil gene in the lethal effect. Since \ 	BG2 lacks 

the region of ), including the kil gene, this is not the element 

responsible for poor gene expression after infection by A trp BG2 
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In infection by either of the = transducing phages, the 

number of viable phage products per cell is low compared to the 

noxiiml burst size of A . Both phages lack red and gam. genes, 

and are therefore (iquiat and. Skalka, 1973)  defective in the concatemer- 

forming mode of phage replication, 

As reported by Enquist and Skalka (1973),  the defect in the 

late mode of replication possessed by a 	phage was absent on 

infection into a recB, host. It seems that the role of the pm 

protein in switching to the late mode of replication involves its 

property of inactivation of the recB, C coded nuclease. A preliminary 

experiment (w.j, Brammar, personal communication) suggests that 

expression from 	AM1 9W17  and from A trp BG2 

is no higher in a reoB, C host than in a rec host, implying that the 

effect of the gam, 
40 
 defect on DNA replication was not the limiting factor 

in gene expression in either of these infections. 

TIM-transduoing phages carrying the X gene do exist, and 

(Brammar et al, 1974)  is one such phage. \ trP 51 expresses 

the trp genes both from PLand  from P. The levels of trP enzyme im 
accumulation in \ 	oro117 infected trR' cells, in which the 

trP operon is dereprossed but the phage N operon is repressed by cro 

product, are as high as in A trP AM 	U7 infection, while the levels 

of expression in A trP51 oro 1sam7 infected cells are similar to those 

from \ = BG2 cro 1sam7 infected cells. Again,,it appears that the 

presence of the 	-assisted late mode of replication does not markedly 

improve the levels of expression. 

The ,gam gene can be retained in transducing phages either by 

selection or by screening of in vivo-formed transducing phages for the 
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ne and 	properties of sensitivity to P2 exclusion and growth on a 

reM host. In the more general ease, it will, be possible to sake 

Ale rhapa by the biochemical method by ensuring that the AM gene 

is retained in the receptor genoiso. This certainly holds for the 

receptor phages of Tharrsy and Murray (1974). The Jo RIrsetriotion 

target SrI-3 would be an aropriate single site for insertion of a 

fore:n fraent to form. a 	tianaduajug phage. It would be 

interetin; to compare the burst size of 	and r transducing 

phages to discover if an advantage to replication is observed, and to 

compare the replict1on effect with the levels of In expression in 

infections by 	and 	phages. 

(iii) The increase in enzyme yield duo to gene dosage effects on 

replication can be augmented by the introduction of certain \ mutations 

into the transducing phage, As previously reported (1ax'ris et al.,. 

1967; Huller.aill at al., 1966) the ft7 mutation permits extension of 

the period of replication and of gene expression in the infected cell1  

since active £ protein contributes to ecU death and ecU lysis. 

AA .1 mutation was found to be effective in prolonging the synthesis 

of ja enzymes in AjtgA A41 infection, increasing Vie maximum enzyme 

yield two.fold. The yield of 	enzyme. from Alta BG2 	infected 

calls is improved rather less than two—fold and is stabilised by 

introduction of an a mutation. 

The affect of introducing a mutation in gene a was also ewmine4 

in the two types of transducing ph", 1utants in the j gene exhibit 

decreased expression of the late genes (Dove, 1966; Couturier at al., 

1973) including genes responsible for cell lysia and phage DNA saturation 

and psokeging, Therefore three facets of j" expression might improve 



the enzyme yield, viz, the deficiency in S protein synthesis, the 

decrease in demands by phage coded genes on the transcription and 

translation apparatus of the cell, and the failure to remove 

transcribable phage genomes from the pool of replicated DNk in the 

absence of maturation and packaging functions. 

The enzyme yield from Atrp A141-infected cells is increased 6-told 

in the absence of active Q product, while that from 	BG2 

infected cells is increased only by approximately 1.5 to 2 fold. The 

presence of a mutation in A= AM is as effective in increasing 
trp enzyme synthesis as is the presence of combined mutations in 

and S. In A trp BG2 oro however, the 1, mutation, while producing an 

increased enzyme yield and duration of expression, does not confer 

increased stability to the infected cells; the presence of both 

and S mutations improves enzyme yield beyond that in the presence 

of either mutation alone. 

The 1M transducing phages A trP AN1 and A trP 3G2 oro 1  have 

been shown to behave very differently in their response to replication 

and to mutations in & and S. This is perhaps not surprising, since 

the two phages have a very different genotype. A  trp  BG2 cro is N + 
 

and hyperproduces the early proteins of A , in some may interfering 
with phage production. Since the phage is ?, and rightward expression 

is derepressed in the absence of crc product, N-dependent but .independent 

late gene expression contributes a residual level of late gene function 

even in the presence of a f allele. A = MI]., on the other hand 
is crc4  and N, and therefore expresses early genes poorly. however, 

N phages do express 0,  and P genes to a sufficiently high extent to 

permit replication at a reasonable rate (Stevens et al., 1971). 
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Possession of the aLn5 deletion permits late gene expression without 

a requirement for N protein to activate a gene expression. Since a- 
independent expression is N-dependent, it is absent in 	AM19  and 

therefore a a mutation will result in effectively complete inhibition 
of the synthesis of late proteins. 

Under the optimal conditions observed for enzyme yield from 

13G2 	73 	7, anthranilate synthase is present at a 

specific activity of ca. 11 units/mg protein, equivalent to 2010 of the 

total cell protein, so that the five trp enzymes will constitute Ca, 

of the total cell protein. At the period of maximum expression, trp 

enzyme synthesis accounts for Ca. 14%  of the total protein synthesis. 

The maximum specific activity of anthranilate synthase of 65 

units/mg measured in infection by I LrN AO. Qam Sam phages protein 

means that trpE protein comprises 137',,  of the total soluble protein of 

the cell. At this time, the five trp enzymes will constitute 50% 

of the total soluble protein, and effectively all the protein synthesis 

can bc accounted for by the synthesis of ja enzymes. 
The validity of these calculations was confirmed by polyacrylamide 

gel electrophoresis of infected cell extracts, and identification of the 

enzymes synthesised. 

(c) The distribution, oZne expression in infected cells 

In an experiment analysing the proteins synthesised between 1 hr 

and 2 hr after Infection by A trP AItL aW17, at least 75 per cent of 

the total incorporation of { 3H] -leucinie was into the five 	-coded 

proteins, The remaining 2$ of [H] -leucine incorporation was into 

proteins specified by the host. Assuming that the 	-specific messenger 

RNA is not stabilised in some abnormal fashion, it follows that the 
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quantity of japRNA in these cells is also considerably elevated. It 

is a rather rare condition for such a large proportion of the cell's 

synthetic capability to be devoted to synthesis of a few proteins of 

no functional significance to the cell. Considering the requirements 

for increased structural proteins and enzymes as the cell glows, such 

an unbalanced regime would not appear to be conducive to stable growth 

and continued viability. It is not clear whether the monopolisation 

of the cell's synthetic capability is purely the result of competition 

for available machinery of transcription and translation or if host 

functions are specifically repressed. 

At late times after infection by wild type lambda as much as 

80% of the RNA synthesised is phage specific (Szybaiski et al., 1971). 

As discussed in chapter 2(1), \ infection does lead to a lowering of 

cAMP levels in the cell, and a consequent decrease in the transcription 

of oatabolite-sensitive genes (Wu et al., 1971). Brown and Cohen (1974) 

report an alteration in the specificity of IUV polymerase to favour 

phage promoters. These observations may help to explain the high levels of 

expression from \ late genes, but since the behaviour depends on 

expression of the N operon it cannot be involved in infection by the 

N-deleted phage A trP Ala. 

The maximum level of trp expression in A IMP AM jLl7 infected 

cells is equivalent to expression from approximately 70 phage genomes, 

each expressing the trp operon at the maximal level measured from a 

single infecting genome. This figure compares reasonably well with the 

expected number of genomes in such an infected cell. 25 genomea per 

cell are fully wrapped to form viable viriona after 2 hours of A trD 

AN1 Sam7 infection. Since wrapping of phagea in a ' infection is 
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dependent on maturation of recombined multiple genomes (Enquist and 

Skalka, 1973)  the pool of unwrapped genornes is probably at least as 

large as the 30-40 genomea of wild type A infection (Carter and Smith, 

1970). Thus the level of expression can be justified if 70 trP 

promoters are present, each being as efficient at promoting transcription 

as is a single IM promoter, or if rather more trp promoters are present, 

and are rather less efficient. 

But is it to be expected that the competition for expression 

apparatus by E.coli promoters would be so poor that they compete 

successfully for only 2 of the synthetic capacity of the cell? It 

would appear that all types of host expression are considerably reduced. 

The trp operon, whose normal derepressed level of expression in the 

cell is approximately 1% of the total cell protein, would saturate 

the cell's synthetic ability if expressed at this level from 100 

genomes. For successful competition in the presence of an excess 

of the relatively efficient trp promoter, a host promoter must have at 

least a comparable efficiency of expression; It is perhaps unlikely that 

many constitutive or uninduced operons possess a sufficiently high 

affinity for RNA polyinerase to sequestrate the transcription apparatus 

from the trD promoters to a degree adequate to drastically decrease the 

efficiency of trp expression per copy of the operon. 

Infection by a lartransducing phage like A 	AI'il Oml17 or 

BG2 cro 	fl7 guarantees the eventual death of the host cell 

since the phage genome, even if it were not expressed at high level, 

can replicate. Furthermore, the period of high expression is limited 

to perhaps 3-4 hours after infection, and the maximum specific activity 
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is achieved after 2 hours infection. The high rate of expression itself 

is liable to lead to loss of viability of the infected cell. This It 

is impossible to grow a stable high-producing infected culture as ideal 

for large scale enzyme preparation. However incorporation of a 

temperature-sensitive repressor mutation such as o1857 Into the 

transducing phage would enable the growth of a culture as an 

un.tnduoed lysogen at low temperature; induction of phage excision and 

replication on raising the temperature would be followed two hours 

later by harvesting of the culture, at the time of maximum specific 

activity of the transduced gene products. Effective excision would 

be of paramount importance in such a lysogen. 

(d) Comparable systems exhibiting increased expression 

Davison et al. (1974)  showed that it Is possible to create a 

high-level producing strain expressing the ja enzymes stably at a 
level of perhaps 15% of the total cell soluble protein. \ trp BG2 

£1857 j73 was lysogenised Into a 	-att 80 deletion strain, and 

cells surviving at high temperature in a recA strain (to prevent 

recombination-mediated excision) mainly carried deletions extending 

rightwards through the 0 and P genes. The left end of the deletions 

varied. Those extending into the cr0 gene resulted in the generation 

of cryptic prophages in which expression from P is not repressed 

by cro product. In strains in which the deletion extends through the 

ci gene, the trp genes, expressed from P, are permanently derepressed, 

and are present In a steady-state culture as 15%  of the total cell 

protein. An amber suppressor was introduced into the cryptic lysogena 

to permit the above quoted levels of expression of the N operon, since 

trP expression in A trP 13G2 is N-dependent. In the cryptic strains 
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described, the expression of trp enzymes is completely stable, in 

spite of constitutive expression of all genes remaining in the N operon, 

showing that in these conditions no ph-ape product present is canable 

of having a lethal effect on the cells. 

A similar construction would be possible for a phage in which 

transduced genes were linked into the N operon, as is the case for 

BG2, and would give stable levels of expression as high as those 

of Davison and coworkers, i.e. around 3% of the cell protein per 

transduced gene. For genes expressed from a non-phage promoter, 

replication is important in the amplification of levels, and 

stabilisation as a single genome per cell would permit levels of 

expression considerably lower than those attainable in infections of 

the type already discussed in this thesis for \jM P141. 

The linking of the IM genes of E.00li into the gonome of the 

colicinogenic factor ColEl has been reported (Hershfield et al., 1974). 

The Co1E1 factor, a plasmid of molecular weight 4,2 x 106  daltons, 

contains one target for the EceRI restriction endonuclease. An EcoRI 

endonucl€ase-generated fragment of 080l9O was linked with the 

restricted ColEl plasrnid, selecting for stable Prp colonies from a 

transformation mixture containing ligase-treated restricted fragments 

of 080l90 and Co1E19  and a 	recipient. 

The replication of the ColEl plasmid is not under stringent control, 

and 20-30  copies are normally present in the cell. If chioramphenicol 

is added to a culture, host DNA replication ceases, in contrast to 

ColEl replication, which is independent of protein synthesis. As a 

result, the number of copies of ColEl can increase to 1000 per cell. 
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In trpii cultures containing a ColE-I-= plasmid the level 

of trP enzymes is 10 to 40 fold that of the normal repressed cell. 

If the culture is derepressed by addition of the tryptophan analogue 

3.-indolylacrylic acid the levels of trp enzymes rise to 2050  fold 

higher than the wild type dorepreased level, comprising approximately 

50% of the total cell protein. Thus in the ColE]. system, IM DNA can 

be obtained in large amounts by ohioramphenicol treatment, proteins 

by derepresaing the trp operon with indolylacryllo acid, and IM iRNA 

by either procedure. 

An interesting observation of Hershfield et al. (1974)  is that 

a trpR strain carrying ColEl-IM is extremely unstable, reverting 

to Trp at a high frequency. Hershfield suggests that high-level 

expression of the trp genes, by occupying a large proportion of the 

cell's capacity, interferes with normal 1cTowth. 

The Co1E1 plasmid has certain advantages over I as a receptor 

plasmid. Firstly as a source of DNA, it is approximately one-eighth the 

size of k , and therefore trD DNA comprises a larger proportion of 

the total. Per cell it is possible to obtain 1000 copies of Co1E1, 

thus the potential IM DNA yield per cell is high. However C01E1 DNA 

must be purified away from the host chromosomal DNA, and is subject to 

degradation in the process, whereas \ -,DNA is already purified away 

from host mucleic acid in the phage head. As a source of mRNA and 

protein, the two systems are not dissimilar in the levels achieved. A 

tryptophan analogue must be used to derepress trP expression from ColEl- 

, however, while infection and replication are the source of trP 

expression from ,2, trP  AN].. In both cases the cells in the long term lose 

viability. 
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Co1E1 has an advantage over 	in that the size of the material 

inserted is not relevant to the viability of the plasmid., while in 

receptor genornes so far, DNA equivalent to 27% of ) can be inserted. 

Very large or very small pieces would not permit packaging into a 

stable phage head. However the size limitation of A has been turned 

to advantage in that it is possible to select insertions of DNA by the 

increased stability of the resulting phage, and thus obtain transducing 

phages without a selection for the transduced genes, 

Lambda has one further advantage over Co1E19  and that is that it 

is possible to dereprees genetically the 	operona, and thus to improve 

gene expression from genes fused into 	operons; the control of 

expression of Co1E1 genes is not yet understood. 

Clearly the C01E1 and lambda systems both have properties making 

them extremely useful as vehicles for the dining and amplification of 

DNA, RNA and protein. ColE]. has advantages in the clOning of DNA in 

particular, while lambda is more versatile in its potential for 

increasing enzyme synthesis - there is a potential not only for 

increasing gene expression from the original control region by replication, 

but for expression from fused operona, which may be particularly 

important when amplification of expression from a gene of non-bacterial 

source is required. 

(e) The general applicability of the techniques used 

A number of methods are available, and are discussed in chapter 1, 

for the creation of \ transducing phages bearing a wide range of genes 

from other sources. The degree of expression of those genes will depend 

on several factors. If the transduced gene is accompanied by its normal 

control regions, and is expressed only from its normal control region, 
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expression from the phage genome on infection into E.coli may be limited. 

For example, if the gene is subject to negative control, and if the host 

synthesises the appropriate negative effector, expression of that gene 

is repressed, until replication produces sufficient genome copies, each 

carrying an operator site capable of binding the repressor, to titrate 

the repressor. Only those genomes uncomplexed with repressor can be 

expressed (Revel and Luria, 1963;  Sohrenk and Miller, 1974). A much 

higher level of expression can be attained if the host lacks the 

repression system of the transduced gene - possible either if the 

transduced gene is not derived from 73.coli or if an Looli gene required 

for the repression system is mutated. 

If the gene is subject to positive control, expression may depend 

on the concentration of positive effector in the host cells. The 

increase in expression due to replication will therefore be limited to 

the number of genomea which can be complexed with the available positive 

effector molecules. If the transduced DA is not derived from E.00li, 

it is probable that no positive effector to stimulate expression of 

those genes will be present in the host cell. 

The experiments with A Li2 MU. Q2mSam  showed that in the absence 

of the host-specified repressor protein the trp enzymes can be synthesised. 

at a rate approx. 70 tines that from a single genome, to produce an 

enzyme yield 40 fold higher than the steady state d.erepressed enzyme 

yield from a cell haploid for the = region. This is the maximum 

factor by which enzyme yield from a gene subject to derepreased or constitu- 

tive expression could be improved by replication, if it possesses the 

same phage genes as \ 	A111. 
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If expression from a transduced gene subject to normal control 

is limited, it may be worthwhile to search for a transducing phage in 

which that gene is expressed from a phage promoter, to increase the 

yield of the gexproduct. The expression of a foreign gene from a 

phage promoter will depend on the orientation in which the transduced 

gene is incorporated into the phage genome. Only if the 'sense' 

strand transcribed normally in expression of the gene is coincident 

with the phage DNA strand transcribed in the operon to which it has 

been fused will the transcript of transduced DNA be translatable into 

functional protein, Control regions remaining associated with the 

transduced genes, such as repressor-binding sites or transcription 

stops may interfere with the passage of transcription from a phage 

promoter into the structural genes transduced. Under these conditions 

some aspects of phage transcription, for example the N.-dependent read 

through of transcription stops, might serve to improve the phage-

directed expression of transduced. genes. 

If fusion to a phage promoter is to be preferred, then fusion 

into the N operon of a cro phage will permit high levels of expression, 

but little improvement can be achieved on increasing the gene dosage by 

replication. Fusion into the late genes of a are phage permits a 

comparatively low level of expression, but one that can be increased 

40-fold by replication (Schlief et al., 1971). Fusion into either 

the N operon or the late genes would be expected to give a similar 

enzyme yield. The N operon fusion however could be manipulated to 

obtain constitutive expression in a cryptic lysogen. 

AtrP AM]. provides a genome the = promoter of which permits a 

high rate of expression further amplified by replication. Thus the trn 
operon of 	AN]. is a potentially useful operon to which to link 



foreign genes. Unfortunately there is no site for R.EcoRI 

restriction endonuolease attack in tie trp operon; it would be 

interesting to attempt to obtain a ,\ !a A?fl receptor genome for 
creation of transducing phages by biochemical or genetic means. 

It is clear that expression of transduced E.coli genes from 

phages can improve the yield of gene products in a dramatic fashion 

and it is probably the case that fusion to phage promoters will permit 

increased transcription of transduced DNA from non-E,coii sources. It 

remains to be shown, however, that the E. coil translation apparatus 

will adequately recognise initiation signals in foreign mRJTA to 

permit expression of their protein products at high levels. 

The system described in this thesis, therefore, has at least a 

high potential for amplification of gene products of E.coli, and may 

well be of more general application. The complex controls enabling 

lambda to act as an efficient infecting and multiplying parasite can 

thus be manipulated to create an equally specialised. DNft vector 

parasitic on the host, but producing proteins chosen by the molecular 

biologist; the variety of those proteins is limited mainly by the 

biochemical and genetic tools available to the experimenter to 

combine and select the appropriate pieces of DNA to be fused to the 

vector phage genome. At the moment, the available possibilities for 

exploitation of the system are considerable, and the long term potential 

of such systems even more overwhelming. 
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